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Adrian Veidt: I did the right thing, didn’t I? It all worked out in the end.
Dr. Manhattan: "In the end"? Nothing ends, Adrian. Nothing ever ends.

- Alan Moore, Watchmen
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Abstract

SOCIAL NETWORKS are enormous sources of human-generated content. Users
continuously create information, useful but hard to detect, extract, and catego-
rize. Language Models (LMs) have always been among the most useful and

used approaches to process textual data. Firstly designed as simple unigram mod-
els, they improved through the years until the recent release of BERT, a pre-trained
Transformer-based model reaching state-of-the-art performances in many heteroge-
neous benchmark tasks, such as text classification and tagging. In this thesis, I apply
LMs to textual content publicly shared on social media. I selected Twitter as the prin-
cipal source of data for the performed experiments since its users mainly share short
and noisy texts. My goal is to build models that generate meaningful representations of
users encoding their syntactic and semantic features. Once appropriate embeddings are
defined, I compute similarities between users to perform higher-level analyses. Tested
tasks include the extraction of emerging knowledge, represented by users similar to a
given set of well-known accounts, controversy detection, obtaining controversy scores
for topics discussed online, community detection and characterization, clustering sim-
ilar users and detecting outliers, and stance classification of users and tweets (e.g.,
political inclination, COVID-19 vaccines position). The obtained results suggest that
publicly available data contains delicate information about users, and Language Models
can now extract it, threatening users’ privacy.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction and Summary

1.1 Social Networking Sites

Social networking sites are online platforms used by people to build social relation-
ships [43]. In the last decade of the century, the first platforms became popular, but
recently, their popularity exponentially increased, reaching in 2020 almost four billion
active users [311]12345. The enormous success of social networking sites is partially
due to the ease to sign in, since it usually requires a few minutes, and to post content
restricted only by the Term of Service of the platform, and to see the content posted
by other users in the social network, usually friends or famous people. Algorithms that
control the daily feeds of users maximize the time spent by users on the platform. The
selection of the most appropriate content is crucial.

The possibility to share texts, news, pictures, videos and songs, combined with the
constant interaction with other users, results in large quantities of data constantly up-
loaded, downloaded, collected and stored. These data are valuable since social network

1https://s22.q4cdn.com/826641620/files/doc_financials/2020/q2/Q2-2020-Shareholder-
Letter.pdf

2https://wearesocial.com/blog/2020/07/more-than-half-of-the-people-on-earth-now-
use-social-media

3https://blog.linkedin.com/2015/10/29/400-million-members
4https://www.cnbc.com/2017/09/25/how-many-users-does-instagram-have-now-800-

million.html
5https://www.wsj.com/articles/reddit-claims-52-million-daily-users-revealing-a-

key-figure-for-social-media-platforms-11606822200

1

https://s22.q4cdn.com/826641620/files/doc_financials/2020/q2/Q2-2020-Shareholder-Letter.pdf
https://s22.q4cdn.com/826641620/files/doc_financials/2020/q2/Q2-2020-Shareholder-Letter.pdf
https://wearesocial.com/blog/2020/07/more-than-half-of-the-people-on-earth-now-use-social-media
https://wearesocial.com/blog/2020/07/more-than-half-of-the-people-on-earth-now-use-social-media
https://blog.linkedin.com/2015/10/29/400-million-members
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/09/25/how-many-users-does-instagram-have-now-800-million.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/09/25/how-many-users-does-instagram-have-now-800-million.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/reddit-claims-52-million-daily-users-revealing-a-key-figure-for-social-media-platforms-11606822200
https://www.wsj.com/articles/reddit-claims-52-million-daily-users-revealing-a-key-figure-for-social-media-platforms-11606822200
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Summary

data scientists and researchers can exploit them to perform numerous heterogeneous
tasks and analyses to obtain insights about the users and the platform itself.

There are many social implications of this phenomenon. Ethical issues [36, 166],
privacy issues [25] and crowd control through targeted banners [106]6 are just some
of the concerns of Social Networking sites. Even if investigations and discussions
about implications are not the scopes of this thesis, everybody should be conscious of
which data the social networks collect and share and how they use them. For example,
automatic user profiling is a branch of artificial intelligence aiming to collect infor-
mation about users to build profiles. Such profiles are essential for recommendation
tasks [79, 108, 143, 227, 265], social threat detection [224] or even government-related
tasks7. The possibilities are numerous and intriguing, but the results could be poten-
tially dangerous. Thus many research conferences nominated Ethic Advisory Commit-
tees, and they recommend or impose ethical statements in published researches8.

In this thesis, I study human-generated data from social networks. Usually, Social
Networking Sites develop and release official APIs for easy but limited9 access to their
continuously generated datasets. The APIs control the downloaded data and prevent
the illegal scraping of data. Given a query, the APIs return sets of data that are later
stored locally. If the magnitude of requested data is too high, frequent when dealing
with human-generated data from social networks, the API splits them into batches and
returns them iteratively. This procedure allows control of which and how much data
are shared by the social network. Thus, real-time applications should be aware of these
limits. The speed of these algorithms is crucial and depends on the speed of the data
collection. A classic example of real-time analyses on social networks is the detection
of new trends. It requires up-to-date datasets since trends have a limited lifespan, and
virality and reactivity play a crucial role in the process [147, 150].

The selection of the most appropriate query is also essential to obtain unbiased data
sets. The noise of the data generated in social networks makes the collection extremely
sensitive to the query, and often similar inputs result in different datasets that could
bias further analyses. Works have been declared inaccurate because based on biased
datasets due to wrong or incomplete data collection queries (e.g., collecting posts about
an online debate by searching for texts shared with a selected hashtag mainly used
by just one side of the controversy will result in an incomplete dataset) [126, 289].
Usually, researchers iteratively improve the final query by inspecting data of previous
partial tests and the plausibility of the final results. However, this procedure is not
always possible, especially when the data collection process is slow or when dealing

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_interference_in_the_2016_United_States_
elections

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_Credit_System
8https://2021.aclweb.org/ethics/Ethics-FAQ/
9https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1/rate-limits
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1.1. Social Networking Sites

with real-time applications.
Finally, being often human-generated (if bots are not involved), shared content is

usually noisy, incomplete and unreliable [279]. A careful data pre-processing and
cleaning step is essential to perform accurate analyses [19, 52, 281]. Social Media
users often use emojis, and the best way to process them is not straightforward: they
can be ignored, used as single characters or even translated to corresponding texts.
Shared URLs contain information that could be useful for many applications, such as
the URL domain. Finally, typos and slangs are rare in supervised professional content
but common in user-generated textual content, and models trained on formal data are
usually not robust enough to process them correctly.

Different social networking sites usually focus on different types of content shared.
Picking the right social network is essential to perform complete and meaningful anal-
yses. For example, Twitter10 is known and used to share tweets, short texts of 140
characters, recently increased to 280, Instagram11 for pictures, Youtube12 for long
videos, TikTok13 for short ones with music in the background. Moreover, not every
social network is widely used everywhere [61], and some countries forbid citizens to
use them14. When performing social network analysis, researchers and readers must
be aware that there is always some bias included since active users of social networks
are rarely homogeneously distributed through the whole population of the world or a
selected country. Usually, there is an age distribution discrepancy: younger people and
older people use different social networks, while the elderly are rarely active users. Peo-
ple with different interests prefer different platforms to interact, preferring specialized
ones. Finally, some people do not interact with social networks at all.

Almost every work described in this thesis is performed on data from Twitter, being
the most famous social network sharing mainly textual content. Its official API is well-
documented, and the rate limits are large enough to perform the tasks described here.
Even if it is not the most used social networking site in Italy, the volume of tweets
and users collected in the experiments is big enough to perform statistically significant
analyses (see Section 4.1, Section 5.2 and Section 6.2). Also, Facebook15 is a used
alternative to extract textual content, but the collected data has stricter limitations due
to the different privacy policies (see Section 6.1).

This thesis is a collection of works in the field of social network analysis. So-
cial Network Analysis is a research field where social networks are the main object
of investigation. The first and most common approach is to look at the graph lying
underneath the social network, usually built connecting users when they verify a spe-

10www.twitter.com
11www.instagram.com
12www.youtube.com
13www.tiktok.com
14https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Censorship_of_Facebook
15www.facebook.com
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Summary

cific condition (e.g., they are “friends" or they “follow" each other). Many researchers
study the structure of these multi-layer graphs and the mathematical laws that they fol-
low [15,206,222]. Static and dynamic measures are defined to describe and differentiate
the networks and their evolution. This branch of social network analysis is the oldest
one, and the methods designed have been refined over the years, recently obtaining
impressive results [16, 69,83]. Some of the most relevant applications include: investi-
gating communities of users by looking at how the users are connected [187, 229, 316]
and what is their relative position in the graph and their centrality [259]; link prediction
applied to suggest new interactions and interests (i.e. recommender systems) [148,189];
analyzing information flows in the graphs [37] like the spreading of real and fake
news [235].

However, social networks are not just networks and users are not just linked together.
Content is constantly generated, liked, commented and shared by users. Even if the
social graph is not directly involved in the analyses, we can still consider as social
network analysis the elaboration of the content produced in social networks.

Due to the earlier success of deep neural networks for image classification and object
detection [173,250], user-generated images have been used earlier as inputs for studies
on social networks, Facebook, Instagram and Flickr16 being the principal sources [197,
287, 294]. One of the most urgent recent tasks is to detect inappropriate images that
do not follow social network policies. Algorithms to automatically classify and report
explicit pictures are essential since the task would have been impossible if humans
had to check every shared image [26]. Interesting how tags helped to create automatic
ground truth of images that are usually unlabeled. Users pick tags to describe shared
images since it produces more views and likes. However, these tags can be used as noisy
labels for classification, obtaining big datasets with low manual effort [62, 128]. Other
applications of images shared on social networks include the detection and clustering
of people faces, monuments and cities for automatic tagging or even prediction of the
popularity of posts [169].

16https://www.flickr.com/
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1.2 Textual Content and Natural Language Processing

User-generated textual content is also often shared in social networks alone or cou-
pled with images or videos. The ease of posting textual content on social networks
tempts users to continuously share ideas, thoughts, personal reflections about every
trending topic. Sometimes the shared content contains hashtags, mentions to other
users or links to other contents inside or outside the social network. Exploiting the
magnitude and heterogeneity of these data is an intriguing and challenging task.

In this thesis, I deal entirely with textual content shared by users. The group of tech-
niques developed to analyze natural language is called Natural Language Processing
(NLP). NLP recently became extremely popular due to the performances of novel mod-
els, such as ELMo [231], BERT [91], RoBERTa [192], GPT-2 [241], GPT-3 [51] and
T5 [242]. These models reached state-of-the-art performances due to the long and ex-
pensive pre-training procedures, designed as self-supervised learning, to obtain detailed
representations of words and sentences, even in multi-lingual settings. Transfer Learn-
ing plays a crucial role in the training: models pre-trained on semi-supervised tasks
are later supervisedly finetuned with task-specific datasets. Some of the most famous
applications are Named Entity Recognition [282], Machine Translation [78], Question
Answering [144], Summarization [145,191], but many other challenging tasks are con-
tinuously conceived. Current research focuses on improving many aspects of LMs,
such as better encoding of the order of tokens [305], processing longer texts [322],
computational complexity reduction with linear attention [64] and interpretability of
the models [34] and their biases [178].

The success of these models in benchmark tasks also opens new ways to analyze
social networks from syntactic and semantic points of view, where the texts are not
only considered as a collection of words (Bag-of-Words classical approaches), nor as
a collection of hashtags or mentions (graph approaches) but as dense high-dimensional
feature vectors encoding sophisticated textual proprieties. There are numerous applica-
tions of NLP and language models on social networks, ranging from classical sentiment
analysis [201] to more challenging tasks such as sarcasm detection [164] and user pro-
filing [172].

5
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1.3 Summary

In this thesis, I report some selected works performed during my PhD. Each chapter
contains sections with detailed descriptions of the research questions formulated, the
experiments performed, and the results obtained. I performed minor changes from the
original versions to adapt them to the context of the thesis. Every work reported here
has been published to peer-reviewed international conferences or journals except Sec-
tion 4.4, currently under review at TheWebConf2022. Please do not share it to maintain
the anonymity of the work. The outline of the thesis is the following.

In Chapter 2, I introduce Language Models. I start exposing their definition and
a list of classical sentence and word embeddings techniques (e.g., BoW, TF-IDF and
Word2Vec [203]). These approaches are the first attempts to process natural language
with algorithms. Then I report an overview of modern deep language models based on
the attention mechanisms (Transformer [298], BERT [91]) and state-of-the-art varia-
tions (RoBERTa [192], StructBERT [305], Big Bird [322]). These models revolution-
ized the field of NLP, exploiting the concept of Transfer Learning since large corpora
of unsupervised textual data are recently available to perform long pre-training steps.
Later, pre-trained models are fine-tuned on specific tasks. I briefly summarize the mod-
els and their relative papers and emphasize the key ideas that lead to state-of-the-art
results. This selection is not complete, but its scope is to introduce some of the prin-
cipal successes in NLP. The most appropriate models have been selected and used as
fundamental components in the following chapters.

In Chapter 3, I describe how to extract knowledge from social networks. I report
the pipelines designed to extract selected users from social networks. Emerging users
represent knowledge that is not already present in knowledge bases. These approaches
are crucial when dealing with emerging knowledge, not yet formalized on ontologies
of curated data but already circulating on social networks.

The first work describes a pipeline that, fed with a set of Twitter accounts (called
seeds) belonging to the same community (e.g. Twitter accounts of fashion designers),
outputs new Twitter accounts belonging to the same community. Syntactic and seman-
tic features of the shared textual content are fundamental. Since the obtained results are
accurate, I started to investigate how the performance of the previous pipeline changes
when I iteratively use the outputs as new seeds of the algorithm, obtaining accuracies
highly dependent on the community selected. To evaluate and rank the best candidates,
we compute the similarity between feature vectors of users, computed with standard
NLP approaches from the textual content. The second section of the chapter describes
this iterative approach.

6
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1.3. Summary

The obtained results suggest continuing the investigation in two directions: by se-
lecting more challenging types of knowledge to extract and by designing more robust
pipelines able to deal with noisy data.

I select the second direction for the works reported in Chapter 4, which contains
studies about communities detection, controversy detection and user semantic em-
beddings. The main goal of these works is to compute accurate user embeddings.
They are essential to perform further tasks such as knowledge extraction, the detection
of similar users belonging to the same community, detection of controversies between
communities and detection of outliers.

The first work, about the characterization of communities and classification of users,
is conceived to understand and test the best way to compute similarities between users
by looking solely at the textual content shared. This investigation is essential to im-
prove the previously described knowledge extraction pipeline since user similarity is
its fundamental component. Thus, a better approach to defining and computing sim-
ilarities results in better extraction of knowledge. I successfully prove the hypothesis
that users with common interests usually write and share semantically similar posts.

In the second work of the chapter, I study a common phenomenon in social network-
ing sites: controversies. When two communities of similar users talk about the same
topic from different points of view, there is a controversy. The work describes how
to detect and quantify these controversies in online Twitter discussions using shared
textual content. The proposed approach compares to the state-of-the-art graph-based
techniques, where the retweet graph is used as the starting point to classify whether a
discussion is controversial or not. However, I hypothesized that, even if the structure of
the retweet graph reflects the sides of controversies, the content published should too.
When users share opposite opinions about a topic, the content is different, and quan-
tifying this difference with Language Models is crucial. This content-based approach
achieves state-of-the-art results both in terms of accuracy and computational time on a
dataset of 30 multilingual topics, half controversial and half not.

The third work investigates how Transformer-based models can improve the embed-
dings of tweets encoding semantic similarity. Since the previous studies apply classical
approaches showing that a straightforward application of recent models is usually not
enough to obtain better results, I train a model that outperforms previous techniques
on Twitter-related tasks. The obtained embeddings are at the tweet level because the
nature of deep language models does not allow longer inputs. The results prove that
datasets obtained from social media are very useful when adapted to detect the semantic
similarity of documents.

In the last section of the chapter, I describe a hierarchical approach to obtain ac-
curate user embeddings, overcoming the length limitations proper of classical deep

7
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Summary

language models. The Stage-1 model is the same model trained in the previous section
that successfully embeds single tweets into dense high-dimensional vectors, while the
Stage-2 model merges single tweet embeddings into a final user embedding, using a
small Transformer-based architecture. I finally check whether the obtained representa-
tions reflect our idea of similarity with visualizations of communities, outlier detection
and polarization detection.

Chapter 5 contains two works where I investigated how Twitter users reacted to
two Italian political events: the elections of March 2018 and the 2020 Constitutional
Referendum. The first work describes the design of a political inclination classifier.
Applying classical NLP approaches to the textual content of politicians, I was able to
perform accurate predictions of their political party. However, the approach fails when
instead of politicians, we try to analyze citizens. The main reason is that the political
inclination of non-politician users is hard to collect as ground truth to evaluate the
goodness of the trained models.

The second work describes a model that classifies the stance of tweets about the 2020
Italian constitutional referendum. The introduction of a hashtag-based semi-automatic
ground truth allows the building of large training datasets used to train binary classi-
fication models. I evaluate the models on manually annotated data proving that they
accurately predict the stance by solely looking at the textual content shared in tweets. I
finally discuss the discrepancy between the recorded activity on Twitter and the Refer-
endum outcome, emphasising possible biases affecting the dataset collection.

Chapter 6 describes three works that analyze social activities about COVID-19 and
vaccines against it. Since the COVID-19 pandemic characterized the last years, I have
decided to contribute to the research by investigating the textual content shared about
this topic.

In the first work, I analyzed the “information disorders" during the first four months
of the Facebook “infodemic" caused by COVID-19. While the other authors analyzed
the network structure of users and the propagation of fake news (not included in this the-
sis), my contribution involves the linguistic analysis of Facebook posts. I computed the
polarization of accounts, the distribution of embedding of texts posted by users sharing
misinformation, and the correlation of the sentiment of posts during the selected time
window with important events. The results prove that users sharing different types of
misinformation are syntactically and semantically similar, different from users sharing
only content from reliable sources.

The second work introduces Vaccinitaly, an ongoing project that monitors online
conversations about COVID-19 vaccines in Italy. We built a platform that continuously
collects data about vaccines from Twitter and Facebook, and we perform multiple anal-

8
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1.3. Summary

yses on the obtained posts and tweets, such as the correlation between the magnitude of
misinformation shared and the vaccine acceptance, checking whether social networks
influence the number of vaccinated citizens at a regional level.

The last work inspects in detail the textual content collected from Vaccinitaly. I
trained a Transformer-based model to predict the stance of tweets about vaccines. The
binary classifier obtains good results due to the application of adaptive fine-tuning, a
pre-training technique that involves unsupervised data related to the topic. I plan to
train a 3-classes classifier to obtain predictions of neutral tweets, but the hashtag-based
semi-automatic approach cannot include this variation. Thus, alternative methods are
required. The performances of the classifier suggest that a real-time implementation
is feasible. We aim to accurately monitor Social Media posts to detect and forecast
anomalies that reflect important events about the topic.

9
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CHAPTER2
Language Models Zoo

In this chapter, I define Language Models, and I describe some of the most famous ones.
I start with simple classical approaches such as Bag-of-Words techniques and their vari-
ants, including n-grams and skip-grams models. Then I report some pre-trained alterna-
tives that exploit machine learning techniques to learn useful representations of words.
However, the success of deep models revolutionized the NLP field. Firstly LSTM fol-
lowed by Attention have been stacked into large layers to build deep architectures with
hundreds of millions of parameters. With sophisticated transfer learning techniques,
these architectures were trained on large corpora of unlabeled data and finetuned on
specific tasks to obtain state-of-the-art results. The success of BERT led to an increase
of the interest from the NLP community to these approaches, proposing variants and
upgrades. I conclude this chapter by describing alternatives that try to solve the main
limitation of Transformer-based architecture: the intrinsic limit of the length of docu-
ments selected as inputs. I used many of the models described in this chapter in the
other works in this thesis.

11
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Chapter 2. Language Models Zoo

2.1 Language Model Definition

A language model (LM) is a probability distribution over sequences of words.
Given a ordered sequence of m words w1, w2, ..., wm, a LM aims to compute the

probability P (w1, w2, ..., wm) of the sequence. Following basic probability rules, we
can rewrite this as

P (w1, w2, ..., wm) =
mY

i=1

P (wi|w1, ..., wi�1)

Ideally, a LMs assigns to each sequence of words a probability that represents how
likely that sequence is. For example, a LM should assign a larger values to the sequence
“The cat is on the table." than to the sequences “The cat is on the taable", “The cat are
on the table" and “The elephant is on the table", since they contain respectively a typo,
a grammatical error and an unlikely event.

However, the total number of ordered sequences Ns of words grows exponentially
with respect to the total number of existing words NW = |W |, following the general
equation Ns = Nm

W
. Computing every possible probability for long sequences (m � 1)

and large dictionaries of words (NW � 1 is unfeasible. WordNet contains more than
2⇥105 different words [113], thus the number of sequences of length 2 is about 4⇥1010,
and the number of sequences of length 10 is more than the estimated number of atoms
in the world. Assumptions are essentials.

Firstly we assume that every word is independent on other words in the same docu-
ment, assumption certainly not true. We obtain a simple model called Unigram model,
where the probability of a sequence of words is the product of probabilities of single
words.

P (w1, ..., wn) =
Y

i

P (wi)

Thus the sentence “The cat is on the table" can be modeled by the Unigram model as
follows:

P (“the”,“cat”, “is”, “on”, “the”, “table”) =

P (“the”)2P (“cat”)P (“is”)P (“on”)P (“table”)

To use this model, we just need to estimate NW probabilities: P (wi) for each word
wi in our dictionary. This assumption leads to a huge gain in computational complexity
with respect to the general case described above, but, since the assumption is far from
realistic, we do not expect accurate estimations.

The main weak point of the Unigram model is that the assumption that each word
is treated as completely independent from its neighbors is too strong, far from being

12
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realistic. Moreover, the order of words is completely ignored.
To improve it, we can relax the previous assumption: a word depends only on the n

previous words. We call the obtained model n-gram model and we can compute the
required probability with the following equation.

P (w1, ..., wm) '
mY

i=1

P (wi|wi�n+1, ..., wi�1)

Unigram, Bigram, Trigram models are n-gram models with respectively n = 1, 2, 3.
We model the sentence “The cat is on the table" using a the Bigram model as follows:

P (“the”, “cat”, “is”, “on”, “the”, “table”) =

P (“cat”|“the”)P (“is”|“cat”)P (“on”|“is”)P (“the”|“on”)P (“table”|“on”)

and using a Trigram model:

P (“the”, “cat”, “is”, “on”, “the”, “table”) =

P (“is”|“the”, “cat”)P (“on”|“cat”, “is”)
P (“the”|“is”, “on”)P (“table”|“on”, “the”)

This class of models requires the estimation of Nn

W
probabilities, one for each se-

quence of n words of the dictionary. The value of the hyper-parameter n can be adapted
to the task, higher values corresponding to more accurate models, lower values for
faster approaches. However, the estimation of probabilities of rare sequences of words
requires huge amounts of data, and inaccurate values could bias the final results. Fi-
nally, longer range dependencies cannot be detected by these models and better models
have been designed.

13
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Chapter 2. Language Models Zoo

2.2 Classical approaches

In this section I describe count-based approaches, simple classical techniques to embed
documents.

2.2.1 Bag-of-words model

Bag-of-words (BoW) model is a simple and commonly used apporach to represent doc-
uments as the bags of their words. Each document is firstly tokenized, the tokens are
usually pre-processed, and then the occurrences of cleaned tokens generate the repre-
sentation of the document.

For example, given the sentence (document):
“the old man and the sea"

we firstly tokenize it obtaining the list:
[“the", “old", “man", “and", “the", “sea"]

and then we apply a BoW model to obtain:
{“the":2, “old":1, “man":1, “and":1, “sea":1}.

A boolean variant that neglects multiplicity of tokens can be implemented obtaining
instead:

{“the":1, “old":1, “man":1, “and":1, “sea":1}
The main weak point of BoW models is that the order of words is neglected, thus the
document

“and man old sea the the"
has the same BoW representation as the document reported before.

Moreover, BoW does not deal with word sense disambiguation: words that have
multiple meanings (e.g., “like") are considered the same word and occurrences are
merged.

BoW model is often used to vectorize a document: given a string, BoW model
outputs a numerical vector (BoW representation) that can be used for further tasks. For
example, given the mapping “the" to the number 0, “old" to 1, “man" to 2, “and" to 3
and “sea" to 4, the BoW representation of

“the old man and the sea"
is the vector

[2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, ..., 0]
with length equal to the number of tokens in the map and the value of zero for every
position after the fifth. We call nt the number of times the token t appears in the
document.

One of the most common application of this vectorization technique is for document
classification. Firstly a document is tokenized and vectorized with BoW approach and
then it is used to train a machine learning approach. Documents with higher values on

14
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2.2. Classical approaches

the same tokens will be classified in the same class. For example, if we want to classify
the topic of a news article we will notice that a trained classifier will focus on selected
sets of words, such as “politician", “senator", “government" for politics related news
and “ball", “game", “soccer" for sport related news.

This approach usually is implemented neglecting stop words, a manually compiled
list of words in the selected language that are so common that they could negatively
bias the prediction of trained models. Out-of-vocabulary words are usually ignored or
grouped together in a single element of the vector labelled as UNK.

BoW approach can vectorize documents of any length without specific adaptations.

2.2.2 Term Frequency (TF)

The term frequency model TF is a simple improvement of BoW model obtained nor-
malizing the previous vector.

Thus, the example above becomes
[1/3, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6]

This approach is useful when dealing with documents of different length, since a
single word appearing once in a document of few words is considered more important
than the same word appearing once in a long document.

2.2.3 TF-IDF

When dealing with multiple documents, TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency) approach is a good alternative to a simple TF vectorization. It is the prod-
uct of two statistics, the TF, already explained above (Section 2.2.2), and the Inverse
Document Frequency:

TF � IDF (t, d,D) = TF (t, d)İDF (t,D)

Given N as the total number of documents, IDF (t,D) = log N

1+|{d2D:t2d}| where |{d 2
D : t 2 d}| is the number of documents where the token t appears (the “1+" term is
added to avoid division by 0). Thus, if the token “the" appears in all the documents
IDF (“the”, D) ' 0, and so TF � IDF (“the”, d,D) ' 0 for any document d.

This approach usually can deal not only with stop words, but also with common
words that are not categorized as stop words in general, but with high frequency in the
specific topics. For example, when classifying general news, the token “game" could be
useful to detect news about politics, but if our classification task is defined over articles
about different sports, then the token “game" will lose importance being much more
common in the whole dataset.
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Chapter 2. Language Models Zoo

2.2.4 n-gram model

A simple tentative to include the order of tokens in the models is done using n-grams.
An n-gram is a continuous sequence of n items (tokens) from a document. BoW model
can be seen as an n-gram model with n = 1 (unigram). With n = 2 (bigram), the
document above becomes

{“the old":1, “old man":1, “man and":1, “and the":1, “the sea":1}
While higher order models usually outperforms the unigram model, long-range depen-
dencies are still neglected. In the example above, we connected the words “old" and
“man" previously treated as independent, but between the word “man" and “sea" there
is still no connection.

Usually including bigrams and higher order n-grams is crucial when the document
includes name of entities with more than one token (i.e., “New York", “United States"
are also treated as a single entity by these models).

2.2.5 Skip-gram model

Skip-grams are a generalization of n-grams models where tokens do not need to be
consecutive to be connected, but may leave gaps. A k-skip n-gram is a length n sub-
sequence of tokens distant at most k from each other. The example above of 1-skip
bigrams includes both all the bigrams already listed above and the following ones

{“the man":1, “old and":1, “man the":1, “and sea":1}

2.2.6 Comments

The simplicity of these models is a useful advantage when the computational cost is
crucial, but they have clear throwbacks.

They usually lead to sparse representations of documents, since often a document
includes a small number of terms with relation to the total number of tokens (words)
NW or n-grams. For example, a sentence of 5 different words is represented as a vector
of dimension about 105 (the number of English words in WordNet) with only 5 not-zero
entries.

Moreover, similar tokens are not correlated to each other but every token is indepen-
dent. Different tokens are represented as perpendicular directions, thus synonyms are
not correlated to each other. Their relationship and distance are the same as any other
couple of words.

Even if these techniques are fast and easy to implement, they usually do not lead to
state-of-the-art results and advanced dense alternatives have been designed and tested.
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2.3 Pre-trained word representation

2.3.1 Word2Vec

Word embeddings have been revolutionized by Word2Vec [203], a data-based approach
to compute high quality vector representation of words. While previous approaches
treat words as independent, where each token is mapped in a perpendicular space, ne-
glecting the semantic proprieties and similarities between tokens (as described above),
this method computes dense representations based on co-occurrences of words in large
datasets (1.6 bilion words from Google News dataset). It uses neural networks to esti-
mate continuous representations of words, with two different approaches (CBOW and
Skip-gram) inspired by the seminal work of [23].

Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) predicts a word w(t) from the context words
(w(t � 2), w(t � 1), w(t + 1) and w(t + 2)). The input words are firstly encoded
in a V -dimensional one-hot vector, since strings cannot be used as inputs of a neural
network. Then, they are embedded using the same projection matrix w 2 RV⇥D,
where D = 300 is the dimension of the embeddings. The embeddings are averaged
obtaining a single D-dimensional vector. Finally, a hidden layer followed by softmax
(usually implemented as hierarchical softmax) computes an output probability vector z
of dimension V , where zi is the probability that the word w(t) is the i-th word of the
vocabulary.

Skip-gram, instead, predicts the context words from the target word w(t) with a
technique similar to CBOW.

These models are trained on a Google News corpus of about 6B tokens, with a
restricted vocabulary of one million words, with Adagrad optimizer. The training is
performed in an unsupervised way, randomly picking the words to predict, learning the
embedding matrix w. When the model is trained, we inspect the matrix of weights w,
as it represents a mapping between each word and a D dimensional vector.

The impressive result is that similar words are mapped to similar vectors, with in-
teresting proprieties such as:

w(“Paris”)� w(“France”) + w(“Italy”) ⇠ w(“Rome”)

w(“king”)� w(“man”) + w(“woman”) ⇠ w(“queen”)

w(“bigger”)� w(“big”) + w(“cold”) ⇠ w(“colder”)

Vectorized words embedded both syntactic and semantic information, such as Paris is
to France what Rome is to Italy, the female version of king is queen, if the comparative
of big is bigger, than the comparative of cold is colder.

However, even if this approach collected many state-of-the-art results, it still maps
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each word to a vector, thus the context of the word is not taken into consideration at
embedding time, but only during the training approach. The same word will be always
mapped to the same vector, once the model is trained. This model also does not solve
word sense disambiguation: the word "like" obtains the same dense representation even
if it can be used with multiple meanings.

2.3.2 FastText

FasText is a fast text classifier developed in 2018 [32]. As the name suggests, its main
benefit is that it compares in terms of accuracy to other bigger and deeper models, being
much faster in both training and evaluation phases.

The architecture is simple and can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the input
tokens xi (N n-gram features) are multiplied by a weight matrix A (look-up table of
words). The representations are averaged into a unique text representation of fixed
length (not dependent to the number of tokens), that is then fed to a linear classifier.
The output is computed with softmax (or hierarchical softmax if the number of classes
is big). It is trained minimizing the equation

softmax(BAxn)

where Axn is the average of the Axi representations of xi tokens, and B represents the
weights of the linear classifier.

FastText model is similar to CBOW model (previously described in Section 2.3.1),
but the prediction is now a label over the predefined classes and not a word over the
vocabulary.

FastText is a simple fast baseline method for text classification, being able to process
billions of tokens in a small amount of time. It obtained state-of-the-art results in simple
tasks that does not require a high representational power, being FastText a shallow
model.

2.3.3 GloVe

GloVe (Global Vectors) [230] is a global log-bilinear regression model for unsuper-
vised learning of word representations. Being very similar to Word2Vec, its better
performances are due to global co-occurrence counts employed instead of local context
windows.

The authors propose a weighted least squares regression model described by the
following equation:

J =
VX

i,j=1

f(Xij)(w
T

i
w̃j + bi + b̃j � logXij)

2 (2.1)
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where X is the word-word co-occurrence matrix, w 2 Rd are word vectors to learn,
w̃ 2 Rd are separate context word vectors, b and b̃ are biases, and f is the weighting
function:

f(x) =

8
<

:
(x/xmax)↵ if x < xmax

1 otherwise
(2.2)

The authors trained the model on corpora of different sizes; the larger includes 42
billion tokens of web data from Common Crawl, tokenized and lowercased. A clear
correlation between corpus size and performance is observed for syntactic tasks but not
for semantic ones.

GloVe outperforms other models, including both versions of word2vec, on tasks
such as word analogies (a is to b as c is to _?), word similarity and Named Entity
Recognition (NER).
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2.4 Deep contextualized word representation

2.4.1 ELMo

Polysemy is tackled by ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models) model [231].
Contrary to previous works (such as Word2Vec, Section 2.3.1), the representation of
each token is now a function of the entire input sentence. Thus, words with multi-
ple meanings are embedded into different vectors since their context will be different.
ELMo uses LSTM layers and Bidirectional LMs to compute context-aware token em-
beddings.

A brief description of LSTMs and Bidirectional LMs follows.

Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs)

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are a simple variant of neural networks designed to
process sequential inputs such as time series, voice signals and strings. An input signal
is sequentially processed by the model, that updates a hidden state vector memorizing
information about the signal. The straightforward application of RNN has to deal with
issues related to long-term dependencies and vanishing gradients.

Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTM) are an improvement of classical Re-
current Neural Networks (RNN) designed to overcome these issues. An LSTM cell
(Figure 2.1) computes the following equations:

ft = �(Wf [ht�1, xt] + bf )

it = �(Wi[ht�1, xt] + bi)

Dt = tanh(WC [ht�1, xt] + bC)

Ct = ftCt�1 + itDt

ot = �(Wo[ht�1, xt] + bo)

ht = ot tanh(Ct)

where xt is the input at time step t, ht is the respective output and Ct is the cell state
that intuitively conserves information about previous inputs. f represents the forget
gate layer, i represents the input gate layer and o represents the output gate layer, � is
the sigmoid function, W are weight matrices and b are biases for the three gates.

Alternatives to LSTM includes GRU layers, designed to tackle long term depen-
dencies and vanishing gradient with just two gates instead of three. However, usually
LSTM and GRU layers obtain similar performances.
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Figure 2.1: LSTM architecture illustrated.

Bidirectional LMs

Unidirectional LSTM, as the one described above, process the input sequentially start-
ing from the beginning. They usually do not use information of the future to compute
the present. This unidirectional approach is essential to specific tasks, but for NLP bidi-
rectionality is crucial. Usually, words on a sentence depend also on following words,
and sentences depend on following sentences. For example adjectives in English are
often before the word they refer to while verbs in German are placed at the end of the
sentence.

A forward Language Model computes the probability of a sentence by multiplying
the probabilities of a token given its history:

P (t1, ..., tn) =
nY

i=1

P (ti|t1, ..., ti�1)

Firstly, a context-independent token representation is computed and then fed to an L-
layers forward LSTM. Top layer output is used to predict next token with softmax.

A backward LM is similar to forward LM, but instead of using the history of a token,
it uses the future context:

P (t1, ..., tn) =
nY

i=1

P (ti|ti+1, ..., tn)

A biLM combines both a forward and backward LM, usually sharing only param-
eters of token representation and softmax layer. Including both previous context and
future context is crucial to obtain state-of-the-art representations of tokens.
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ELMo

ELMo combines intermediate layer representations of a biMLs. Each ELMO layer
computes 2L + 1 representations through LSTMs (L forward LSTMs, L backward
LSTMs and the token representation). The representations are collapsed into a single
vector (ELMOk for each token tk). Finally, ELMo computes a task specific weighting
of all BiLM layers obtaining:

ELMotask
k

= E(Rk;⇥
task) = �task

taskX

j

stask
j

hLM

k,j

where stask
j

are task specific softmax normalized weights and �task is a task specific
scalar weight.

Given a pre-trained BiLM, ELMo collects all of the layer representations for each
word, concatenates the ELMo vector with the context independent token representation
and feeds it into a task RNN. It is observed that dropout and regularization of weights
help the model to generalize better. The architecture is a pre-trained biLMs with L = 2

biLSTM layers of 4096 units and 512 dimension projections and residual connections.
Context independent token representation is 2048 character n-gram convolutional fil-
ters, plus two highway layers and linear projection down to 512 dimension.

The model is evaluated on different standard NLP tasks, such as Question Answer-
ing, Textual entailment, Semantic role labeling, Coreference resolution, Named entity
recognition and Sentiment analysis, outperforming state-of-the-art models. Ablation
studies and controlled experiments confirmed the encoding capabilities of ELMo, stor-
ing efficiently syntactic and semantic proprieties of tokens. The authors observe that
higher level LSTM states capture context dependent aspects of word meaning while
lower level states model aspects of syntax.

2.4.2 Attention

An attention function is a mapping from a query and a set of key-value pairs to an
output. The output is the weighted sum of the values, where the weight is computed by
a compatibility function of the query with the key.

It was initially used to improve the performance of LSTM networks, obtaining the
intuitive notion of attention when generating sequences of words. However, after the
pubblication of “Attention is all you need" [298], architectures composed solely by
Attention layers have been proposed obtaining a simpler and easier models to train,
and resulting in state-of-the-art performances (Section 2.4.3) in many heterogeneous
NLP tasks.

In the following sections, the mathematical formulation of attention is presented,
followed by the description of the Trasformer, the first model solely composed by at-
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tention mechanisms.

Scaled Dot-Product Attention

The scaled dot-product attention is the basic operation of an attention layer. Given a
query, a key and a value (Q,K 2 Rb⇥dk and V 2 Rb⇥dv respectively, where b is the
batch size), attention is computed using the dot product of the query and the value,
scaled properly with

p
dk. Thus when the query and the value are similarly oriented,

the dot result is higher than when they are oriented in opposite directions. The result is
processed with a softmax function obtaining intuitively weights of how much attention
must be used for each token in the sentence. Attention is the product of the softmax
and the value matix of tokens.

Summarizing, the final equation shows as

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

p
dk

)V

where the factor 1p
dk

is for scaling purposes.
The query, key and value matrices are computed multiplying the input matrix X 2

Rb⇥m with three different weight matrices: WQ 2 Rm⇥dk , WK 2 Rm⇥dk and WV 2
Rm⇥dv , where m is the dimention of the raw input.

Multi-Head Attention

Instead of performing only a single attention function, researches prove that it is helpful
to compute and merge many of them, using a multi-head attention mechanism. Firstly,
different learned linear projections are computed to obtain multiple projected versions,
focusing on different aspects of the inputs.

The general equation is the following

MultiHead(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ..., headh)W
O

where
headi = Attention(QWQ

i
, KWK

i
, V W V

i
)

The linear projections matrices are WQ

i
2 Rdmodel⇥dk , WK

i
2 Rdmodelxdk and W V

i
2

Rdmodel⇥dv , WO 2 Rhdv⇥dmodel .

2.4.3 Transformer

The transformer [298] is the first architecture composed solely by attention mecha-
nisms. It is designed following an encoder-decoder structure, where the encoder maps
the inputs x to the sequence of continuous representations z, and the decoder maps z
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to the output y, one at the time. The model is auto-regressive, using the previously
generated tokens as inputs for the following predictions.

A brief description of the full architecture follows.

Encoder

The encoder is a stack of N = 6 identical layers, each composed of two sub-layers: a
multi-head self-attention (h = 8 heads, dk = dv = dmodel/h = 64) and a position-wise
fully connected feed-forward network, with residual connections and layer normaliza-
tion. The hidden dimension of the layers is dmodel = 512.

Decoder

The decoder is a stack of N = 6 identical layers, like the encoder, plus a multi-head
attention over the output of the encoder stack. Self-attention is modified to prevent po-
sitions from attending to subsequent positions, thus predictions can only depend on the
known outputs at lower positions.

Finally, every layer in the encoder and in the decoder includes a fully-connected
feed-forward network composed by two linear transformations with ReLU activation
in between:

FFN(x) = max(0, xW1 + b1)W2 + b2

where the inner dimension is dff = 2048.
Since, by nature, the attention mechanism treats tokens independently to their po-

sition in the sentence, this information should be encoded separately. The transformer
uses positional encodings with sinusoidal functions:

PE(pos,2i) = sin(pos/100002i/dmodel)

and
PE(pos,2i+1) = cos(pos/100002i/dmodel)

The model obtained state of the art results on machine translation tasks (in particu-
lar, English-to-German and English-to-French translation tasks) outperforming models
based on RNN. This suggests that attention mechanisms should not be applied to the
outputs of RNN models, but architectures based solely on multi-head attention layers
are better.

2.4.4 BERT

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) [91], developed in
2018, is a language model that revolutionized NLP. It obtained state-of-the-art results
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2.4. Deep contextualized word representation

Figure 2.2: BERT architecture illustrated. Image from [91] licensed under Creative Commons Attribu-
tion 4.0 International License.

in many benchmarks such as GLUE [303] and SQuAD [245], proving that it reaches
higher levels of language understanding (outperforming OpenAI GTP-1 [240]). This
model was designed to be firstly pre-trained unsupervisedly and later finetuned with
task-specific objectives (Figure 2.2).

One of the key ideas of BERT is to jointly condition on both left and right context in
every layer to get representations from unlabeled text. Without substantial architecture
changes from the Transformer previously described, its general usage was innovative
and its public release was followed by a large number of papers about improvement,
variants, analyses, interpretations and applications.

In the following sections, the architecture, the training procedure (pre-training and
fine-tuning) and the results are described here.

Architecture

BERT architecture takes inspiration to the architecture of the Transformer: a multi-
layer bidirectional Transformer encoder. It has been released initially in two versions:
BERTBASE , the base version with L = 12, H = 768 and A = 12; BERTLARGE , the
large version with L = 24, H = 1024 and A = 16, where L is the number of layers,
H is the hidden size and A is the number of self-attention heads. Multiple size variants
have been studied in [293], investigating the relation between number of parameters
and performances.

Input/Output Representations

One of the main advantages of BERT is its task-independent design. Both single sen-
tence and couple of sentences tasks can be addresses by BERT, since an unambiguous
representation both single sentence and pair of sentences in one token sequence was de-
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signed. A sentence is tokenized with WordPiece, obtaining embeddings using a 30000

token vocabulary. The first token is always the [CLS] token, while the [SEP] token is
used to separate sentences. Then, a sentence embedding is added to indicate whether
a token belongs to the first or second sentence, and a positional embedding is added,
similar to the one described for the Trasformer.

Using this approach both single sentence and pair of sentences tasks are addressed
unambiguously by the same architecture.

Pre-training

BERT pre-training is performed in an unsupervised fashion on two tasks, Masked LM
(MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP), on BooksCorpus (800M words) and En-
glish Wikipedia (2,500M words).

Masked LM (MLM) is performed by masking a percentage (15%) of input tokens
at random. The hidden vectors, corresponding to the masked tokens ([MASK]), are
fed into a softmax layer over the vocabulary. To leverage the mismatch between pre-
training and finetuning (where the token [MASK] never appears), only 80% of the
selected tokens are replaced with [MASK] token, 10% with a random token and the
final 10% is unchanged. This task helps the model understand the relationship between
a word and its neighbors.

Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) is the task of predicting whether, given two sen-
tences A and B, B is the sentence that follows A. The task is performed by feeding the
model with couples of sentences, 50% of them consecutive pairs and 50% where A and
B are randomly picked. Also this task is unsupervised and helps the model understand
the relationship between sentences and their neighbors.

Fine-tuning

After pretraining, the finetuning step is straightforward. It is a task-specific step per-
formed in a supervised fashion using a selected dataset. The size of finetuning dataset is
not crucial since the model already received a strong pre-training, thus, even applied to
small datasets, BERT can reach performances much better than models solely trained
on the final tasks.

The finetuning step is performed by adding a single feed-forward fully connected
layer on the top of BERT. The inserved layer is task-dependent, thus it depends whether
the goal is binary classification, multi-class classification or regression. The embedding
of the [CLS] token is selected as the input features of the final layer. The full model is
trained, without freezing its pre-trained weights.

The finetuning step is relatively inexpensive compared to pre-training both because
the finetuning datasets are usually small, and because the model already learnt essential
information during the pre-training phase.
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2.4.5 Sentence Embedding Models

The approaches described above generate informative word embeddings. However, the
need for fixed-length sentence embeddings to feed machine learning algorithms for
many NLP tasks led researchers to investigate the best approaches to model sentences.

In this section, I describe some of the most used sentence-embedding approaches,
and I focus on their strengths and weaknesses.

Classic approaches One of the straightforward sentence-embedding approaches is the
previously described Bag of Word model. It generates fixed-size high-dimensional
sparse embeddings that do not include word-order information.

Alternative standard techniques compute weighted averages of word-embeddings
obtained from approaches such as Word2Vec and GloVe. These alternatives are more
robust than BoW since they map similar words to similar vectors, but they also cannot
exploit word-order information.

Doc2vec Doc2vec [185], also called Paragraph Vector, is an unsupervised approach
that produces accurate sentence embeddings. These embeddings are inputs used to
train accurate machine learning algorithms.

The algorithm generates two embedding matrices: W represents word embeddings,
and D represents paragraph embeddings and acts as a memory of the current context.

The training is performed by window-sampling words whose vector representations
are concatenated with a shared paragraph representation and fed to a classifier that
predicts the following words. The model, trained with backpropagation and stochas-
tic gradient descent, obtains state-of-the-art performances on sentiment analysis and
information retrieval tasks.

Skip-Thought Skip-Thought [170] is an alternative to generate generic dense sentence
vectors. The model has an encoder-decoder architecture, where the encoder is an RNN
with GRU activations and the decoder is an RNN with conditional machine translation.

During training, the encoder is fed with sentences, and it generates an embedding
used by two decoders. The goal of the decoders is to generate the sentences that were
before and after the input sentence in the original corpus.

The authors prove that the obtained embeddings are informative and robust inputs to
train linear classifiers and get state-of-the-art performances on many tasks such as se-
mantic relatedness, paraphrase detection, image-sentence ranking, question-type clas-
sification and sentiment and subjectivity classification.

SIF Smoothed Inverted Frequency (SIF) [12] is a simpler approach that aims to modify
the weighted average of word vectors using PCA/SVD to generate a strong baseline of
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unsupervised sentence embeddings. SIF models the probability that a word w is emitted
in the sentence s with the equation:

P [w|cs] = ↵p(w) + 91 + ↵)
exp(< c̃s, vw >)

Zc̃s

(2.3)

where cs is the discourse vector and represents "what is being talked about", c̃s =

�c0+(1��)cs, c0 ? cs, ↵ and � are hyperparameters, Zc̃s is the partition function and
p(w) is the unigram probability of word w.

The obtained sentence embeddings maximize the likelihood estimate for the vector
cs, which is approximately equal to the weighted average:

argmax
X

w2s

a

p(w) + a
vw (2.4)

where the weight a = 1�↵

↵Z
is small for frequent words.

The authors evaluate the approach on 22 textual similarity datasets, and its embed-
dings are tested to be useful features for classification tasks, outperforming previous
approaches.

SDAE Sequential Denoising AutoEncoder (SDAE) [152] is a sentence embedding model
based on denoising autoencoders. The noise in sentences is generated by functions that
delete words or swap pairs of words.

The architecture of SDAE is a classical encoder-decoder LSTM, trained to predict
the original denoised source sentence from BookCorpus and obtains state-of-the-art
performances on a wide range of supervised tasks.

FastSent The same authors of SDAE also proposed FastSent [152], a simple alternative
to tackle especially unsupervised tasks.

This model exploits a type of sentence-level distributional hypothesis. Given con-
secutive sentences Si�1, Si, and Si+1, where si =

P
w2Si�1[Si+1

uw and uw is a source
embedding of word w, the cost is simply defined as

X

w2Si�1[Si+1

softmax(si, vw) (2.5)

where vw is a target embedding of word w.
This model is much faster to train and obtains results comparable to the state-of-the-

art on unsupervised datasets such as STS and SICK.

InferSent InferSent [72] is a deeper model supervisedly trained to generate universal
sentence representations. The authors selected seven promising architectures to encode
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texts into vectors, such as LSTM, GRU, BiLSTM, Self-attentive networks and Hierar-
chical ConvNet.

They trained each model on the SNLI dataset (pairs of sentences labelled as entailed,
neutral or contradictory) by feeding it with both input sentences one at a time. The
obtained embeddings, u and v and concatenated with u ⇤ v and |u � v| and fed to a
3-class classifier consisting of multiple fully-connected layers and softmax.

Although trained on an NLI task, the embeddings outperform previous approaches
on 12 transfer tasks, ranging from document classification to semantic relatedness and
paraphrase detection.

USE Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [58] includes two models trained both super-
visedly on SNLI and unsupervisedly on Wikipedia, web news, question-answer pages
and discussion forums, in a Skip-Though fashion.

The Transformer-based model outperforms the Deep Averaging Network (DNA)
one due to its higher capacity, computational usage and memory cost.

The obtained embeddings obtain state-of-the-art results on many NLP transfer tasks,
including sentiment analysis, subjectivity classification and semantic textual similarity.

2.4.6 Sentence BERT

Sentence BERT [252, 253] is an approach designed to compute semantic textual simi-
larity (STS) of pairs of sentences. The authors propose this variant of BERT to decrease
the computational time that the classical BERT model takes: they estimate that to find
the most similar pairs of sentence in a collection of 10000 documents BERT requires
65 hours while Sentence BERT 5 seconds. The model has the same architecture of
BERT but it is trained with a siamese or triplet approach [263]. The former receives as
input two positive samples (i.e., semantically similar sentences) that are independently
processed by a BERT-like model obtaining two embeddings. They are concatenated
including also their difference and used as input for a softmax layer.

The triplet approach requires an anchor sa, a positive sample sp and a negative one
sn, and compute the following equation:

max(||sa � sp||� ||sa � sn||+ ✏, 0)

with the margin ✏ = 1.
The models have been trained using datasets of pairs of sentences manually labeled

with scores between 0 and 5, indicating how much semantically similar the samples
are: SNLI [40] and MultiNLI [312]. The obtained models reach state-of-the-art perfor-
mances on STS benchmark [57] and have also been tested on other classification tasks
from SentEval [71], obtaining results comparable to other approaches.
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A multilingual approach was also proposed by the same authors, based on the idea
that translated sentences should be mapped to the same location in the vector space
as the original ones. They evaluate the model on more than 50 languages obtaining
impressive results. They also investigated unsupervised approaches to overcome the
need of paired data to perform the training of the models [304].
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2.5 After BERT

2.5.1 RoBERTa

Robustly optimized BERT approach (RoBERTa) is an improvement of BERT [192].
The authors propose a new model with the same architecture as BERT, but investigat-
ing every design choice made and selecting the best alternatives. The resulting model
outperforms BERT in many benchmark tasks suggesting that, even if the current trend
is to build bigger models and bigger datasets [241], training details are essential to
reach state-of-the-art performances.

The variations performed with relation to the original BERT model are summarized
here.

• Instead of Static masking, used by BERT, RoBERTa uses dynamic masking when
pre-trained on MLM. It generates the masking pattern every time a sentence is fed
into the model, not during data preprocessing. This assures a masking always dif-
ferent, crucial when the pretraining is performed increasing the number of epochs
and the size of datasets;

• Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) task is essential in BERT, since its removal hurts
the performances of the model in many tasks. However, there are several alterna-
tives training formats investigated with RoBERTa:

1. SEGMENT-PAIR+NSP (BERT) includes the NSP loss, and each input is a
pair of segments (since it can contain multiple sentences) with total combined
length at most 512 tokens;

2. SENTENCE-PAIR+NSP includes NSP loss, but each input is a pair of natural
sentences, sampled from documents (significantly shorter than 512);

3. FULL-SENTENCES does not include NSP loss, and each input is a set of
full sentences sampled contiguously (can cross documents) with total length
at most 512 tokens;

4. DOC-SENTENCES is equal to FULL-SENTENCES but sentences cannot
cross documents.

The authors test every variant and prove that approaches like FULL-SENTENCES
or DOC-SENTENCES improves the overall performance of the model. Probably
when BERT was implemented without NSP and the authors found a decrease in
performances, they picked SEGMENT-PAIR approach, not FULL-SENTENCES
or DOC-SENTENCES variants, as performed in RoBERTa;

• The training is performed with larger batch size, up to 8K, instead of 256 (BERT);
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Chapter 2. Language Models Zoo

• Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) is an alternative representation of strings in tokens that
is considered between character-level representations and word-level representa-
tions, using subwords units, extracted by performing statistical analysis of a train-
ing corpus. It uses bytes instead of unicode characters as the base subwords units
so that there is no need to introduce any UNK token for unknown strings. BERT
uses BPE vocabulary of size 30K with heuristic tokenization rules. RoBERTa
uses a larger vocabulary, with 50K subwords units without preprocessing or tok-
enization;

2.5.2 StructBERT

StructBERT [305] is a variation of BERT designed to incorporate language structures
into pre-training. The authors state that BERT original pre-training objectives are not
enough to get the underlying language structures, so they propose two auxiliary tasks:

• Word Structural Objective: jointly performed with the original masked LM ob-
jective, this task helps BERT to explicitly model the sequential order of words.
Firstly, 15% of tokens are masked. Then, K = 3 tokens are shuffled and a soft-
max classifier on the top of the model is asked to predict the original order. The
training is performed by maximizing the likelihood of placing every shuffled token
in its real position.

• Sentence Structural Objective: instead of the original Next Sentence Prediction
task, this task is designed to predict whether a sentence is the next sentence, the
previous sentence or a random sentence. This adds bidirectional perception to the
model.

The authors train architectures similar to BERT base and large, with comparable
optimization techniques, obtaining state-of-the-art results in benchmark tasks such as
GLUE and SQuAD.

2.5.3 Tackling longer documents

The full attention mechanism scales quadratically with respect to the sequence length
n. This limits the application of deep learning models since they are unable process
long sequences due to memory limits. Recently, novel attention variants replaced the
classical full attention mechanism with linear attentions so to apply transformers to
longer sequences of data.

Longformer

They key idea of Longformer [22] is to substitute the full attention mechanism with a
combination of three attention patterns that scales linearly with the sequence length:
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1. Sliding window: each token attends 1
2w tokens before and 1

2w tokens after it. The
complexity becomes O(nw), so to be efficient, the window size w should be small
compared to n;

2. Dilated sliding window: similar to sliding window, but with gaps of size dilation
d. Not all layers will use this pattern, but the dilation d will be dependent on the
depth of the layers;

3. Global attention: special tokens, such as [CLS] token or tokens about answers
in QA tasks, attend all the other tokens symmetrically. Since the number of this
special tokens is very low with respect to n, this attention mechanism complexity
is O(n).

The authors test the longformer on Autoregressive left-to-right language modelling
(estimating the probability distribution of a character/token given its previous char-
acters/tokens), in particular text8 and enwik8 [198] datasets, where they reach new
state-of-the-art results. They processed sentences of maximum length 32K, instead of
512 as the original BERT and RoBERTa models. They also test the model with a pro-
cedure similar to BERT pretraining. MLM task is selected, but sentences of length
up to 4K tokens are processed. They start from RoBERTa weights and continue the
pre-training with window size w = 512, obtaining a model with the same complexity
as RoBERTa. The Longformer outperforms RoBERTa on many question answering,
coreference resolution and document classification tasks, but the authors plan to apply
it also for summarization tasks.

Big Bird

The authors of Big Bird [322] also replace the quadratic attention with a mix of atten-
tion mechanisms linear with respect to the sequence length: random attention, window
attention and global attention. Random attention makes a token attend r random tokens
instead of the full sequence of tokens, reducing the computational complexity from
O(n2) to O(rn). Window attention makes a token attend its w nearest tokens, obtain-
ing a complexity of O(wn), as in the Longformer. Global attention makes the g most
important tokens attend to all the others, obtaining a complexity of O(gn), as in the
Longformer. BigBird is a combination of the three attentions.

This variant of attention is justified with theoretical proofs (it is a universal approx-
imator of sequence to sequence functions and it is Turing complete) and tested experi-
mentally on different tasks requiring long input sequences. After a pre-training starting
from RoBERTa public weights, it reaches state-of-the-art results in Question answering
tasks, document classification, summarization and also genomics experiments, such as
Promoter region prediction and Chromatin-profile prediction, by treating the DNA as a
sequence of base pairs.
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Hierarchical Transformer

A different approach to deal with long texts is exposed in [226]. The authors segments
long texts into smaller chunks that fits into classical BERT models. The outputs are
propagated into a recurrent or transformer layer that generates the final prediction. The
final model is a 2-Stages Hierarchical model, whose first stage processes single chunks
and its second stage merges different chunks into a single output.

The chunks of long texts are obtained fixing a chunk size of 200 tokens and a shift
of 50 tokens, thus consecutive chunks highly overlap.

They mainly test two versions of Hierarchical Transformers:

• Recurrence over BERT (RoBERT): the Stage-2 layer is a recurrent neural net-
work, in particular a 100-dimensional LSTM followed by two fully connected
layers with ReLU and softmax. Due to its nature, LSTM does not need positional
embeddings;

• Transformer over BERT (ToBERT): the Stage-2 layer is similar to RoBERT but
the LSTM layer is replaced by a small Transformer model (2 layers). The nature
of Transformer layers requires positional embeddings when dealing with ordered
tokens in a document. When dealing with ordered chunks, the authors experiment
with similar positional embeddings and results suggest no clear improvements.

The authors train for 1 epoch with Adam optimizer only the weights of the Stage-
2 models, freezing the ones of Stage-1 pre-trained BERT. The frozen parameters are
obtained both from the original BERT model and from a pre-trained version of BERT
on their datasets, the latter performing much better.

The models are finally tested on three binary classification or multi classification
tasks and they notice that the higher improvements with respect to simple averages are
obtained on datasets with higher fraction of long documents.
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2.6 Autoregressive Language Models

In the whole thesis, I focused on Autoencoding Language Models, also called encoder-
only models. These models are fed with textual data and generate embeddings of words
or sentences. Thus, they are mainly suited for text understanding tasks, such as classi-
fication, stance detection and similarity quantification.

However, Autoregressive Language Models (i.e., decoder-only models) are also a
valid alternative. Different from Autoencoding LMs, they continuously generate text
given numerical inputs. Thus, they are suited for text generation tasks or few-shot
learning.

In this section, I summarize three revolutionary Autoregressive LMs, namely GPT,
GPT-2, and GPT-3, released by OpenAI. They set state-of-the-art results in zero-shot,
one-shot or few-shot learning, introducing a novel approach to use Transformers for
NLP.

Even if they are undoubtedly worth investigating in future research, the works re-
ported in this thesis do not analyze or apply these models. There are three main reasons
for this choice. First, the topics selected do not deal with text generation or few-shot
learning, making Autoencoding LMs the most reasonable choice. Moreover, OpenAI
initially refused to make a public release of GPT-2’s source code or model parameters
when announcing it due to possible malicious usage. They only released the best model
months later, in November 2019. Up to now, OpenAI released GPT-3 only through an
API with restricted access. Finally, the size of the models is often prohibitive and, even
if smaller alternatives like DistilGPT2 are available, they introduce another source of
error.

2.6.1 GPT

Generative Pre-Training (GPT) [240] is a pre-training technique successfully applied to
Language Models to improve their language understanding skills. The authors exploit
the transfer learning paradigm to train an autoregressive language model on a large
dataset in a semi-supervised approach and fine-tune its weights to reach state-of-the-
art performances on a wide range of NLP tasks, including Natural Language Inference
(NLI), Question Answering (QA), sentence similarity and classification.

The authors pre-train the model on a large dataset of unique unpublished books
called BookCorpus. The model maximizes the following autoregressive likelihood:

L1(U) =
X

i

logP (ui|ui�k, ..., ui�1;⇥) (2.6)

where k is the size of the context window. The probability P is modelled with a 12-
layer Transformer-based decoder, whose weights are represented by ⇥.
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During the fine-tuning step, the output of the model hm

l
, where l is the number of

layers and m is the number of tokens in the input sentence, is fed into an additional
linear output layer to predict the label y:

P (y|x1, ..., xm) = softmax(hm

l
Wy) (2.7)

where Wy are additional learnable parameters.
To fine-tune the model on structured tasks, the authors designed task-specific input

transformations (e.g., concatenation of premise and hypothesis with a delimiter in be-
tween for textual entailment tasks). This trick allows the model to accurately perform
on many different tasks without substantial task-specific architecture changes.

The model reached state-of-the-art performances on some NLP tasks, and the au-
thors also showed acceptable results on zero-shot evaluation, i.e., the pre-trained model
performs tasks without fine-tuning its parameters.

Finally, ablation studies confirm the superiority of Transformer layers over LSTM.

2.6.2 GPT-2

GPT-2 [241] is a 1.5B parameter Transformer expecially designed to perform zero-
shot learning. Its architecture is similar to GPT’s one, with few modifications mainly
regarding layer normalization and the total size of the model.

The model obtained state-of-the-art performances on many tasks without proper
fine-tuning. The model was only pre-trained with a Language Model objective sim-
ilar to equation 2.6 on a large unsupervised dataset: WebText. WebText is a dataset,
expressly created by the authors that collect scraped web pages curated and filtered by
humans, relying on karma scores from Reddit. The dataset contains 8 million docu-
ments for a total of 40 Gb of text.

The model uses a Byte-level BPE encoding to represent input, a middle ground
between character and word level tokenizations. The vocabulary size is 50.257: 50.000
merges, 256 base vocabulary tokens, and one special token. This tokenization technique
allows the model to tokenize and process every combination of characters.

The authors evaluated the model on eight datasets across domains and task types,
observing clear improvements on small datasets or datasets in which long-term de-
pendencies are crucial. Tested tasks include Children’s Book Test (LM on different
categories of words), LAMBADA (prediction of the final word of long documents),
Winograd Schema Challenge (resolve ambiguities in texts), reading comprehension,
summarization, translation and question answering.

Finally, a test based on 8-grams proves a small but consistent overlap between the
pre-training dataset and the evaluation datasets, suggesting that memorization does not
play a crucial role in the process.
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The release of GPT-2, even if its zero-shot performance was still far from being us-
able in practical applications, suggests that training bigger Language Models on larger
datasets brings better results since GPT-2 is still underfitting on WebText. Moreover,
the exploitation of the language to provide a flexible way to specify inputs and outputs
is decisive in the field of multitask learning on NLP.

The original paper ends with examples of articles generated by GPT-2 fed with an
introduction written by humans. The almost perfect usage of English syntax and long-
term correlations of the generated output stunned the research community when the
article was published.

2.6.3 GPT-3

GPT-3 [51] is a simple extension of GPT-2. The architecture of the models is equal but
bigger: GPT-3 has 175B parameters split into 96 layers. The model was trained using
the same objective on a larger dataset (a mixture of filtered CommonCrawl, WebText2,
Books1, Books2 and Wikipedia) of about 300 billion tokens. The authors strongly
evaluate the contribution of scaling model capacity and dataset size showing empiri-
cally that their model did not reach a performance plateau yet.

The authors evaluated the model on few-shot, one-shot, and zero-shot settings, with-
out fine-tuning the weights of the pre-trained model. The tasks were formulated in a
setting similar to how humans communicate. For example, few-shot learning was im-
plemented inserting before the input sentence a few examples of the required task.

The model was evaluated on tasks including language modelling, closed book ques-
tion answering, translation, Winograd-style tasks, common sense reasoning, reading
comprehension, SuperGLue, NLI, arithmetic, word scrambling and manipulation, SAT
analogies, and news article generation. The model exhibits strong performances, often
comparable with state-of-the-art approaches supervisedly trained on the tasks.

However, the authors also observed limitations of GPT-3, such as generating repet-
itive, not coherent and contradictory documents, not understanding common sense
physics, and wrongly comparing words and sentences. Moreover, GPT-3, like every
Autoregressive model, lacks bidirectionality, affecting its performance on tasks that
require re-reading. Finally, its pre-training objective lacks the notion of what is most
important to predict, and the final model lacks context about the world. The authors pro-
pose to tackle these limitations through human help, images, or reinforcement learning.

The authors conclude their analysis by investigating potential misuse of GPT-3 (e.g.,
generate misinformation, spam, fraudulent academic essays), biases (gender, race and
religion) and energy usage. Results suggest that GPT-3 is still not reliable enough to
be used by threat actors. Moreover, the many biases on the model reflect biases on the
training data like other LMs. Finally, the energy-intensive training will be amortized
over the model’s lifetime since GPT-3 is surprisingly efficient once trained.
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CHAPTER3
Knowledge Extraction from Social Media

In this chapter, I describe how to extract knowledge from Social Media. The term
Knowledge is hard to define quantitatively in this scenario. Oxford dictionary defines
knowledge as the information, understanding, and skills that you gain through educa-
tion or experience1.

Every day in the world countless events happen that change what we know. Hun-
dreds of thousands of people are born each day2, marry each other, have children, get
sick, die. Governments change, make new laws, declare wars, fall, companies are
founded, sold, bankrupt, new technologies are invented, new laws of nature are discov-
ered and tested. Given the magnitude of events, it is increasingly difficult to keep up as
the world evolves.

To formalize knowledge and make it easily accessible massive technologies have
been used recently to produce very large ontologies: DBpedia, YAGO, the Knowl-
edge Graphs in Google and Facebook derive from structured or semi-structured curated
data [186, 249, 274, 280]. However, information evolves at a much faster pace. It is not
easy for ontologies to be updated. New entities continuously emerge, and existing ones
change or become obsolete.

Moreover, large ontologies collect high-frequency data, the most popular items,
while often neglecting low-frequency data (entities that belong to the so-called long

1https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/american_english/knowledge
2https://www.worldometers.info/
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Chapter 3. Knowledge Extraction from Social Media

tail, i.e. the portion of the entity’s distribution having few occurrences [196]). The
reason is that low-frequency data are usually harder to collect and check, and they do
not contain as much valuable information as the high-frequency ones.

However, emerging entities not collected due to their low popularity today could be
important in the future. Examples are small companies, emerging brands and young
players, still not relevant enough to be included in ontologies.

To discover knowledge and its evolution, we can take advantage of powerful and
massive sources: the content produced on social media. One can conjecture that some-
where, within such a massive content, any entity (and its evolution) has left some traces.
The main challenge is that such traces are often unclassified, dispersed, disorganized,
uncertain, partial, possibly incorrect. Therefore, deriving information about entities
from social content is highly challenging.

In this chapter, I report and summarize two works about knowledge extraction from
social networks. Firstly, I report the seminal work of [47], describing a pipeline to
extract Twitter accounts of a selected domain (Section 3.1). The authors designed a
pipeline that receives as input a set of user accounts (seeds) and returns candidate users
similar to the selected seeds. Thus, if we choose fashion designers accounts, we obtain
emergent fashion designers with this approach. In Section 3.2, we applied the same
approach iteratively to investigate how knowledge evolves in time and space by using
the extracted candidates as new seeds. Thus, with the term knowledge, we refer to users
that belong to a selected domain. We investigate emerging knowledge by focusing on
how known are the obtained users.

The works in this chapter have inspired the following research, exposed in the rest
of the thesis. Starting from the problem of knowledge extraction, I investigate the
best approach to compute similarities between users and how to use them applied to
contemporary events.
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3.1 Extracting Emerging Knowledge from Social Media

In this Section I report a brief summary of the paper Extracting Emerging Knowledge
from Social Media [47]. This is a crucial research to understand the how to extract
knowledge from Social Media, and how we designed the work in the next Section
(Section 3.2).

Even if very large ontologies are constantly updated, knowledge evolves at a faster
pace, making these ontologies incomplete, especially of low-frequency data. Usually
ontologies collect high-frequency knowledge, stable and safe information, while low-
frequency data are harder to find, collect and check. Socially produced content is a
huge source of low-frequency data, being made by users. Howeer, it is not completely
reliable.

In this work, the authors design and test a method of discovering emerging entities
from social networks. The emerging knowledge is represented by users belonging to
a single field. The approach is quickly initialized by an expert of the selected field
by selecting a small set of users (called seeds). A set of candidates is automatically
extracted and, for each one of them, a feature vector is computed encoding the useful
information about the user. Candidates are finally ranked using their distance from the
feature vector of the seeds. The authors search between many syntactic and semantic
variants to find the best combination of them that generates accurate user embedding,
thus appropriate knowledge extraction.

Datasets

The approach is evaluated to three different domains:

• Fashion designers: 200 emerging brands in the Italian marked are collected by
experts, with their twitter account, and used as seeds. 237000 tweets have been
analyzed;

• Fiction writers: from a set of 100 writers engaged in a literature event in Australia,
22 seeds are collected and 14590 tweets have been analyzed;

• Live events: Universal Exposition (EXPO 2015) took place in Milan. 15 official
accounts of exhibition pavilions are used as seeds, collecting 24000 tweets.

Methodology

The approach is initialized with a selection of seeds made by experts. They collect the
social content posted by seeds and compute a feature vector for each one of them. To
improve the overall approach, the authors introduce an outlier detection step to check
whether seeds are homogeneous. They run PCA and k-means clustering (k = 2) (Co-
efficient Variation method), so that outliers (elements distant more than two standard
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deviations from the mean that could hurt the final performance) are detected and re-
moved. Then the centroid of seeds is obtained as a global representative of the field,
encoding the average features of the seeds.

The selection of candidates is performed merging the twitter handles in the social
content posted by every seed. They hypothesize that seeds mention users related to
them. Of course, not every mentioned user belongs to the same field of the seeds, thus
they rank the obtained candidates by closeness to the centroid of seeds. However, the
number of candidates obtained with this approach is too large to collect and process data
for each one of them. The authors restrict the set of candidates using a ranking function
with a selected threshold. This function prefers candidates mentioned by more seeds to
candidates that, even if the total number of mentions is the same, are only mentioned
by few seeds. Thus, the final score Si of candidate i is computed using the following
equation

Si =
aibi

(N � ai + 1)

where ai is the number of seeds mentioning the i � th candidate, bi is the number of
times a candidate is mentioned in the whole content and N is the number of seeds. If
every seed mention the candidate N times once, its score is Si = N2, while is just one
seed mention the candidate, its score is Si = 1.

Candidates, ranked by score, are pruned so that only the content of the top ones
is retrieved and processed to obtain a feature vector. Those vectors are successively
compared to the centroid using cosine distance, Euclidean distance or Pearson correla-
tion, measuring the similarity between those candidate users and the seeds selected by
experts.

Feature vector computation

To compute the feature vectors, the authors test both syntactic and semantic approaches.
Syntactic methods are based on parts of Twitter texts explicitly defined as relevant.

Two strategies are tested including using frequencies of all the handles and frequencies
of all the handles and hashtags.

Semantic methods are based on a general knowledge base (DBpedia [29]). The
expert initially selects also few DBpedia types relevant to the domain of the seeds.
Dandelion3, a commercial software, matches the texts with the pertinent semantic enti-
ties.

The strategies tested are the following (summarize in Table 3.1):

• AHE (All Handle and hashtag Entities): hashtags and handles that correspond to
an entity in the knowledge base are selected;

3The free version of the API can be tested at https://dandelion.eu/
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• CHE (Concrete Handle and hashtag Entities): hashtags and handles that corre-
spond to an entity in the knowledge base, whose type is a concrete (i.e. most
specialized) type, are selected;

• EHE (Expert Handle and hashtag Entities): hashtags and handles that correspond
to an entity in the knowledge base, whose type is a selected type by experts, are
selected;

• AHT (All Handle and hashtag Types): hashtags and handles that correspond to a
type are selected;

• CHT (Concrete Handle and hashtag Types): hashtags and handles that correspond
to a concrete (i.e. most specialized) type are selected;

• EHT (Expert Handle and hashtag Types): hashtags and handles that correspond to
a type selected by experts are selected;

• AST (All Spot Types): any spot that correspond to a type are selected;

• CST (Concrete Spot Types): any spot that correspond to a concrete (i.e. most
specialized) type are selected;

• EST (Expert Spot Types): any spot that correspond to a type selected by experts
are selected;

Table 3.1: Summary of strategies

HE HT ST
(hastag and handle entities) (hashtag and handle types) (spot types)

A (all types) AHE AHT AST
C (concrete types) CHE CHT CST
E (expert types) EHE EHT EST

Mixed strategies of HE and HT or ST have also been tested, defining ↵ 2 [0, 1]

the mixing parameter, obtaining a total of 990 semantic strategy variants: 18 feature
vector configurations (mixing one of the three HE strategies with one of the six HT or
ST strategies), 11 values of ↵ with a step of 0.1 and five levels of recall for the entity
extraction algorithm: [0.15, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1].

Evaluation and conclusion

The evaluation metric is based on the usage scenario, since usually a small set of candi-
dates is proposed to be evaluated by a user. They selected precision@K as metric with
K = 10, meaning that only the first 10 results (top 10 candidates similar to the centroid
of seeds) are selected as output and evaluated. The evaluation is performed checking
whether the output candidates are accounts related to the initialy selected topic (i.e.
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with the Fashion designer dataset, if the candidates are actually accounts of fashion
designers).

Results show that the best method is EHEˆAST with ↵ = 0.7 and recall = 1,
obtaining acceptable precision scores. Lists of the best candidates are finally presented
to experts to confirm their belonging.

The authors claim that their approach to extract emerging knowledge from social
networks can be considered a first step on a larger project on knowledge discovery. The
general pipeline has some limitations: the bias from experts providing seeds, the choice
of Twitter as source being not appropriate for every field and the reliance on DBpedia
that could not contain every concept needed.
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3.2 Iterative Knowledge Extraction from Social Networks1

3.2.1 Introduction

In this section SKE (the Social Knowledge Extractor), a method for discovering
knowledge by extracting it from social content, is presented and tested in an iteratively
fashion. The method is the evolution and extension of the research presented at WWW
2017 [47] (section 3.1) and is defined in the context of a broader vision on knowledge
discovery (whose general framework is illustrated in [44]). We use Twitter as social
content source; Twitter can be accessed via its public APIs, which extract tweets re-
lated to a given hashtag or Twitter account. We refer to DBpedia as generic source of
ontological knowledge; DBpedia is publicly available through its open API. DBpedia
types are used to partition the existing ontological knowledge, organized within a type
hierarchy.

The domain of interest is described by a selection of DBpedia types. This selection
is performed by domain experts and typically includes few (from five to ten) types. We
find entities within such domain, by extracting them from the social content. The expert
must also provide seeds, i.e. prototypes of the interesting entities, simply described by
providing their twitter accounts. A small set of seeds is sufficient: we normally use 10
to 20 seeds at each call of SKE.

Once initialized by domain experts, the method is capable of finding entities by
means of a mix of syntactic and semantic techniques. Our method collects information
from the seed’s tweets and generates candidates, i.e. other twitter accounts which are
mentioned within the extracted tweets; then, it associates each candidate to a feature
vector, built by using terms occurring in their social content, giving more relevance to
terms which match the types selected by the expert; then it associates each candidate
to a score, equivalent to the distance of each candidate from the centroid of the seeds;
finally, it returns the top candidates, listed in decreasing score order. Once the candi-
dates are generated, they can be forwarded to a crowd of evaluators that can assess the
correctness of the extraction. Furthermore, the user can select a subset of candidates
and reuse them as new seeds in a new execution of the knowledge extraction process.

In this section we study how the method captures evolving knowledge; this is a
crucial aspect, as the method can be repeatedly applied in an iterative manner over the
social content to capture new trends or to track knowledge spreading and evolution.

We answer the following research questions:

1Authors: Marco Brambilla, conceptualization, writing, editing; Stefano Ceri, conceptualization, writing, editing; Florian
Daniel, conceptualization, writing, editing; Marco Di Giovanni, implementation, experiment design, writing; Andrea Mauri, con-
ceptualization; Giorgia Ramponi, implementation, experiment design, writing. [45] WWW ’18 Companion, April 23–27, 2018,
Lyon, France ©2018 IW3C2 (International World Wide Web Conference Committee), published under Creative Commons CC BY
4.0 License.
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RQ1: How does reconstructed domain knowledge evolve if the candidates of one ex-
traction are recursively used as seeds?

RQ2: How does the reconstructed domain knowledge spread geographically?

RQ3: Can the method be used to inspect the past, present, and future of knowledge?

RQ4: Can the method be used to find emerging knowledge?

This section is organized as follows: Section 3.2.2 describes our iterative knowledge
extraction process; Section 3.2.3 presents the seven domains of interest over which we
experiment the approach; Section 3.2.4 describes the four usage scenarios that respond
to the above research questions and show the method at work on each of them; Sec-
tion 3.2.5 describes our implementation; Section 3.2.6 discusses the related work; and
Section 3.2.7 concludes.

3.2.2 Iterative Extraction Process

The knowledge extraction process we propose is briefly reported in Figure 3.1 and
already described in the previous section:

1. The user submits a set of seeds in input as samples of concepts to search for. These
seeds consist of Twitter handles (usernames);

2. The user submits a set of expert types as descriptors of the domain of interest;

3. The extraction of new candidates is then launched and proceeds as follows:

(a) Elimination from the seeds of outliers according to principal component anal-
ysis and computation of the centroid of the filtered seeds;

(b) Collection of all the posts of each seed;

(c) Definition of the set of candidate new entities as all the user handles that are
mentioned by the seeds (which may lead to several thousand candidates);

(d) Filter of candidates based on tf-df similarity [47], which allows one to reduce
the space of analysis of the candidates to a limited set of relevant ones;

(e) Collection of all the posts of each candidate;

(f) Computation of the feature vector representing each candidate;

(g) Rank of the candidates based on the vectorial distance from the seed centroid
and production of the result based upon the ranking.

4. Once the candidates are retrieved and ranked, the user can:
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SUBMIT 
SEEDS

SUBMIT 
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TYPES

RUN 
EXTRACTION

EVALUATE 
CANDIDATES

(crowdsourcing)

EXPORT 
RESULTS

(optional)

SELECT 
CANDIDATES

(optional)

Figure 3.1: Iterative knowledge extraction process.

(a) Export them (in CSV format for human consumption or data analysis pur-
pose or in RDF format for further integration in existing semantic knowledge
bases);

(b) Forward them to domain experts or a generic crowd for result evaluation
purposes (validation);

(c) Use them (or a subset of them) as new seeds and iterate the whole pipeline.

3.2.3 Example Domains of Interest

We applied our method on eight heterogeneous domains and usage scenarios (two of
them already described in the previous section), so as to demonstrate its generality:

• Fashion designers: the research team of the Fashion In Process Lab4 (especially
Paola Bertola, Chiara Colombi and Federica Vacca) was among the inspirators
of the previous work, as it brought to us the problem of identifying emerging
fashion designers. In the original experiment, the domain experts started with 200
emerging Italian brands as seeds.

• Finance influencers: a team of economics and statistics researchers at University
of Pavia executed experiments on the extraction of influencers in finance. In this
case the team selected as seeds 120 bloggers and journalists in the finance sector.

• Fiction writers: We considered some fiction authors engaged in the Melbourne
Emerging Writers Festival5 by picking 20 seeds from the participants to the event.

• Craft breweries: We considered as seeds a set of 20 well-known US craft brew-
eries, all present in DBpedia.

• Chess players: We used a list of 20 top chess players and their accounts.6

4http://www.fashioninprocess.com/
5http://www.emergingwritersfestival.org.au
6https://www.reddit.com/r/chess/comments/32t5ov/list_of_top_chess_player_

journalist_twitter/
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Chapter 3. Knowledge Extraction from Social Media

• Jazz players: We used a list of 10 top jazz players and their accounts.7

• Fashion models: We used a list of 20 fashion top models.

• Talk shows: We used a list of 20 official Twitter accounts of popular TV talk
shows.

These scenarios cover different information needs and domains. For instance, fash-
ion design is characterized by a very high concentration of the domain in few brands
only, most of which well known; on the opposite, fiction writers is an open domain
where authors can be considered widespread; finance is a well established domain with
renowned influencers; and craft beer is experiencing a tremendous growth with new
craft breweries emerging almost daily.

3.2.4 Extraction Scenarios

At the purpose of responding to the four research question presented in Section 3.2.1,
we describe four possible usage scenarios for our method, and we report the findings
obtained by experimenting with the scenarios on the eight domains discussed above.

Iterative Knowledge Extraction

The first usage scenario we want propose is iterative knowledge extraction, where suc-
cessful candidates of one extraction are used as seeds for a subsequent extraction. We
identified 20 seeds per domain, and ran 3 iterations of the method for each of them.

Table 3.2 shows the precision@10 and precision@20 obtained for each extraction
for the eight domains; the #seeds in the second and third run correspond to the can-
didates of the respectively first and second run that were considered correct among
the top 20 candidates (#results is the number of all candidates identified in a given
run). Correctness was assessed against a manually tagged ground truth built through
crowdsourcing; each run was executed twice. Every run after the first takes the good
candidates of the previous run as seeds.

Table 3.2: Precision @10 and @20 of iterative knowledge extraction experiments using candidates
produced in one run as seeds of a consecutive run; #results are the overall identified candidates.

RUN #1 RUN #2 RUN #3
SCENARIO #seeds #results Pre@10 Pre@20 #seeds #results Pre@10 Pre@20 #seeds #results Pre@10 Pre@20
Fashion Designers 20 407 0.3 0.3 6 282 0.1 0.25 5 295 0.2 0.15
Fiction Writers 20 426 0.7 0.55 11 435 0.4 0.5 10 439 0.3 0.55
Chess Players 20 418 0.7 0.5 10 389 0.7 0.6 12 424 0.6 0.6
Finance 20 777 0.5 0.3 6 432 0.3 0.45 9 514 0.4 0.45
Craft Breweries 20 972 0.1 0.25 5 240 0.1 0.1 2 128 0.4 0.3
Jazz Players 20 428 0.8 0.8 15 431 0.8 0.8 16 426 0.9 0.85
Fashion Models 20 413 0.1 0.2 4 138 0.1 0.2 4 211 0.4 0.35
Talk Shows 20 423 0.5 0.45 9 440 0.3 0.45 9 437 0.4 0.35

7http://oneworkingmusician.com/10-jazz-musicians-you-should-follow-on-
twitter/
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3.2. Iterative Knowledge Extraction from Social Networks

Within a given domain, consecutive runs tend to produce similar precision, indepen-
dently of the number of seeds and results. It seems that certain domains are most suited
to the method, such as chess or jazz players, most likely because the twitter accounts
of these entities are focused on (if not limited to) their respective domains, whereas the
method is less effective in other domains, such as breweries or fashion models. This lat-
ter result may be due to tweets that are less focused and contain generic topics, making
similarity search less effective, but also to the presence of entities with high similarity
but different ontological types (e.g., beer lovers/distributors or fashion bloggers). If
initial entities are chosen from a specific subdomain (e.g., writers in Melbourne), itera-
tions progressively extract entities from a wider semantic and geographic domain (e.g.,
from outside Australia).

If we consider all runs as independent (considering neither the domain nor the order
of execution), we find a correlation of 0.65 between the number of seeds and that of
results (at the edge of significance) and one of 0.91 between precision at 10 and pre-
cision at 20. If we analyze the domains individually, pair-wise t-tests among the three
runs neither identify any significant difference (↵ = 0.05) between precision at 10 nor
between precision at 20. The method thus works well even after several iterations, as
precision remains rather stable (it decreases in certain domains, but it also increases
in others); hence a recursive application of knowledge extraction methods finds an in-
creasing number of domain entities (RQ1). Especially when precision is high, one can
find a good number of correct emerging entities from within the list of top-20 candi-
dates.

Geographical Spreading of Knowledge

In order to study the geographical spreading of knowledge, we applied a similar itera-
tive knowledge extraction approach as in the previous section to one selected domain:
chess players from the US. We decided to focus on this sub-domain (of all chess play-
ers) to study if our method can find entities from other geographical regions and, if yes,
how fast the knowledge graph expands.

The experiment lasted three runs. For the first run of the experiment we took 7
seeds and a set of expert types. The next two re-runs were performed selecting the
correct candidates from the top 20 results of the respective previous run. The actual
localization of candidates was performed manually, either using the declared Twitter
user location or, if that was missing, by searching other social resources and matching
entities. After careful study of the location field as used by different Twitter accounts,
we set the granularity of the locations to the level of individual countries.

The result is an instance-based graph of mentions from a seed to a candidate and co-
occurences of two candidates, i.e., tweets by one of the seeds that mentioned the two
candidates together, mapped to physical locations. The result is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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Chapter 3. Knowledge Extraction from Social Media

The first knowledge extraction produced 12 good candidates from different countries
and continents, reaching Europe and the Middle-East. The first iteration found 15 good
candidates, adding new data points also to South America and Asia. The second itera-
tion produced 10 good candidates, even if some seeds did not find any valid candidate.

(a) First run (b) Second re-run (c) Third re-run

Figure 3.2: Geographical dispersion of the knowledge graph in response to iterative knowledge extrac-
tions (US chess players).

We conclude that discovered knowledge which is iteratively found spans large ge-
ographical areas very fast (RQ2). The finding is somewhat surprising, but can likely
be explained with the open nature of Twitter, e.g., compared to Facebook (where we
would expect a slower spreading).

With this experiment we proved that even starting from a small set of seeds from
a single country, our approach is able to find good candidates from different states,
countries and continents.

Capturing of Knowledge Evolution

The third usage scenario we propose is the study of how knowledge evolves over time.
While the previous two scenarios are instances of an iterative knowledge extraction
process, with selected candidates being used as seeds, here we propose a periodic ex-
traction process, with knowledge extracted at periodic time intervals. For convenience,
we fix the interval to three months, starting from September 2017 and looking back
until January 2016. At each period, we consider all tweets since the beginning of 2016
up to the last month of the period being studied, constructing smaller reference data
sets as we go back in time. It is important to note that to go back in time all cut-offs are
computed from one cumulative download of tweets performed in the end of September
2017 using one set of seeds.

Table 3.3 reports the numbers of candidates extracted for four domains. The four
domains have a different evolution over time, with Finance being the youngest domain
(our seeds started tweeting only in 2017). For the other three domains, one can ob-
serve that the Fashion domain growing slower than both Chess and Australian Writers.
Looking at the table, it is also important to note that the rate at which knowledge in-
creases is fast, that is, the knowledge we extract today is significantly bigger then the
one we would have extracted only 3 months ago. Projected into the future, this solicits
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3.2. Iterative Knowledge Extraction from Social Networks

Table 3.3: Looking back in time in the four domains: periodic knowledge extractions over a period of
21 months.

Time interval Chess Finance Writers Fashion
2016/01 - 2017/09 545 151 780 153
2016/01 - 2017/06 310 52 329 123
2016/01 - 2017/03 210 45 237 103
2016/01 - 2016/12 146 0 177 95
2016/01 - 2016/09 78 0 94 79
2016/01 - 2016/06 43 0 45 61
2016/01 - 2016/03 10 0 25 27

Table 3.4: Emerging knowledge compared to Wikipedia among the correctly identified candidates.

Domain Emerging entities
Fashion Designers 100%
Finance 77%
Chess Player 42%
Australian Writer 36%

a continuous knowledge extraction instead of a periodic or random extraction. In con-
clusion, knowledge can be extracted from social data at arbitrary points of time in the
past and it is possible to trace how knowledge will evolve in the future, thanks to the
possibility to extract knowledge continuously (RQ3).

Identification of Emerging Knowledge

For the analysis of how much knowledge reconstructed from social content can be con-
sidered as emerging (low-frequency entities not yet included in generic ontologies with
high-frequency knowledge), we refer to Wikipedia as generic source of knowledge. We
performed the analysis over four domains (Fashion designers, Finance, Chess Play-
ers and Australian Writers) we took the candidates produced with one iteration of the
method and calculated the percentage of correctly identified candidates. To assess this
aspect, we proceeded by counting how many candidates have a Wikipedia page, i.e.,
had already been captured formally.

Table 3.4 plots the obtained results. These are very domain dependent, likely due to
the different social context behind the domains. For instance, in the Fashion Designers
domain, the method produced an unexpected 100% of emerging designers. Instead,
the domain that produced the lowest number of emerging entities is Australian writers
(36%). Despite these fluctuations across domains and the fact that the reported results
may not grant statistical representativeness, it is however important to note that in all
cases knowledge extracted from social content using the described method includes
some relevant emerging knowledge that can be added to ontologies (RQ4).
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Chapter 3. Knowledge Extraction from Social Media

3.2.5 Implementation

The proposed approach has been implemented as a Python application. With respect
to the original research [47], which extensively investigated more than 900 alternative
extraction strategies, in this work we propose a light-weight tool, which only applies
one strategy (the best one in [47]). While the quality of the results slightly decreases,
the tool performance is good, in terms of tweets download, DBpedia matching, and
score computation; the performance is adequate for exploring many domains on daily
basis. The tool can run continuously or with periodic iterations, using the results as
new seeds.

Social Knowledge Extractor

Pipeline

Database

User

Pipeline 
Orchestrator

Social 
Crawler

Entity 
Extractor

Candidates 
Finder

Twitter

Dandelion

Crowd
(Evaluators)

Web Interface

Experiment 
Configuration

Experiment 
Results

Crowdsourced 
Evaluation 

Figure 3.3: Architecture of the tool implementing SKE.

Figure 3.3 represents the high-level view of the system architecture. The Web
Interface allows users to interact with the system: it supports the phases of experiment
definition and results visualization by the expert, as well as the validation of the results
by the crowd. The Pipeline Orchestrator manages the execution of the process and is
responsible of coordinating the components that perform each step of the analysis. The
involved components are the following:

• Social Crawler: this component receives in input a list of Twitter handles (i.e.,
user identifiers) and uses the Twitter API 8 to crawl their tweets. It is used for
retrieving the posts of both the seeds and the candidates;

• Entity Extractor: this component receive in input the text of the tweet and uses the
Dandelion API9 to find entities mentioned in the text. Dandelion is a commercial
software which matches a text to either instances or types of DBpedia;

• Candidate Finder: this component is responsible of ranking the candidates using
the information retrieved by the other components. In particular it creates the
feature vectors and computes the similarity score of each candidate.

8https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public
9https://dandelion.eu/
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3.2. Iterative Knowledge Extraction from Social Networks

The data involved in the process is persisted in a MongoDB10 database, which stores,
for every user, the track of all his experiments, in terms of seeds, candidates, and eval-
uations.
The code is available online on GitHub under the Apache 2.0 open source license.11

3.2.6 Related Work

This section presents a method and tool to harvest the collective intelligence of the
Social Web in developing a collective knowledge system [138].

P. Mika pioneered this area in [202], by identifying broader and narrower terms
using social network analysis methods such as centrality and other measures like the
clustering coefficient. Our interest is on the circle of knowledge life proposed in [268],
where emerging knowledge is extracted from the Social Web using known facts cap-
tured in a knowledge graph.

Our approach is grounded in homophily, a key aspect of social networks: entities are
related when they have similar characteristics , as shown by Barabási and Albert [16].
Homophily can be used to explain the scale-free nature of social networks; in our ap-
proach, the seeds guide the process that identifies homophily patterns and thus con-
structs the domain graph.

As pointed out by Weikum and Theobald [307] and by Etzioni et al. [110], the
grand challenge in automating the discovery of emerging knowledge is to find entities,
relationships and attributes not mainstream, belonging to niches in the long tail (A.
Chris [65]).

We found two works that also proposed to use Twitter for ontology enrichment. P.
Monachesi and T. Markus in [210] proposed an ontology enrichment pipeline that can
automatically enrich a domain ontology using data extracted by a crawler from social
media applications.

C. Wagner and M. Strohmaier [302] investigated a network-theoretic model called
tweetonomy to study emerging semantics. Complementary to our work, they inves-
tigated how the selection of tweets (so-called Social Awareness Streams) can lead to
different results.

3.2.7 Conclusion

In this section, we explored a method for discovering knowledge from social media.
The approach is iterative, and entities produced by one iteration are the seeds for the
next iteration; we considered eight domains. We specifically described the geographic
and temporal spreading of entities extracted by the method. Finally, we measured the
number of emerging entities found; we define the entities not present in Wikipedia as

10https://www.mongodb.com
11https://github.com/DataSciencePolimi/social-knowledge-extractor-2
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Chapter 3. Knowledge Extraction from Social Media

emerging knowledge. I show that this method achieves a high precision after several
iterations in many domains, particularly when analyzing chess and jazz players. In such
domains, the terms used in social communications are the most domain-specific.

Since the main component of the knowledge extraction pipeline is the computation
of similarities between users, in the next chapter, I investigate this stage in detail. My
main goal is to find the best approach to encode users into feature vectors that reflect
our idea of similarity. I investigate communities of users, controversies between com-
munities and how Language Models help to compute semantically similar tweets and
users.
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CHAPTER4
Community characterization, Controversy

Detection and User Similarity

A community is a set of people with something in common. The features that link
people are not defined a priori, but different selections lead to diverse clustering of users
in communities. For example, if we define communities as people connected by blood
ties, the population will be divided into families. However, if we define communities
based on shared interests, we will obtain a completely different partition, where we will
group people playing tennis, people singing, people painting and so on.

Usually, community detection algorithms have been developed to cluster nodes in
graphs based on their links. Given a graph of people connected by friendship bonds,
we can group people obtaining clusters of friends that share something, e.g. same class
in college or same sports team. Recent researches propose many algorithms to detect
clusters of nodes in graphs, focusing on the best trade-off between computational speed
and accuracy.

However, in this chapter, I do not think about communities as clusters of nodes in
social networks since I do not inspect the underlying graph of users, but I define a
community of people as the set of people with similar interests, even if not explicitly
connected. This definition leads to a broader sense of community, where users that do
not know each other can still be part of the same community, e.g. chess players could
have never met, but they still belong to the same international community.
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In the first work of this chapter, I investigate how to characterize communities based
on the vocabulary they use when posting on Twitter. I define a method to calculate the
strength of a community and a membership criterion, to check whether a user belongs
to the community. To find the best approach, I test numerous combinations of syntac-
tic and semantic features of users belonging to three different communities: fashion
designers, Australian writers and chess players.

In the second section of this chapter, I design a content-based approach to detect
controversies in social networks. I aim to automatically classify if a topic is controver-
sial or not by looking at what users post. I apply Language Models to embed tweets,
and I compare them to understand if the users belong to two or more groups fighting
each other or if they have similar opinions about the selected topic.

The third work describes how to exploit Twitter as a source of large corpora of
textual documents used as training sets for semantic sentence embeddings. The trained
Transformer-based models reach state-of-the-art results in semantic textual similarity
tasks when data from social networks are involved. I perform the training with a triplet-
like loss. However, the selection of input documents is limited in length by the nature
of the model, allowing analysis at the tweet level.

The last work solves the length issue with the introduction of a Hierarchical ap-
proach. Users are embedded into feature vectors by Transformer-based models de-
signed to process single tweets (the same model described in the previous work) and
then merge the tweets embeddings into a single dense high-dimensional vector. The
design of the training and evaluation datasets make the whole approach statistically
significant and completely reproducible. Finally, I inspect the embeddings to check
whether they reflect our idea of similarity. We perform community visualization, out-
lier detection and controversy detection.
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4.1 Content-based Characterization of Online Social Communities1

4.1.1 Introduction

Defining the essence of a community is difficult: in the English dictionary, a commu-
nity is the condition of having certain attitudes and interest in common. The concept
of community is general and goes beyond social networks and Internet, but finding
communities in the digital world is very relevant, as it has a huge number of social
implications and potential commercial exploitations [162, 190, 225].

Digital social content can be automatically inspected, hence, social communities on
Internet can be detected by algorithms [223, 225, 260]; this process comes with very
interesting challenges from a social analysis perspective, as well as interesting compu-
tational problems. Social networks can be considered as big graphs of linked nodes;
most methods for community detection use as initial input the arcs among actors [117]
(e.g. the friendship/follow relationships), or take into account social activities [260]
(e.g., the likes or comments). These methods build weighted graphs representing social
interactions and then look for subgraphs with certain properties (e.g., the sparsity/den-
sity of subgraphs), typically corresponding to subsets of highly interacting users.

In this Section, we explore a different direction, and propose a content-based ap-
proach to community detection. We conjecture that a community can be character-
ized by the content that they share, as it is a very strong distinctive property. With this
approach, we define simple methods for community detection: given a set of social ac-
tors, we argue that they form a community if their shared content has strong similarity
properties; we can also test if a social actor is a member of a community by comparing
the actor’s content to the community’s content. As we will see, content-based analysis
can be performed bottom-up, with very few actors forming an initial community, and
thus it is less computationally demanding than link-based analysis.

This work is part of a general effort towards the use of social accounts for extracting
semantic knowledge; in particular, in [47] (section 3.1) we defined a method for ex-
tracting emerging knowledge from social accounts based on co-occurrence of accounts
with known members of a community; in [45] (section 3.2) we observed that very few
accounts are sufficient to generate a community and we explored how such community
grows in space and time as effect of iterative applications of the method. In this work,
we concentrate on a systematic study of social content features that best characterized
a community. Preliminary work [246] considered fewer textual features (in particular,
no latent feature) and fewer contexts of application; this Section summarizes also that
work including also new latent features that actually have the best performance in the

1Authors: Giorgia Ramponi, first author, conceptualization, implementation, experiment design, writing; Marco Brambilla,
conceptualization, editing; Stefano Ceri, conceptualization, writing, editing; Florian Daniel, conceptualization, editing; Marco Di
Giovanni, first author, conceptualization, implementation, experiment design, editing. [247]
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new contexts.
To better define our approach, we consider Twitter as social network and we study

the communities of Twitter accounts; with this method, every Twitter account is as-
sociated with several tweets, and we consider the vocabulary of terms used in their
tweets1.

We define the following problems:

• Given a community of n Twitter accounts, define the strength of the community,
measuring how the community is well characterized by the shared vocabulary of
its members.

• Given other accounts, define membership criteria for deciding if they are also part
of the community.

Solving these problems requires addressing two challenges.

• Selection of textual features: as Twitter typically uses short sentences and has its
own given jargon, we must choose among syntactic or semantic elements of the
Twitter jargon;

• Measuring the distance between features associated to accounts, so that we can
test community’s strength and membership.

The research question underlying these challenges is to ascertain how much communi-
ties can be guessed by considering just the content of their social interaction. We will
consider a variety of options for both challenges, but we will eventually see that simple
choices work remarkably well in practical contexts, suggesting that this approach has a
wide applicability.

Although our approach applies to possibly large communities (e.g., the followers
of politicians, as shown in Table 4.9), it is best suited to the characterization of small
communities with highly specialized vocabulary, where the method performs remark-
ably well; problems that exhibit these features have significant applicability, discussed
later.

This Section is organized as follows. In Section 4.1.2 we define the metrics used
later: dispersion and coherence. In Section 4.1.3 we define the syntactic and semantic
features used to perform the analysis and the methods for extracting them, while in
Section 4.1.4 we select the most effective features for testing a community’s strength
and membership. In Section 4.1.5, we assess the power of content in two important
applications related to detection of communities in the political arena and to targeted
advertising. We present related work in Section 4.1.6 and conclusions in Section 4.1.7.

1The approach can be easily transferred, e.g. on Facebook (and other social networks) by using accounts and posts.
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4.1. Content-based Characterization of Online Social Communities

4.1.2 Background

Definitions

We introduce some useful definitions in the community detection problem:

Community: a community C is a set of Twitter accounts that have one or more char-
acteristics in common;

Member: a Twitter account of a community;

Candidate: a Twitter account that could be included in the community;

Feature Vector: we associate to every member or candidate c a feature vector fc =<

fc,1, fc,2, .., fc,n >, whose elements are the frequencies of the textual features (TF in
Section 2.2.2) extracted from a corpus consisting of the last 200 tweets of c. Thus, if
for example we are considering nouns, fc,i is the frequency of use of the noun i in c’s
tweets.

Centroid: given m feature vectors {f1, ...fm} of cardinality n, we define the centroid:

z =< z1, .., zn >

where:

zi =
1

m

mX

c=1

fc,i

Distance metrics

To evaluate the closeness of a candidate c to the centroid z we consider four distance
metrics:

• Manhattan distance (L1): dL1(c, z) =
P

n

i=1 |ci � zi|

• Euclidean distance (L2): dL2(c, z) =
pP

n

i=1(ci � zi)2

• Cosine distance: dcos(c, z) = 1�
Pn

i=1 cizipPn
i=1 c

2
i

pPn
i=1 z

2
i

• Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD), also called relative entropy, is a metric of
how one probability distribution diverges from another:

dKL(c, z) = DKL(c||z) =
nX

i=1

ci log(
ci
zi
)
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Dispersion Index

The dispersion index is a measure of the cohesion of a community. We consider the
ratio Dc/DT , where Dc is the average distance of the members of the community to
the community centroid; DT is the average distance of the members of the community
to the centroid of the vocabulary used by all Twitter accounts. We expect a dispersion
index between 0 and 1, where a smaller dispersion index is associated to communities
with stronger cohesion.

Coherence metric

We can define the coherence of a text as a “continuity of senses" [255] which requires
arguments to be logically connected. In topic modeling, a coherent model [38, 216]
is capable of describing a set of topics in a rigorous way. Measuring coherence is a
complex task, but we refer to the work of [255] which provides a systematic study on
different coherence measures, and proposes CV as the best one.

CV is obtained by evaluating all the possible combinations of four different dimen-
sions and picking the one that performed best on a given dataset evaluated by humans:

1. type of segmentation used to divide the word set into subsets: CV uses a one-one
approach, where every pair of words is selected;

2. how probabilities are derived: CV uses Boolean Sliding Window with window size
of 10. The probability is calculated as the number of windows in which the word
occurs divided by the total number of windows;

3. Confirmation Measure, defining a way to compute how strong a word set supports
another one: CV uses indirect cosine measure to calculate cosine similarities be-
tween vectors obtained with the direct normalized log-ratio measure;

4. aggregation of all subset scores to a single score: CV uses the simple average of
all the values.

4.1.3 Content Features Description and Creation

Syntactic Features

Words in tweets are classified on the basis of their syntactic features and recognizing,
in particular, verbs and nouns. Syntactic analysis consists in associating them with their
frequency in the tweet corpus.

The process starts with a standard text pre-processing of texts by removing stop-
words, tokenizing and tagging the text and retrieving the root form of the words, using
the NLTK library [28]. After pre-processing, we select words carrying only three dif-
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ferent tags: nouns, verbs and proper nouns (a subset of nouns). The syntactic features
are Term Frequencies (TF in Section 2.2.2) of the selected words.

Semantic Features

The meaning of each word in a language is formed of a set of abstract characteristics
known as semantic features. Every language is associated with a hierarchical structure
representing semantic features, typically words are at the leafs of these hierarchies and
semantics is assigned by traversing the hierarchy. When we consider semantic features,
we go beyond the word itself, by extracting its meaning.

In our work we used two kinds of semantic features: knowledge-based features, and
topic features, obtained by using topic detection techniques.

Knowledge-based features are extracted after text matching with a structured knowl-
edge graph; since we do not set a specific domain of interest, we select DBpedia2, which
is publicly available and easily accessible through APIs; it provides structured content
from the information created in Wikipedia3.

In order to extract semantic features from tweets we pick Dandelion4, a commercial
software which matches a text to DBpedia entities. We consider a term as semantically
understood when it is matched to either a type or an instance, defined as follows:

• type: a type is an element of the DBpedia hierarchy; Dandelion produces matches
with associated probability and we use the default threshold value (0.6)5;

• instance: some words are also associated to a concept that has a page in Wikipedia;
we call these concepts instances.

The semantic features are Term Frequencies (TF) of types and instances.
Topic features are learned using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) process [30];

the process learns the relations between words in documents and creates a fixed number
of topics; each topic, in turn, is associated with a probability distribution � over the
words that are recognized as significant for that topic.

To consolidate the use of LDA in our context, we have to decide how to set an ideal
number of topics, which is a prerequisite of the method. We consider the corpus of
tweets of a specific domain and divide it into a training and testing set. We build 50
different models, each one with an incremental number of topics (from 1 to 50), and
for each of them we calculate the CV coherence (Section 4.1.2). Then we select the
number of topics yielding to a model with the highest value of coherence. In most
corpuses of Tweets, the best coherence value found is small, in the selected domains, it
ranges between 4 and 10.

2https://wiki.dbpedia.org
3https://www.wikipedia.org/
4https://dandelion.eu
5The threshold is for the confidence value of the annotation extraction
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Given a specific tweet, LDA associates it with a probability distribution over the
topics. We use this probability distribution as topic features vector. We implement
LDA with the Gensim library [251].

4.1.4 Evaluation

We formulate the problem of finding the best set of features and the most effective
distance metric in order to characterize community membership. Given a community
C⇤ = {c1, ..., cn}, we retrieve the tweets of these accounts and construct one feature
vector for each of the six textual features discussed above. From these feature vectors,
six centroids ztype, zinstance, znoun, zverb, zpropernoun and ztopic are created.

We explore which combination of textual features and distance metrics achieves the
best result in predicting that a candidate account ci is a member of the community and
that the community is strongly or weekly characterized.

The experiment is artificially built by starting from known community members and
separating them into two sets, one of which is merged with randomly selected accounts.
We use the alternative features and distances, measure their effectiveness in ranking the
top candidates, and select the features and distances associated with the best rankings.

Input Data and Experiment Design

We consider three initial communities of twenty well-characterized professionals, each
member of a specific domain as defined by domain experts, that constitute our gold
standard. Accuracies are highly dependent on the domain, thus there are communities
harder to characterize because their vocabulary is less specialized.

The communities are formed by fashion designers, Australian writers, and chess
players:

• Fashion designers: the research team of the Fashion In Process Lab6, in the orig-
inal experiment, collected emerging Italian brands, and we used 19 of them;

• Australian writers: we considered some fiction authors engaged in the Mel-
bourne Emerging Writers Festival7 by picking 20 accounts from the participants
to the event;

• Chess players: we used a list of 20 top chess players and their accounts8.

For every Twitter account we select at most the last 200 tweets, which correspond
to a single Twitter API call; exact sizes are reported in Table 4.1. Data have been
collected on 08/02/2018. The anonymized dataset is available and can be downloaded
at https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/VWLEAA [46].

6http://www.fashioninprocess.com
7http://www.emergingwritersfestival.org.au
8https://www.reddit.com/r/chess/comments/32t5ov/list_of_top_chess_player_journalist_twitter
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Table 4.1: Sizes of Datasets

Number of users Number of Tweets
Fashion designers 19 1536
Australian Writers 20 1953
Chess Players 20 2262

Experiment Design

For every community, we consider ten Twitter accounts as community members; we
consider a set of candidates constituted by the other ten members and by 160 random
accounts. We repeated each extraction 50 times, and averaged the performance indexes.

For every choice of domain, features and distance, we compute the centroid of the
ten community members and we rank all the candidates in terms of distance from the
centroid. We also compute the number of topics yielding the best coherence. We con-
sider precision@10 and recall@20 as relevant performance indicators; the experiment
goal is to retrieve the known ten members of the community within the top-ranked
candidates.

Comparison

Table 4.2 shows the results of our experiments. By comparing the four distances, we
notice that KLD and cosine distance provide the best results in terms of precision and
recall in every domain, therefore we focus on them. Overall, the best syntactic feature
is proper noun (NNP) while the best semantic ones are Instance and Topic. Instance ob-
tain comparable results to Topic and NNP, but its extraction requires an interaction with
the commercial software Dandelion, whose free use is limited in rate, so we exclude it
from our further analysis.

By comparing the domains, we note that precision and recall are generally higher for
Chess Players, intermediate for Fashion Designers, and lower for Australian Writers.
In particular, precision is extremely good for Chess Players, where all methods find the
first 6 members as top ranked among all 170 candidates; and it is rather good for all
domains, including Australian writers, as we find 4 members within the top ten ranked.

Dispersion Indexes

We inspected the Twitter accounts of chess players, and we found that chess players
tweet almost exclusively about chess, hence their vocabulary is narrower and most fo-
cused; fashion designers talk a lot about fashion but they also talk about several other
close topics; and Australian writers intertwine tweets about writing with tweets about
many other topics, including personal experiences. This empirical consideration is
quantified by using the dispersion index measuring the internal coherence of a commu-
nity, defined in Section 4.1.2, whose values for the three communities are summarized
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Table 4.2: Exhaustive analysis showing the precision@10 and recall@20 for experiments built by com-
bining in all possible ways four choices of distances and seven choices of features in three domains.
We use labels CD for cosine distance, KLD for Kullback-Leibler Divergence, l1 for Manhattan dis-
tance and l2 for Euclidean distance.

Domain Feature cdprecision cdrecall KLDprecision KLDrecall l1precision l1recall l2precision l2recall

Chess NNP 0.800 0.905 0.770 0.870 0.800 0.885 0.140 0.270
Noun 0.270 0.335 0.690 0.825 0.660 0.795 0.165 0.215
Verb 0.155 0.235 0.130 0.330 0.200 0.350 0.135 0.200
Instance 0.835 0.875 0.775 0.860 0.750 0.810 0.320 0.385
Type 0.385 0.430 0.700 0.785 0.420 0.560 0.360 0.410
Topic 0.726 0.824 0.702 0.834 0.734 0.868 0.732 0.822

Fashion NNP 0.510 0.695 0.560 0.745 0.625 0.690 0.001 0.040
Noun 0.180 0.345 0.485 0.610 0.710 0.770 0.075 0.150
Verb 0.010 0.030 0.100 0.105 0.070 0.105 0.010 0.015
Instance 0.695 0.765 0.595 0.765 0.705 0.750 0.001 0.015
Type 0.120 0.250 0.165 0.195 0.235 0.315 0.125 0.240
Topic 0.780 0.870 0.736 0.816 0.654 0.764 0.656 0.748

AW NNP 0.245 0.435 0.265 0.385 0.310 0.450 0.030 0.030
Noun 0.095 0.130 0.075 0.220 0.200 0.415 0.110 0.170
Verb 0.120 0.190 0.005 0.155 0.085 0.190 0.115 0.165
Instance 0.390 0.515 0.335 0.560 0.245 0.415 0.075 0.115
Type 0.110 0.245 0.095 0.190 0.165 0.250 0.110 0.230
Topic 0.522 0.642 0.444 0.570 0.406 0.532 0.378 0.484

in Table 4.3 (a high index is indicative of high dispersion).

Table 4.3: Dispersion index for the three domains.

Features Domain
AW Fashion Chess

NNP 0.84 0.79 0.55
instances 0.80 0.73 0.63

Topic Explanation

Topics are explained by their most recurrent words; in Table 4.4 we report the first 5
words explaining the first topic for each of the three domains. As we can see, in Chess
players the best topic contains the word chess and game; the best topic for Fashion
contains the word love.

Table 4.4: Best topics that represents the three domains with their first 5 components.

Domain Topics
Chessplayers raider italy owner chess playoff

Fashion day time thank get love
AW person thank time thing way

Conclusion of the Evaluation

After this analysis, we conclude that the best features are proper nouns and topics (as-
sociated with any distance). The former is a syntactic feature, describing terms which
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denote concrete aspects of reality; the latter is a latent semantic feature, representing
the texts in their entirety.

4.1.5 Applications

In this Section we propose two applications, showing that each selection can be the
most useful for characterizing specific social communities.

Content-based Analysis of Accounts from a Political Perspective

One of the most interesting applications of content-based community detection is con-
cerned with understanding political preferences. Politics is most influenced by the use
of social media, as many politicians deliver their comments using Twitter. We therefore
asked ourselves if the use of vocabulary could be suggestive of political preferences. At
the March 2018 elections in Italy, three coalitions participated to the competition: the
Right parties, Cinque Stelle, and the Democratic Party. We considered some politicians
from the three coalitions, and we retrieved their last tweets (a single Twitter API call
per user). We performed the following experiments:

• We used as before a limited number of accounts as community members and we
classified the remaining accounts on the basis of their similarity to the centroid;
we repeated this experiment 50 times, every time selecting randomly the accounts
to use as community members. Data have been collected on 18/04/2018.

• We repeated the test by using the followers. In this case, as we assume that the
follower of a politician prefers the politician’s party, we developed a predictor
of the political preferences of the followers based on the vocabulary used. We
considered the followers of politicians of just one of the three coalitions, thereby
excluding those followers who observe politics from a neutral perspective (e.g.
journalists). Data have been collected on 06/05/2018.

Sizes of the datasets are reported in Table 4.5. Results of the first experiment are
presented in Table 4.6. The method is extremely accurate in classifying the accounts of
the elected politicians, suggesting that indeed they have a very different vocabulary.

Table 4.5: Sizes of Political Parties Datasets

Number of users Number of Tweets
Right parties 19 2174
Cinque Stelle 20 2295
Democratic Party 25 3452
Right parties followers 126 4948
Cinque Stelle followers 289 16145
Democratic Party followers 306 17201
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Table 4.6: Prediction of parties of members of the Italian parliament using proper nouns.

Right Parties Cinque Stelle Democratic Party
Right Parties 99.68% 0.0% 0.32%
Cinque Stelle 0.00% 100.00% 0.00%
Democratic Party 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%

Table 4.7: Prediction of parties of the followers of politicians using proper nouns.

Right Cinque Stelle Democr.
Right parties followers 96% 0 4%
Cinque Stelle followers 0 40% 60%
Democratic Party followers 0 0 100%

In Table A.2 in Appendix A we report the most frequent proper nouns for the three
parties. As you can see it is not easy to interpret this feature because proper nouns
are too specifically connected with factual people, location or events occurring in Italy.
Consider for instance that top mentioned proper nouns include Bologna, Milano, Cal-
abria for Democratic Party, Friuli for the Right Party, Roma and Torino for Cinque
Stelle, and these are locations where each party is either historically strong or actually
at the local government.

To show the different vocabularies between parties we present in Table A.3 in Ap-
pendix A most frequent nouns, that are slightly less effective than proper nouns in
characterizing communities, but can be best perceived by readers based upon general
knowledge. The three lists have many common terms in any conversation (e.g. day,
year) or in any conversation of politicians (e.g. “government, job, program, country",
or “law, citizen" appearing in two lists out of three) and at first sight look very simi-
lar; but if one looks at terms which appear just in one list, finds “Italian, tax, security"
in the Right Party, “movement, live" in Cinque Stelle and “campaign, woman, club,
commitment" in the Democratic Party; we can clearly see that the different vocabulary
characterize the parties.

Results of the second experiment, reported in Table 4.7, are rather surprising and
have an interesting sociological interpretation. We note that the method correctly pre-
dicts the followers of the Democratic Party (100% accuracy) and of Right Parties (96%
accuracy). For what concerns Cinque Stelle, however, the predictor only achieved 40%
accuracy, while it classified the followers as politically closer to the Democratic Party

ht

Table 4.8: Prediction of the parties of members of the Italian parliament using topic features.
Right Parties Cinque Stelle Democratic Party

Right Parties 52% 17% 31%
Cinque Stelle 53% 24% 23%
Democratic Party 48% 26% 26%
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Table 4.9: Prediction of the followers of politicians of the three parties.

Right Cinque Stelle Democr.
Right parties followers 52% 17% 31%
Cinque Stelle followers 16% 17% 66%
Democratic Party followers 14% 16% 70%

(60%) and not to the Right Parties (0%). This is an indication that the followers of
Cinque Stelle do not have a distinctive vocabulary, and have stronger similarity to the
Democratic Party than to the Right Parties. These results are confirmed by the disper-
sion indexes, which show stronger dispersion for Cinque Stelle (see Table 4.10).

Table 4.10: Dispersion index for the followers of politicians of the three parties.

Right Cinque Stelle Democr.
dispersion index 0.34 0.58 0.48

We repeat the experiment using topics as features. As we can see in Table 4.8 for
the first analysis and in Table 4.9 for the second analysis, the results are not satisfying,
as the method does not succeed in classifying political parties. A likely reason is that,
while nouns are very indicative of a party, topics are not, as tweets written by politicians
end up having the same topics regardless of their party.

Targeted Advertising

From a commercial point of view, the most important application of community detec-
tion is targeted advertising. We assume that the advertiser already knows a community
of interest, e.g. thanks to activities that the community has already performed in con-
trolled social platforms. The advertiser’s objective is to enlarge the community by
finding new candidate accounts, thus potential new customers.

Among the many possible examples of applications, we consider sport events, in
particular baseball or football events, where we initially know a set of accounts of
players of those two sports. In such case, the advertiser’s interest is to broaden the set
of accounts that she can reach by adding similar accounts to the initial set. Following
a pipeline similar to the one described before, we manually collected Baseball players
and Football players of UCF (University of Central Florida), and randomly split them in
a set of 10 accounts that represents the already known community, and a set of accounts
that we expect to retrieve when mixed with random Twitter accounts. In Table 4.11,
the sizes of the datasets are reported. Data have been collected on 22/02/2018. The
anonymized dataset is available at https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/VWLEAA.
In Table 4.12 we compare the results obtained when using NNP and topic features,
using the cosine distance.

In this case, topic features achieve the best performances in the two communities, as
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the community of baseball players and Football players have very distinctive interests
that are different from random accounts. They generally talk about the same latent topic
(sport), thus the best results are obtained by the topic-based method.

Table 4.11: Sizes of UCF Players Datasets

Number of users Number of Tweets
Baseball players 62 5727
Football players 129 12500

Table 4.12: Comparison of precision10 using NNP and Topic features in the sport domain: Baseball
and Football players

Domain Feature
NNP Topic

Baseball players 0.29 0.76
Football players 0.12 0.76

4.1.6 Related Work

Community detection is a fundamental task in social network analysis [132]. In the
following we describe related work by considering methods that use links, semantics
and content.

Network Clustering

The majority of approaches that performs community detection use social links (follow-
ers, retweets and user mentions) in order to detect communities as clusters of strongly
(or densely) connected subgraphs [229,316]. Community detection in large graphs is a
wide research topic, applied to many domains such as sociology, biology and finance.
The methods used to detect community structures in graphs are based on modularity op-
timization [31], agglomerative clustering, centrality based and clique percolation [117].
In [187] the authors compared a multitude of community discovery algorithms, and
computed the trade-offs between clustering objectives and community compactness.

All methods taken into account are computationally expensive in data acquisition,
because in order to reconstruct significant sub-graphs it is necessary to query the Twitter
API many times. Moreover, they cannot investigate the similarity of users who are
not linked by social links. We cannot compare our results with these network-based
approaches since our method does not require that users are socially connected. The
networks of the datasets investigated in this section could even have no edges at all,
resulting in meaningless networks measures, such as modularity [217].

The authors of [272, 273] tackle Influence Maximization task by including topic
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information to traditional information diffusion models on networks with a similar ap-
proach.

Semantic Methods

Another class of approaches uses the semantic content of social graphs to discover
communities. In [257] the authors introduce a measure of signal strength between two
nodes in the social network by using content similarity, while the authors of [324]
propose the CUT (Community-User-Topic) model for discovering communities using
the semantic content of the social graph. Communities are modeled as random mixtures
over users who in turn have a topical distribution (interest) associated with them.

Other works use generative probabilistic modeling which considers both contents
and links as being dependent on one or more latent variables, and then estimates the
conditional distributions to find community assignments. Examples include PLSA-
PHITS [69], Community-User-Topic model [324] and Link-PLSA-LDA [215]. For in-
stance, Link-PLSA-LDA finds latent topics in text and citations and assumes different
generative processes on citing documents, cited documents as well as citations them-
selves. Text generation follows the LDA approach, and link creation between citing
and cited documents is controlled by topic-specific multinomial distributions.

In these approaches, content similarity between users plays a fundamental role,
thereby underlining the relevance of content in community detection. These approaches
have the same drawbacks in the data acquisition cost that was reported above.

Content-based Methods

Other works are more similar to our approach, as they use textual similarity, without
deep semantic analysis. In [271] the authors proposes a method to cluster people in
Twitter using words, by proposing a metric to weight the words; in [207] a method for
computing user similarity is proposed, based on a network representing the semantic
relationship between the words occurring in the same tweet and the related topic. Other
methods discover user similarities based on content similarities; the method presented
in [134] uses a regression model. Compared to our approach, these methods require a
lot of data for building an accurate model of the terms used by Twitter accounts and are
more focused on similarity discovery rather than community detection.
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4.1.7 Conclusions

This study provides a systematic approach to user identification and community char-
acterization in Twitter. We characterize syntactic and semantic features in tweets and
then show which ones are most suited for testing community membership and cohe-
siveness. Proper nouns or latent content topics perform very well if used with cosine
distance or Kullback-Leibler Divergence.

In several application contexts, our method achieves a precision@10 which is 70%
or above (in our designed experiment, this means that only three accounts are incorrect
out of ten, extracted from a total of 190 candidates, mediated over 50 executions). This
result is remarkable if one considers that the proposed method is low-cost: it requires
the extraction of the tweets of a candidate (through a single call to the standard Twitter
API) and simple scripts, which internally calls standard libraries, for extracting from
this corpus the frequencies of either topics or proper nouns; as we opted for a low-cost
strategy, we preferred topics to instances as representative semantic features.

Our applications show one case (politics) where syntactic features (NNP) prevail
over semantic ones (Topic) but also one case (targeted advertising for sports players)
where the semantic features prevail over the syntactic ones. Moreover, the topic compo-
nents and the features from nouns hint at the typical terms used within the community,
thereby providing an interesting characterization of the community from a sociological
perspective.

As input, the described method requires only a few examples of reference accounts
considered similar by a domain expert, e.g., chess players or writers, to construct a
sufficiently characterizing vocabulary. Keeping the size of the input low was one of
the design goals of our work (to keep a manual search task manageable). However, we
have also verified that the approach is robust to larger input sizes, as shown in Tables
4.1, 4.5 and 4.11. I tested datasets of different magnitudes that belong to communities
with low and high specialized vocabularies, and the performances are comparable.

The practical implication of our study is in the extraction of targeted communities
where each new candidate brings potentially high value. Targeted advertising, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.1.5, applies to many contexts. For example, under elections, it can
be used by candidates who want to advertise just to potential voters of their party.

In this section, I reported a work comparing semantic and syntactic features to char-
acterize communities. When communities debate about a selected topic, we talk about
controversies. The following section describes a study investigating how to quantify
the controversiality of topics by looking at the content shared by users on Twitter.
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4.2 Measuring Controversy in Social Networks through NLP1

4.2.1 Introduction

Controversy in social networks is a phenomenon with an high social and political
impact. Interesting analysis have been performed about presidential elections [277],
congress decisions [136], hate spread [55], and harassing [176]. This phenomenon
has been broadly studied from the perspective of different disciplines, ranging from
the seminal analysis of conflicts within the members of a karate club [321] to political
issues in modern times [1, 3, 74, 89, 212].

The irruption of digital social networks [107] gave raise to new ways of intentional
intervention for taking advantages [55, 277]. Moreover, highly contrasting points of
view in groups tend to provoke conflicts that lead to attacks from one community to
the other, such as harassing, “brigading", or “trolling" [176]. The existing literature
reports a huge number of issues related to controversy, ranging from the splitting of
communities and the biased information spread, to the increase of hate speeches and
attacks between groups. For example, Kumar, Srijan, et al. [176] analyze many defense
techniques from attacks on Reddit 9 while Stewart, et al. [277] insinuate that there was
external interference in Twitter during the 2016 US presidential elections to benefit one
candidate.

As shown in [175, 179], detecting controversies also provides the basis to improve
the “news diet" of readers, offering the possibility to connect users with different points
of view by recommending them personalized content to read [213]. Other studies on
“bridging echo chambers" [124] and the positive effects of inter group dialogue [6,232]
suggest that direct engagement is effective for mitigating conflicts.

An accurate and automatic classifier of controversial topics, therefore, helps to de-
velop quick strategies to prevent miss-information, fights and biases. Moreover, the
identification of the main viewpoints and the detection of semantically closer users is
also useful to lead people to healthier discussions. Measuring controversy is even more
powerful, as it can be used to establish controversy levels. For this purpose, we propose
a content-based pipeline to measure controversy on social networks, collecting posts’
content about a fixed topic (an hashtag or a keyword) as root input.

Controversy quantification through vocabulary analysis also opens several research
avenues, such as the analysis whether polarization is being created, maintained or aug-

1Authors: Juan Manuel Ortiz de Zarate, first author, conceptualization, data collection, implementation, experiment design,
writing; Marco Di Giovanni, first author, conceptualization, data collection, implementation, experiment design, writing; Esteban
Feuerstein, critical feedbacks, editing; Marco Brambilla, critical feedbacks, editing. [84] Reprinted by permission from Springer
Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature; Springer eBook; Measuring Controversy in Social Networks Through
NLP; Juan Manuel Ortiz de Zarate, Marco Di Giovanni, Esteban Zindel Feuerstein et al ©2020, https://doi.org/10.
1007/978-3-030-59212-7_14

9https://www.reddit.com/
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mented through community’s way of talking.
Our main contribution can be summarized as the design of a controversy detection

pipeline and the its application to 30 heterogeneous Twitter datasets. We outperform
the state-of-the-art approaches, both in terms of accuracy and computational speed.

Our method is tested on datasets from Twitter. This microblogging platform has
been widely used to analyze discussions and polarization [212,243,291,308,320]. It is a
natural choice for this task, as it represents one of the main fora for public debate [308],
it is a common destination for affiliative expressions [154] and it is often used to report
and read news about current events [267]. An extra advantage is the availability of real-
time data generated by millions of users. Other social media platforms offer similar
data-sharing services, but few can match the amount of data and the documentation
provided by Twitter. One last asset of Twitter for our work is given by retweets (sharing
a tweet created by a different user), that typically indicate endorsement [24] and hence
they help to model discussions as they can signal “who is with who".

This section is organized as follows: in Section 4.2.2 we list and summarize other
works about controversy and polarization on social networks, in Section 4.2.3 we
present the datasets collected for this study, while Section 4.2.4 contains the step-by-
step description of our pipeline. In Section 4.2.5 we show the results and we conclude
with Section 4.2.6.

4.2.2 Related Work

Due to its high social importance, many works focus on polarization measures in online
social networks and social media [2,74,80,125,142]. The main characteristic that con-
nects these works is that the measures proposed are based on the structural characteris-
tics of the underlying social-graph. Among them, we highlight the work of Garimella
et al. [125] that presents an extensive comparison of controversy measures, different
graph-building approaches and data sources, achieving a state-of-the-art performance.
We use this approach as a baseline to compare our results.

Matakos et al. [200] also develop a polarization index with a graph-based approach,
not including text related features, modelling opinions as real numbers. Their measure
successfully captures the tendency of opinions to concentrate in network communities,
creating echo-chambers.

Other recent works [180, 247, 290] prove that communities may express themselves
with different terms or ways of speaking, and use different jargon, which can be de-
tected with the use of text-related techniques. Already described in Section 4.1, we
also built very efficient classifiers and predictors of account membership within a given
community by inspecting the vocabulary used in tweets, for many heterogeneous Twit-
ter communities, such as chess players, fashion designers and members and supporters
of political parties. In [290] Tran et al. found that language style, characterized using
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a hybrid word and part-of-speech tag n-gram language model, is a better indicator of
community identity than topic, even for communities organized around specific top-
ics. Finally, Lahoti et al. [180] model the problem of learning the liberal-conservative
ideology space of social media users and media sources as a constrained non-negative
matrix-factorization problem. They validate their model and solution on a real-world
Twitter dataset consisting of controversial topics, and show that they are able to separate
users by ideology with over 90% purity.

Other works for controversy detection through content have been performed over
Wikipedia [101, 160] showing that text contents are good indicatives to estimate polar-
ization. These works are heavily dependent on Wikipedia and can not be extrapolated
to social networks.

In [159], the author explains controversy via generating a summary of two conflict-
ing stances that build the controversy. Her work shows that a specific sub-set of tweets
is enough to represent the two opposite positions in a polarized debate.

Quantifying Controversy on Social Media

The study described in this chapter is largely inspired by the work of Garimella et
al. [125], summarized here.

This is the first large-scale systematic study for quantifying controversy in social
media, Twitter in particular. While most of the previous works were topic-dependent,
usually case-studies of important events (i.e. political elections), their approach can be
applied to any topic with a large enough volume of discussion on social media.

They design a three-stages pipeline that not only identifies a controversy, but also
quantifies the degree of controversy. The approach is graph-based but includes a short
description of a couple of content-based methods that they tried without success.

Firstly, defining a topic of discussion on social media is not straightforward. They
define it as a set of hashtags, since controversial topics usually includes tweets contain-
ing different hashtags for different sides of the controversy. This set is built starting
from a seed hashtag and evaluating candidates’ hashtags (hashtags co-occurring to the
seed) using a similarity score specifically designed to handle also very popular hashtags
(e.g. #follow).

Then, they collect all the tweets using one or more of those hashtags during a fixed
time window, to obtain the final dataset to analyze. A conversation graph is built where
nodes are users and edges can be retweets (retweet graph), follows (follow graph) or
shared content (content graph).

METIS [168] algorithm is used to split the obtained graphs in two partitions and
the graph layout is produced by Gephi’s ForceAtals2 [158] algorithm. The graph lay-
out is qualitatively evaluated to check if the intuition that controversial topics produce
polarized graphs is correct.
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Finally, many controversy measures are defined, computed and compared. The best
one is based on random walks on the graph. The final score is a comparison between
walks that start and end in the same partition and those that cross the sides. Other origi-
nal measures tried includes betweenness centrality measures and embedding computed
by ForceAtlas2 compared calculating distances, while selected baselines involve the
definition of boundaries of the graph partitions and an application of dipole moment.

Their pipeline is tested on 20 Twitter datasets resulting that retweet graph and RWC
is the best approach. Their analysis includes the application of the same pipeline also
to external datasets, an analysis of controversy during time for a specific event and the
application on synthetic graphs.

Finally, they try two content-based methods obtaining unsatisfying results. The first
one is based on Bag-of-Words (BoW, Section 2.2.1) representations of strings. Tweets
are cleaned and vectorized and then clustered using CLUTO algorithm with cosine
distance. Then, they apply KL distance on the two vocabularies and I2 measure of
clusters heterogeneity. They were unable to reject the null hypothesis with p = 0.05,
thus they conclude that the two sides of the controversy use a similar vocabulary.

The second method involves sentiment analysis. Applying SentiStrength, an algo-
rithm to quantify the sentiment of a text, on tweets, they obtain a distribution of values
in [�4, 4]. While the average values of score for controversial and not controversial
topics are similar, the variances are very different. Controversial topics have much dif-
ferent tones (higher variance) than non-controversial ones. However, this approach is
extremely language-dependent and thus not compared to the other methods.

Vocabulary-based Method for Quantifying Controversy in Social Media

Mainly based on the previous work of Garimella, this work [85] uses advances in NLP
to quantify controversy in social media through content, not only proving that in texts
there is enough information to capture the level of controversy in a discussion, but also
finding a faster approach with similar accuracies.

Their definition of topic is similar to the previous one, not involving a set of hashtags
but substituting it to a general keyword, when different hashtags are related to sides of
controversy.

Their pipeline also starts with a building retweet-graph phase, considering only one
retweet as enough to establish connection instead of two. Then, the graph partition
phase is performed using Louvain or Walktrap methods, allowing to not fix a priori the
number of clusters, thus handling better cases when there are more than two opposite
sides of a controversy.

Then, tweets of users belonging to one of the two biggest clusters are collected,
cleaned and merged to create a training dataset for FastText (Section 2.3.2). The ground
truth used are the labels obtained by the graph partitioning algorithm. A subset of users
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is selected looking at prediction made by FastText. Only users obtaining a score higher
than 0.9 are selected, removing noise of uncertain users. Finally, a controversy score
is computed using the dipole moment equations, already introduced in [212], preceded
by a label-propagation step.

The designed pipeline outperforms the state-of-the-art approach of Garimella et
al. [125] in terms of computational time, obtaining similar results in ROC AUC scores.

This section describes an even more complete and detailed work about quantifying
controversy on social media using tweets content. The main difference between this
work and [85] is that the techniques presented here are less dependent on the graph
structure. Our new content-based pipeline introduces the possibility of defining and
detecting concepts like the “semantic frontier" of a cluster. This opens new ways to
activate interventions in the communities, such as the investigation of users lying near
that frontier to facilitate a healthier interaction between the communities, or the anal-
ysis of users far away from the frontier to understand which aspects establish the real
differences. Improvements on [85] (used as a second baseline in this work), include
a wider comparison of NLP models and distance measures, a higher heterogeneity of
datasets used, and results in better performances both in terms of AUC ROC scores and
computational times.

4.2.3 Datasets

To test our approach, we collect 30 Twitter datasets in six languages. Each dataset
corresponds to a manually selected topic among the trending ones. The collection is
performed through the official Twitter API10.

Topic definition

In the literature, a topic is often defined by a single hashtag. We believe that this
might be too restrictive since some discussions may not have a defined hashtag, but
they are about a keyword that represents the main concept, i.e. a word or expression
that is not specifically an hashtag but it is widely used in the discussion. For example
during the Brazilian presidential elections in 2018, we collected tweets mentioning to
the word Bolsonaro, the principal candidate’s surname. Thus, in our approach, a topic
is defined as a specific hashtag or keyword, depending on the discussion. For each topic
we collect all the tweets that contain its hashtag or keyword, posted during a selected
observation window. We also check that each topic is associated with a large enough
activity volume.

10https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs
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Description of the datasets

We collected 30 discussions (50% more than the baseline work [125]) that took place
between 2015 and 2020, half of them controversial and half not. We selected dis-
cussions in six languages: English, Portuguese, Spanish, French, Korean and Arabic,
occurring in five regions over the world: South and North America, Western Europe,
Central and Southern Asia. The details of each discussion are described in Table A.1.
We have chosen discussions clearly recognizable as controversial or not to have an ev-
ident ground truth. Blurry discussions will be analyzed in future works. The encoded
datasets are available on github11.

Since our models require a large amount of text and since a tweet contains no more
than 240 characters, we established a threshold of at least 100000 tweets per topic.
Topics containing a lower number of tweets were discarded. To select discussions and
to determine if they are controversial or not we looked for topics widely covered by
mainstream media that have generated ample discussion, both online and offline. For
non-controversial discussions we focused both on “soft news" and entertainment, and
on events that, while being impactful and/or dramatic, did not generate large controver-
sies. On the other side, for controversial debates we focused on political events such as
elections, corruption cases or justice decisions. We validate our intuition by manually
checking random samples of tweets.

To furtherly establish the presence or absence of controversy of our datasets, we vi-
sualized the corresponding networks through ForceAtlas2 [158], a widely used force-
directed layout. This algorithm has been recently found to be very useful at visu-
alizing community interactions [300], as it represents closer users interacting among
each other, and farther users interacting less. Figure 4.1 shows examples of how non-
controversial and controversial discussions respectively look like with ForceAtlas2 lay-
out. As we can see in these figures, in a controversial discussion the layout shows two
well separated groups, while in a non-controversial one it generates one big cluster.

More information on the datasets is given in Table A.1 in Appendix A.

4.2.4 Methodology

Our approach can be outlined into four phases, namely graph building phase, commu-
nity identification phase, embedding phase and controversy score computation phase.
The final output of the pipeline is a positive value that measures the controversy of a
topic, with higher values corresponding to lower degrees of controversy.

Our hypothesis is that using the embeddings generated by an NLP model, we can
distinguish different ways of speaking; the more controversial the discussion is, the
better differentiation we obtain.

11Code and datasets used in this work are available here: https://github.com/jmanuoz/Measuring-controversy-in-Social-
Networks-through-NLP
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(a) Kavanaugh nomination. (b) Brazilian presidential
election.

(c) Mentions to Argentinian
ex-president.

(d) Halsey concert.

(e) Pop star birthday.
(f) New album of EXO band.

Figure 4.1: ForceAtlas2 layout for different discussions. (a), (b) and (c) are controversial while (d), (e)
and (f) are non-controversial.

Graph Building Phase

Firstly, our purpose is to build a conversation graph that represents activities related to
a single topic of discussion. For each topic, we build a retweet-graph G where each
user is represented by a vertex, and a directed edge from node u to node v indicates that
user u retweeted a tweet posted by user v.

We selected to build a retweet-graph because retweets usually indicate endorse-
ment [24] and are not constrained to “follower" links. Users retweets to propagate
to their followers an opinion that they share expressed by an user that they follow or
not.

As typically in the literature [27,55,114,177,212,277] we establish that one retweet
among a pair of users is enough to define an edge between them. We do not use “quotes"
to build the graph since, due to their nature, they can both signal endorsement and
opposition, allowing users to comment the quoted tweet.

We remark that the “retweet information" is included in the tweets extracted, allow-
ing us to build the graph without increasing the number of twitter API requests needed.
This makes this stage faster than, for example, building a follower graph, another pop-
ular alternative.
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Community Identification Phase

To identify the jargon of the community we need to be very accurate at defining its
members. If we, in our will of finding two principal communities, force the partition of
the graph in that precise number of communities, we may be adding noise in the jargon
of the principal communities that are fighting each other. Thus, we decide to cluster
the graph using Louvain [31], one of the most popular graph-clustering algorithms.
It is a greedy technique that can run over big networks without memory or running
time problems, and does not detect a fixed number of clusters. Its output depends on
the Modularity Q optimization, resulting in more or less “noisy" communities. In a
polarized context there are two principal sides covering the whole discussion, thus we
take the two biggest communities identified by Louvain and use them for the following
steps. Since, to have controversy in a discussion, there must be “at least" two sides, if
the principal sides are more than two, discarding the smallest ones will not impact the
final result. Up to here the approach we follow is the same as in [85].

Embedding Phase

In this phase, our purpose is to embed each user into a corresponding vector. These
vectors encode syntactic and semantic proprieties of the posts of the corresponding ac-
counts. They will be used in the next phase to compute the controversy score, since we
need fixed dimension semantically significant vectors to perform the following compu-
tations.

Firstly, tweets belonging to the users of the two principal communities selected in
the previous stage are grouped by user and cleaned. We remove duplicates and, from
each tweet, we remove usernames, links, punctuation, tabs, leading and lagging blanks,
general spaces and the retweet keyword “RT", the string that points that a tweet is a
retweet. Many sentence embedding techniques have been developed in the literature,
ranging from simple BoW models to complex LMs. To perform this step we selected
two models:

• FastText (Section 2.3.2). The hyperparameters are defined using the findings
of [319] on Twitter data. We train this model with tagged data, accordingly to
the output of Louvain (previous stage), representing the community of the user
and we use the trained model to compute the text embedding.

• BERT base (Section 2.4.4), that embeds texts into fixed dimension vectors en-
coding semantically significance and meaning. We finetune BERT on a 2-classes
classification task for 6 epochs (learning rate set to 10�5) on the dataset previously
described. Since our goal is to obtain embeddings of tweets, after the training pro-
cedure we remove the fully-connected layer and we use the outputs of BERT as
embeddings. In detail, BERT firstly split a sentence into tokens, adding the [CLS]
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token at the beginning and the [SEP] at the end. Then, it embeds each token into a
786-dimensional vector. Since we need a single vector of fixed length to compute
our score, we select as aggregator the embedding of the [CLS] token. This is the
same strategy selected during the fine-tuning step. We perform this stage using
bert-as-service [314].

To train FastText and BERT in a supervised way, we need to create a labeled training
set. We label each user with its community, namely with tags C1 and C2, corresponding
respectively to the biggest (Community 1) and second biggest (Community 2) groups.
It is important to note that, to prevent bias in the model, we take the same number of
users from each community, downsampling the first principal community to the number
of users of the second one.

Controversy Score Computation Phase

To compute the controversy score, we select some users as the best representatives
of each side’s main point of view. We run the HITS algorithm [171] to estimate the
authoritative and hub score of each user. We take the 30% of the users with the highest
authoritative score and the 30% with the highest hub score and we call them central
users.

Finally, we compute the controversy score r, using the embeddings of the central
users xi 2 Rk and the labels yi 2 {1, 2}, imposing their belonging to cluster C1 or C2,
computed during the community identification phase.

We compute the centroids of each cluster j with equation 4.1, where |Cj| is the
magnitude of cluster Cj , and a global centroid cglob with equation 4.2.

cj =
1

|Cj|
X

i:yi=j

xi (4.1)

cglob =
1

|C1|+ |C2|
X

i

xi (4.2)

We define Dj as the sum of distances between the embeddings xi and their centroids
cj using equation 4.3 for j = 1, 2, where dist is a generic distance function. Similarly,
Dglob is the sum of distances between all the embeddings and the global centroid.

Dj =
X

i:yi=j

dist(xi, cj) (4.3)

Because of the curse of dimensionality [21], measuring distances over big number
of dimensions is not a trivial task and the usefulness of a distance measure depends on
the sub-spaces that the problem belongs to [261]. For this reason, we select and test
four distance measure: L1 (Manhattan), L2 (Euclidean), Cosine and Mahalanobis [83]
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distance (particularly useful when the embedding space is not interpretable and not
homogeneous, since it takes into account also correlations of the dataset and reduces to
Euclidean distance if the covariance matrix is the identity matrix).

The controversy score r is defined in equation 4.4.

r =
D1 +D2

Dglob

(4.4)

Intuitively, it represents how much the clusters are separated. We expect that, if the
dataset is a single cloud of points, this value should be near 1 since the two centroids
c1 and c2 will be near each other and near the global centroid cglob. On the contrary, if
the embeddings successfully divide the dataset in two clearly separated clusters, their
centroids will be far apart and near to the points that belong to their own clusters. Note
that r is, by definition, positive, since D1, D2 and Dglob are positive too.

The datasets and the full code is available on github12 and the results discussed in
the following section are fully reproducible.

4.2.5 Results

In this section we collect the results obtained with the different techniques described
above and we compare them to the state-of-the-art structured-based method “RW" [125]
and the previous work “DMC" [85], a structure and text-based approach. In Figure 4.2
we show the distributions of scores of FastText and BERT, using the four different dis-
tances described before, compared to the baselines “RW" and “DMC". We plot them
as beanplots with scores of controversial datasets on the left side and non-controversial
ones on the right side. Note that, since by definition “DMC" approach gives higher
scores for controversial datasets and lower scores for non-controversial ones, the two
distributions are reversed.

Figure 4.2: Scores distributions comparison.

12https://github.com/jmanuoz/Measuring-controversy-in-Social-Networks-through-NLP
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The less the two distributions overlap, the better the pipeline works. Thus, to quan-
tify the performance of different approaches, we compute the ROC AUC. By definition,
this value is between 0 and 1, where 0.5 means that the curves are perfectly overlapped
(i.e. random scoring), while values of 0 and 1 correspond to perfectly separated dis-
tributions. The comparison among the different distance measures is reported in Ta-
ble 4.13. The best score (the highest value) is obtained by FastText model with cosine
distance, outperforming the state-of-the-art methods [85, 125].

Table 4.13: ROC AUC scores comparison

Method L1 L2 Cosine Mahalanobis Baseline
FastText 0.987 0.987 0.996 0.991 -
BERT 0.942 0.947 0.942 0.964 -
DMC - - - - 0.982
RW - - - - 0.924

Although BERT reached many state-of-the-art results in different NLP tasks [91],
FastText suits better in our pipeline. Analyzing the wrongly scored cases we observe
that BERT fails mainly with the non-controversial datasets, for example Feliz Natal
dataset (0.51 controversy score). Our hypothesis is that, since BERT is a bigger and
more complex model than FastText, sometimes it overfits the data. BERT is able to
separate the two communities’ ways of speaking even when they are very similar, not
opposite sides of a controversy, exploiting differences that we are not able to perceive.

To qualitatively check this behavior we plot the embeddings produced by each tech-
nique by reducing their dimension to 2 with t-SNE algorithm [296] for visualization
purposes. In Figure 4.3 we show the reduced embeddings obtained by each method for
two non-controversial datasets Jackson’s birthday and Feliz Natal. The first dataset is
correctly predicted as non-controversial by both methods and we can see that their em-
beddings are highly mixed, as expected. However Feliz Natal embeddings are mixed
when FastText is used, while BERT is still able to split them in two separate clusters.
This shows that, for the Feliz Natal case, BERT is still differentiating two ways of
speaking.

Computational Time

Figure 4.4 shows the boxplots over the 30 datasets of the total computational times (in
seconds) of our two best algorithms, from the beginning (graph building stage) to the
end (controversy score computation stage), compared to the baselines. Our approaches
are faster than the baseline graph-based method (RW), while DMC approach is only
faster than our BERT variant. Fastext approach outperforms both the baselines, allow-
ing a quicker analysis when used in a real-time perspective, since intervention could be
necessary for prevention of malicious behaviors, already described in Section 4.2.1.
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(a) FastText embeddings of Kingjacksonday dataset. (b) BERT embeddings of Kingjacksonday dataset.

(c) FastText embeddings of Feliz Natal dataset. (d) BERT embeddings of Feliz Natal dataset.

Figure 4.3: t-SNE reduced embeddings produced by Fasttex and Bert.

Figure 4.4: Computational time comparison.

4.2.6 Conclusions

In this work, we designed an NLP-based pipeline to measure controversy. We tested
variants, such as two embedding techniques (using FastText and BERT language mod-
els) and four distance measures. We applied these approaches on 30 heterogeneous
Twitter datasets, and we compared the results. THe best variant, using FastText and
cosine distance, outperforms not only the state-of-the-art graph-based method [125],
where the authors state that content-based techniques do not perform as well as structure-
based ones, but also the previous work [85], in terms of ROC AUC score and speed,
due to the lower dependence on the graph structure.

This pipeline involves FastText, a fast model to encode sentences, or BERT, a more
accurate language model, slower due to the complex fine-tuning process required. Fast-
Text obtains the best performance overall, reaching a ROC AUC score of 0.996. As we
previously reported, BERT is so strong that it could differentiate ways of speaking even
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when they are not in conflict. Due to the nature of the pipeline, FastText performs bet-
ter and requires less computing time. These results are the first steps towards helping
people to participate in healthier discussions.

Since this approach on controversy detection shares some similarities with previous
works, we share some limitations too:

• Evaluation: difficulty to establish the ground-truth since the definition of contro-
versial topics is sometimes debatable;

• Multisided controversies: the approach cannot detect and quantify controversies
with more than two sides;

• Choice of data: the manual collection of topics could bias the results;

• Overfitting: the number of datasets is small even if now we have ten more discus-
sions than previous works.

This language-based approach has other limitations. Firstly, training accurate NLP
models requires a significant amount of text, limiting the pipeline to trending discus-
sions. However, the most intriguing controversies have consequences at a societal level.
Secondly, we built the approach on Twitter. Twitter is one of the most used social net-
works for an online discussion, and it is relatively easy to collect the required data.
However, Twitter’s characteristic limit of 280 characters per message (140 till a short
time ago) is an intrinsic limitation. I plan to apply this pipeline to other social networks
like Facebook or Reddit.

In this section, I observed that a simple approach (FastText) outperforms a deep
Language Model (BERT) for controversiality quantification of topics. However, the
effectiveness of Transformer-based models on many heterogeneous tasks suggests that
a straightforward application of the model is not always sufficient to obtain good re-
sults. In the next section, I describe an approach to train a Transformer-based model on
Semantic Sentence Embeddings using large corpora of texts from Twitter. This model
maps texts to dense high-dimensional vectors that encode crucial information to detect
semantic similarities. Thus in the last section of this chapter, I apply it to model users
and, finally, to detect communities and controversies more accurately, exploiting the
full power of deep Language Models.
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4.3 Exploiting Twitter as Source of Large Corpora of Weakly Similar
Pairs for Semantic Sentence Embeddings1

4.3.1 Introduction and Related Work

Word-level embeddings techniques compute fixed-size vectors encoding semantics of
words [204, 230], usually unsupervisedly trained from large textual corpora. It has
always been more challenging to build high-quality sentences-level embeddings.

Currently, sentence-embeddings approaches are supervisedly trained using large la-
beled datasets [58, 60, 72, 103, 157, 252, 310], such as NLI datasets [41, 312] or para-
phrase corpora [99]. Round-trip translation has been also exploited, where semantically
similar pairs of sentences are generated translating the non-English side of NMT pairs,
as in ParaNMT [309] and Opusparcus [76]. However, large labeled datasets are rare
and hard to collect, especially for non-English languages, due to the cost of manual
labels, and there exists no convincing argument for why datasets from these tasks are
preferred over other datasets [56], even if their effectiveness on STS tasks is largely
empirically tested.

Therefore, recent works focus on unsupervised approaches [56, 130, 188, 194, 304],
where unlabeled datasets are exploited to increase the performance of models. These
works use classical formal corpora such as OpenWebText [135], English Wikipedia,
obtained through Wikiextractor [14], or target datasets without labels, such as the pre-
viously mentioned NLI corpora.

Instead, we propose a Twitter-based approach to collect large amounts of weak par-
allel data: the obtained couples are not exact paraphrases like previously listed datasets,
yet they encode an intrinsic powerful signal of relatedness. We test pairs of quote and
quoted tweets, pairs of tweet and reply, pairs of co-quotes and pairs of co-replies. We
hypothesize that quote and reply relationships are weak but useful links that can be
exploited to supervisedly train a model generating high-quality sentence embeddings.
This approach does not require manual annotation of texts and it can be expanded to
other languages spoken on Twitter.

We train models using triplet-like structures on the collected datasets and we evalu-
ate the results on the standard STS benchmark [57], two Twitter NLP datasets [182,315]
and four novel benchmarks.

Our contributions are four-fold: we design an language-independent approach to
collect big corpora of weak parallel data from Twitter; we fine-tune Transformer based
models with triplet-like structures; we test the models on semantic similarity tasks, in-
cluding four novel benchmarks; we perform ablation on training dataset, loss function,
pre-trained initialization, corpus size and batch size.

1Authors: Marco Di Giovanni: first author, conceptualization, data collection, implementation, experiment design, writing;
Marco Brambilla: critical feedbacks, editing. [95]
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4.3.2 Datasets

We download the general Twitter Stream collected by the Archive Team Twitter13. We
select English14 tweets posted in November and December 2020, the two most recent
complete months up to now. They amount to about 27G of compressed data (⇠ 75M

tweets).15 This temporal selection could introduce biases in the trained models since
conversations on Twitter are highly related to daily events. We leave as future work
the quantification and investigation of possible biases connected to the width of the
temporal window, but we expect that a bigger window corresponds to a lower bias, thus
a better overall performance.

We collect four training datasets: the Quote Dataset, the Reply Dataset, the Co-quote
Dataset and the Co-reply Dataset.

• The Quote Dataset (Qt) is the collection of all pairs of quotes and quoted tweets.
A user can quote a tweet by sharing it with a new comment (without the new
comment, it is called retweet). A user can also retweet a quote, but it cannot quote
a retweet, thus a quote refers to an original tweet, a quote, or a reply. We generate
positive pairs of texts coupling the quoted texts with their quotes;

• The Reply Dataset (Rp) is the collection of all couples of replies and replied
tweets. A user can reply to a tweet by posting a public comment under the tweet.
A user can reply to tweets, quotes and other replies. It can retweet a reply, but it
cannot reply to a retweet, as this will be automatically considered a reply to the
original retweeted tweet. We generate positive pairs of texts coupling tweets with
their replies;

• The Co-quote Dataset (CoQt) and Co-reply Dataset (CoRp) are generated re-
spectively from the Qt Dataset and the Rp Dataset, selecting as positive pairs two
quotes/replies of the same tweet.

To avoid popularity-bias we collect only one positive pair for each quoted/replied
tweet in every dataset, otherwise viral tweets would have been over-represented in the
corpora.

We clean tweets by lowercasing the text, removing URLs and mentions, standard-
izing spaces and removing tweets shorter than 20 characters to minimize generic texts
(e.g., variations of "Congrats" are common replies, thus they can be usually associ-
ated to multiple original tweets). We randomly sample 250k positive pairs to train the
models for each experiment, unless specified differently, to fairly compare the perfor-

13https://archive.org/details/twitterstream
14English tweets have been filtered accordingly to the “lang" field provided by Twitter.
15We do not use the official Twitter API because it does not not guarantee a reproducible collections (Tweets and accounts are

continuously removed or hidden due to Twitter policy or users’ privacy settings).
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mances (in Section 4.3.5 we investigate how the corpus size influences the results). We
also train a model on the combination of all datasets (all), thus 1M text pairs.

We show examples of pairs of texts from the four datasets in Figure A.1 and A.2 in
Appendix A.

4.3.3 Approach

We select triplet-like approaches to train a Tranformer model on our datasets. We
extensively implement our models and experiments using sentence-transformers python
library16 and Huggingface [313]. Although the approach is model-independent, we
select four Transfomer models [298] as pre-trained initializations, currently being the
most promising technique (⇠ 110M parameters):

• RoBERTa base [192] is an improved pre-training of BERT-base architecture [91],
to which we add a pooling operation: MEAN of tokens of last layer. Preliminary
experiments of pooling operations, such as MAX and [CLS] token, obtained worse
results;

• BERTweet base [218] is a BERT-base model pre-trained using the same approach
as RoBERTa on 850M English Tweets, outperforming previous SOTA on Tweet
NLP tasks, to which we add a pooling operation: MEAN of tokens of last layer;

• Sentence BERT [252] models are BERT-base models trained with siamese or
triplet approaches on NLI and STS data. We select two suggested base models
from the full list of trained models: bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens (S-BERT) and
stsb-roberta-base (S-RoBERTa).

We test the two following loss functions:

• Triplet Loss (TLoss): given three texts (an anchor ai, a positive text pi and a
negative text ni), we compute the text embeddings (sa, sp, sn) with the same
model and we minimize the following loss function:

max(||sa � sp||� ||sa � sn||+ ✏, 0)

For each pair of anchor and positive, we select a negative text randomly pick-
ing a positive text of a different anchor (e.g., about the Quote dataset, anchors
are quoted tweets, positive texts are quotes and the negative texts are quotes of
different quoted tweets);

• Multiple Negative Loss (MNLoss) [151]: given a batch of positive pairs:

(a1, p1), ..., (an, pn)
16https://github.com/UKPLab/sentence-transformers
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we assume that (ai, pj) is a negative pair for i 6= j (e.g., Quote Dataset: we assume
that quotes cannot refer to any different quoted tweet). We minimize the negative
log-likelihood for softmax normalized scores. We expect the performance to in-
crease with increasing batch sizes, thus we set n = 50, being the highest that fits
in memory (see Section 4.3.5 for more details).

We train the models for 1 epoch17 with AdamW optimizer, learning rate 2 ⇥ 10�5,
linear scheduler with 10% warm-up steps on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100. Training on
250k pairs of texts requires about 1 hour, on 1M about 5 hours.

4.3.4 Evaluation

We evaluate the trained models on seven heterogeneous semantic textual similarity
(STS) tasks: four novel benchmarks from Twitter, two well-known Twitter benchmarks
and one classical STS task. We planned to test the models also on Twitter-based clas-
sification tasks, e.g., Tweeteval [18]. However, the embeddings obtained from our
approach are not designed to transfer learning to other tasks, but they should mainly
succeed on similarity tasks. A complete and detailed evaluation of our models on clas-
sification tasks is also not straightforward, since a classifier must be selected and trained
on the top of our models, introducing further complexity to the study. We leave this
analysis for future works.

Novel Twitter benchmarks

We propose four novel benchmarks from the previously collected data. Tweets in these
datasets are discarded from every training set to avoid unfair comparisons. We frame
these as ranking tasks and we pick normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG)
as metric [161]18. We propose these datasets to highlight that benchmark approaches
are not able to detect similarities between related tweets, while they can easily detect
similarities between formal and accurately selected texts. Thus the necessity for our
new models.

Direct Quotes/Replies (DQ/DR): Collections of 5k query tweets, each one paired
with 5 positive candidates (quotes/replies of the query tweets) and 25 negative candi-
dates (quotes/replies of other tweets). We rank candidates by cosine distance between
their embeddings and the embedding of the query tweet.

Co-Quote/Reply (CQ/CR): Similar to previous tasks, we focus on co-quotes/co-
replies, i.e., pairs of quotes/replies of the same tweet. These datasets are collections

17We briefly tested the training for two epochs in preliminary experiments, but we noticed no evident benefits. Moreover,
increasing the number of epochs enhances the risk of overfitting the noise included in tweets since these texts are noisy and we do
not perform validation.

18nDCG is a common ranking-quality metric obtained normalizing Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG). The scores range from
0 to 1, the higher the better. Thus, 1 represents a perfect ranking: the first ranked document is the most relevant one, the second
ranked document is the second most relevant one, and so on.
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of 5k query quotes/replies, each one paired with 5 positive candidates (quotes/replies
of the same tweet) and 25 negative candidates (quotes/replies of other tweets). We
rank candidates by cosine distance between their embeddings and the embedding of
the query tweet.

Established benchmarks

We select two benchmarks from Twitter, PIT dataset and Twitter URL dataset (TURL),
and the STS benchmark of formal texts. We pick Pearson correlation coefficient (Pear-
son’s r) as metric.

PIT-2015 dataset [315] is a Paraphrase Identification (PI) and Semantic Textual
Similarity (SS) task for the Twitter data. It consists in 18762 sentence pairs annotated
with a graded score between 0 (no relation) and 5 (semantic equivalence). We test the
models on SS task.

Twitter URL dataset [182] is the largest human-labeled paraphrase corpus of 51524
sentence pairs and the first cross-domain benchmarking for automatic paraphrase iden-
tification. The data are collected by linking tweets through shared URLs, that are fur-
ther labeled by human annotators, from 0 to 6.

STS benchmark datasets [57] is a classical dataset where pairs of formal texts
are scored with labels from 0 to 5 as semantically similar. It has been widely used to
train previous SOTA models, so we do not expect our models trained on informal weak
pairs of texts to outperform them. However, it is a good indicator of the quality of
embeddings and we do expect our models to not deteriorate on accuracy with respect
to their initialized versions.

Baselines

We compare our models with the pre-trained initializations: RoBERTa and BERTweet
(MEAN pooling of tokens) and S-BERT and S-RoBERTa, pre-trained also on STSb.

4.3.5 Results and Ablation Study

In Table 4.14 we show the results of the experiments.
As expected, we conclude that baseline models perform poorly in the new bench-

marks, being trained for different objectives on different data, while Our-BERTweet
(all) obtains the best performances. On established datasets, our training procedure im-
proves the corresponding pre-trained versions. The only exception is when our model
is initialized from S-BERT and S-RoBERTa and tested on TURL, where we notice a
small deterioration of performances (0.5 and 0.1 points respectively) and on STSb-test,
since baselines where trained on STSb-train. This result proves that our corpora of
weakly similar texts are valuable training sets and specific NLI corpora are not nec-
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Table 4.14: nDCG ⇥ 100 (novel benchmarks) and Pearson’s r ⇥ 100 (established benchmarks). We
indicate our models with the Our- prefix followed by the name of the initialization model, between
parentheses the training dataset. If not specified, we use MNLoss. Results are averages of 5 runs.

Model DQ CQ DR CR Avg PIT TURL STSb
RoBERTa-base 42.9 39.1 55.0 41.0 44.5 39.5 49.7 52.5
BERTweet 46.9 42.5 56.7 44.1 47.5 38.5 48.2 48.2
S-BERT 53.7 43.9 60.5 45.4 50.9 43.8 69.9 84.2
S-RoBERTa 52.4 42.8 59.1 44.1 49.6 57.3 69.1 84.4
Our-RoBERTa-base (all) 80.8 68.5 83.0 66.1 74.6 58.8 67.5 74.2
Our-BERTweet (all) 83.7 72.1 84.2 68.3 77.1 66.1 67.1 72.4
Our-S-BERT (all) 79.0 66.6 81.5 64.6 72.9 57.7 69.4 76.1
Our-S-RoBERTa (all) 80.2 67.8 82.6 65.6 74.0 60.1 69.0 78.9
Our-RoBERTa (Qt) 75.9 63.6 79.3 61.2 70.0 60.7 66.8 74.9
Our-BERTweet (Qt) 80.8 68.9 81.7 65.0 74.1 67.4 66.0 72.4
Our-S-BERT (Qt) 73.6 61.5 77.7 59.8 68.1 57.6 69.1 79.3
Our-S-RoBERTa (Qt) 74.6 62.6 78.4 60.5 69.0 58.1 68.8 80.7
Our-BERTweet (Co-Qt) 80.7 70.6 80.8 65.9 74.5 63.6 64.3 70.9
Our-BERTweet (Rp) 81.5 68.4 82.2 65.8 74.5 63.8 67.3 72.3
Our-BERTweet (Co-Rp) 79.3 69.0 81.7 67.5 74.4 62.1 64.3 67.3
Our-BERTweet-TLoss (Qt) 67.7 60.8 71.5 56.9 64.2 53.1 43.4 44.7

essary to train accurate sentence embeddings. We remark that for many non-English
languages, models such as S-BERT and S-RoBERTa cannot be trained since datasets
such as STSb-train do not exist yet19.

The best initialization for novel benchmarks and PIT is BERTweet, being previously
unsupervisedly trained on big amounts of similar data, while for TURL and STSb the
best initializations are S-BERT and S-RoBERTa respectively. MNLoss always pro-
duces better results than a simple TripletLoss, since the former compares multiple neg-
ative samples for each positive pair, instead of just one as in the latter.

The training dataset does not largely influence the performance of the model on
novel benchmarks, while, on enstablished benchmarks, Qt and Rp are usually better
than CoQt and CoRp training datasets. However, the concatenation of all datasets (all)
used as training set almost always produces better results than when a single dataset is
used.

Figure 4.5 (left) shows that performances improve by increasing the corpus size of
Qt dataset. Since they do not reach a plateau yet, we expect better performances when
a wider magnitude of Tweets is collected.

Figure 4.5 (right) shows the performance of the same model when varying batch
size in MNLoss, i.e., the number of negative samples for each query. The performance
plateaus at about 10, setting a sufficient number of negative samples. However, we set
it to a higher value because it implies a faster training step.

19Recently, multilingual approaches have been succesfully tested [253].
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Figure 4.5: nDCG ⇥ 100 and Pearson’s r ⇥ 100 varying Corpus size (left) and Batch size (right) on
Our-BERTweet trained on Quote dataset with MNLoss. Results are averages of 5 runs.

4.3.6 Conclusions

I propose a simple approach to exploit Twitter in building datasets of weak semantically
similar texts. Results prove that curated paraphrases, such as in NLI datasets, are not
necessary to train accurate models generating high-quality sentence embeddings since
models trained on this datasets of weak pairs perform well on both established and
novel benchmarks of informal texts.

The intrinsic relatedness of quotes with quoted texts and replies with the replied
texts is particularly useful when building large datasets without human manual effort.
Thus, I plan to expand the study to other languages spoken on Twitter. Two months
of English data are more than enough to build large datasets, but the time window
can be easily extended for rarer languages, as today, more than nine years of data are
available to download. Finally, I hypothesize that this approach is adaptable to build
high-quality embeddings for text classification tasks. I will extensively explore this on
Twitter-related benchmarks.

In this section, I have trained a Language Model that accurately embeds texts in
dense high-dimensional vectors. Since I train the model on texts from Twitter, it out-
performs other approaches trained on formal data. This model can be used to perform
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other tasks related to Twitter. However, it can process only short texts. In the next
section, I investigate how to compute accurate embeddings of users with a Hierarchical
approach whose first stage is the model obtained in this section. I finally evaluate the
obtained user embeddings visualizing communities, detecting outliers and quantifying
controversies.

4.3.7 Ethical Considerations

We generate the training datasets and novel benchmarks starting from the general Twit-
ter Stream collected by the Archive Team Twitter, as described in Section 4.3.2. They
store data coming from the Twitter Stream and share it in compressed files each month
without limits. This collection is useful since we can design and perform experiments
on Twitter data that are completely reproducible. However, it does not honor users’
post deletions, account suspensions made by Twitter, or users’ changes from public to
private. Using Twitter official API to generate a dataset is not a good option for re-
producibility since parts of data could be missing due to Twitter Terms of Service. We
believe that our usage of Twitter Stream Archive is not harmful since we do not collect
any delicate information from tweets and users. We download textual data and connec-
tions between texts (quotes and replies), and we also remove screen names mentioned
in the tweets during the cleaning step.

However, we agree that Twitter Stream Archive could help malicious and unethical
behaviours through inappropriate usage of its data.
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4.4 Hierarchical Transformers for User Semantic Similarity1

4.4.1 Introduction

Nowadays social media take significant parts of the lives of a large number of people,
as the increasing number of active users and shared content testifies.20 The magnitude
of available data allows heterogeneous studies whose fields range from Social Network
Analysis to Natural Language Processing [9, 199, 214, 278].

The analysis of users’ behaviours on social media platforms became an impor-
tant branch of research since it allows customization of the overall personal expe-
rience [108]. Personalized experiences include connection recommendations [133,
143], usually implemented with features that suggest new friend/follow relationships,
and targeted advertisement, whose goal is to pick the most relevant advertisements
for each user. User profiling also helps to detect profile duplicates [270] and social
threats [224], pointing at suspect behaviours that can be carefully investigated and
quickly suppressed. Companies profile users for recruitment purposes to easily detect
appropriate candidates for open job applications. Finally, community detection also
benefits from user profiling. While it is a common and challenging task in graph anal-
ysis [109], where nodes represent users connected if they follow predefined rules (e.g.,
two users follow each other), neglecting the graph structure has its benefits. Graph-
independent alternatives include clustering approaches using syntactic and semantic
features of users [247] (Section 4.1).

Computing user similarity often requires heterogeneous information about users.
Examples of selected features are the textual-content shared by users [207], the social
graphs involving users (e.g., the follower/friend graph, the mention graph, or more
advanced alternatives) [143], shared links and their source [248], biographical features
(e.g., the profile picture, the biography that users can insert in the profile section and
the selected geographical locations) [7], demographic features (e.g., gender, age and
educational level) [155] and numerical features (e.g., total number of shared posts,
the average number of shared posts per day, average number of likes and comments
received and given and the number of followers/friends) [133].

However, the definition of similarity between users is not straightforward and be-
comes even more challenging when multiple kinds of features are involved. Two users
could be very similar when inspecting demographic traits but different if we include the
social graph or the shared content. The selection of the best combination of features is
highly dependent on the final task selected. If our goal is to detect bots, then numerical
features such as the frequency of shared tweets could be essential, but if the goal is to

1Authors: Marco Di Giovanni: first author, conceptualization, data collection, implementation, experiment design, writing;
Marco Brambilla: critical feedbacks, editing.

20https://www.businessofapps.com/data/twitter-statistics/
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recommend accounts to follow, then the social graph will be crucial.
In this work we investigate only the textual content shared by users and we leave for

future works analyses on how to better combine it with other features.
The main advantage of working on textual data, independently of the underlying

social graph that is commonly used in previous works, it that the former approach
can detect similarities even between users that are far apart from each other or even
belonging to different connected components of the graph. Moreover, the complete
social graph is usually expensive to build due both to the magnitude of active users
in the main social networks, and also because this information is usually slow and
expensive to extract, affecting the speed of the whole analysis. Finally, we expect our
approach to easily adapt to many text-based social networks, such as Twitter, Facebook
and Reddit, while the graph structure is more dependent on the platform (e.g., the follow
relationship from Twitter is much different from the friend relationship from Facebook,
thus the corresponding graphs). However, we prioritize the quickness of the analysis to
its holisticness, and we leave for future works detailed multi-platform analyses.

We select Twitter as the Social Networking site to investigate since it is worldwide
used to communicate and stay informed, and it mainly relies on textual data. Our goal
is to compute user embeddings that accurately reflect their semantic similarities. We
train hierarchical models to map the textual content of tweets shared by users into high-
dimensional dense vectors. We expect our map to transform similar users to vectors
close to each other.

Classical semantic approaches rely on features such as Term Frequency–inverse
Document Frequency (TF-iDF), often selected because of its simplicity, quickness and
ease of implementation [247]. However, these techniques are usually too simple to
obtain accurate results on challenging tasks.

Recently Natural Language Processing (NLP) field became highly popular due to
the effectiveness of sophisticated approaches such as Transformer-based models [298]
like BERT [91]. They exploit transfer learning techniques to obtain a state-of-the-art
model by finetuning on small datasets a model pre-trained on enormous magnitudes of
unsupervised textual data. It results in improvements on many text-related tasks such
as text classification, text tagging and question answering. After the release of GPT-
3 [51] text generation also became more reliable and coherent, and nowadays, the NLP
community began to study robust Natural Language Understanding models [303].

In this work, we exploit the recent successes of NLP to generate high-dimensional
semantic embeddings of users that encode similarities. We use Transformer-based mod-
els, previously pre-trained on Twitter texts, in a hierarchical approach [226]. We train
our models with a triplet-like loss [153], where we minimize the distance between pos-
itive pairs of users and maximize the distance between negative ones. One of the main
differences compared to previous works [207, 247, 248, 270], where a careful manual
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selection of small collections of users is likely to bias the results, is that we evaluate
the models on a large set of users automatically obtained from Twitter. We can accom-
plish this due to a carefully designed evaluation process that does not require manually
annotated labels. Our evaluation is fully reproducible since the datasets and the code
will be publicly available, and the magnitude of the evaluation set makes the results
statistically significant. We compare our models with baselines, and we extensively
investigate the hyper-parameters to obtain the best configuration overall.

We formulate and answer the following research questions:

• (RQ1): How can we evaluate the best model to compute semantic user similar-
ity in a fully reproducible approach without influencing the results with biased
selections of small sets of users?

• (RQ2): How can we apply to tens of posts a Transformer-based model, widely
known to be effective on single texts or pairs of texts with limited length?

• (RQ3): Do the obtained embeddings reflect our idea of similarity? Can we use
them for further tasks?

Our contribution is four-fold:

1. We collect a large dataset of Twitter users, we design an automatic labelling ap-
proach, and we share the code and the parameters to reproduce it;

2. We train and release a Hierarchical Language Model to compute accurate user
similarity;

3. We extensively investigate hyper-parameters to obtain the best configuration of
the model;

4. We test whether the obtained embeddings are accurate when applied to other tasks.

4.4.2 Related Work

In this section we summarize the principal related works about Twitter user similarity
and state-of-the-art language models. To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies
applied Transformer-based Language Models to user profiling and similarity.

User Profiling and Similarity

User profiling is a research field whose purpose is to profile users of a platform to
personalize their experience. Many researches investigated the best techniques to model
behaviours of users, usually highly dependent on the platform. Here we report and
describe some of the main successful approaches to profile Twitter users and to compute
similarities. We distinguish between approaches relying on multiple heterogeneous
features (Comprehensive) and approaches based solely on content.
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Comprehensive Approaches Comprehensive approaches require multiple features to com-
pute similarities. These approaches are often slower and their performance is not guar-
anteed to be higher since similarity is usually poorly defined in this context.

Twitter research team firstly proposed Who-To-Follow [143] approach, whose goal
is to recommend potential users to follow. It is based on common connections and
shared interests. The core of the architecture is Cassovary, a graph-processing engine
that implements the main graph recommendation algorithms, applied to the Twitter
"follow" graph.

They also proposed a similar-to framework [133] where similar users are detected
by comparing four signals: cosine follow score, number of suggestions’ followers, page
rank score, and historic follow-through rate. They train a Logistic Regression model to
learn whether two users are similar. Their approach includes also a candidate generation
step and it is highly scalable. They evaluate the approach using both human annotators
and follow-through rate (percentage of the follows among all the impressions of the
suggestion).

An alternative approach [299] is designed to include Affinity Propagation to obtain
communities. Similar users are defined with several metrics based on shared content,
following relationships and interactions, follower, friend, hashtag, reply and mention
similarities. The clusters are analyzed with LDA to obtain topics discussed by the
communities. The authors validate this model with a single experiment involving about
3k users.

TSIM: a system for discovering similar users on Twitter [7], is a framework to
quickly detect users similar to a specific user by computing seven different signals:
following and follower, mention, retweet, favourite, hashtag, interest (subjects and sub-
subjects extracted from an online English dictionary) and profile (gender, language and
location) similarity. They combine these similarities with manually picked configu-
rations of weights. Their algorithm exploits MapReduce [86] model to process large
number of candidate users. They evaluate the system using human judges, even if they
state that they "are difficult to rely on when measuring the accuracy of the system" and
comparing tens of users to outputs of "Who To Follow" Twitter service, whose outputs
are randomly selected thus not completely reproducible.

We do not compare our approach to comprehensive approaches since they require
data that are not available in our collection.

Content-based Approaches Content-based approaches are preferred since usually content
of tweets is quickly available and the definition of textual similarity has been recently
largely investigated. Our proposed approach is content-based and we define similar
users as users that share semantically similar tweets.

Twitter-based User Modeling Service (TUMS) [283] is a service that generates se-
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mantic user profiles by exploiting tweets. Given a user ID, it collects and processes its
tweets to produce entity-based, topic-based or hashtag-based profiles. It also semanti-
cally enriches tweets by extracting entities from related external Web sources such as
URLs. Finally it allows to see which topics or entities a user was interested in at a spe-
cific point in time. Unfortunately, the code is not publicly shared and the official API is
no longer available, thus we were not able to compare this approach is our experiments.

A different approach to compute content-based similarities of Twitter users [207] is
performed by building a network representing semantic relationships between words
occurring in the same tweet. The graph is exploited to compute network centrality
measures and finally user similarity is computed with cosine similarity. The evaluation
involves 17 famous Italian users and the results are validated qualitatively. The authors
did not share the code being in a prototypical phase, and to the best of our knowledge,
a stable implementation was never published. We were not able to implement their ap-
proach due to the strong dependence on [208], a not available text enriching procedure
designed by the same authors.

Finally, different from Section 4.1 where we applied TF-iDF vectorizations on dif-
ferent kinds of words, such as Nouns, Verbs, Proper Nouns and DBPedia Instances and
Topics, here we exploit recent deep Language Models. Detailed results are reported
below.

One of the most important differences between our study and previous works is the
magnitude of the number of users involved in the experiments, without the need of
human annotators, thanks to the carefully designed evaluation strategy.

Language Models

Language models became enormously popular after the surprisingly accurate perfor-
mances of BERT [91], a deep Transformer-based [298] model pretrained in an unsu-
pervised way on large corpora of text using two self-supervised techniques: Masked
Language Models (MLM) task and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) task. The model
is designed for transfer learning: it has to be finetuned for a few epochs for specific
tasks, inserting an additional fully-connected layer on the top, without any substantial
task-specific architecture modifications. The BASE version of BERT contains 12 layers
with 768 hidden dimension and 12 heads per layer, for a total of 110M parameters (see
Section 2.4.4 for further details).

RoBERTa [192] is an improved pre-training of BERT-base architecture, including
dynamic masking, Next Sentence Prediction formats, larger batch size and a BPE vo-
cabulary of 50K subwords units. It was trained on the same data as BERT but it results
in a much robust model (see Section 2.5.1 for further details).

BERTweet base [218] is a BERT-base model pre-trained using the same approach
as RoBERTa on 850M English Tweets, outperforming previous SOTA on Tweet NLP
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tasks.
Sentence BERT [252] are BERT-base models trained with siamese or triplet ap-

proaches on Natural Language Inference (NLI) and Semantic Textual Similarity (STS)
data. We select a suggested base model from the full list of trained models: stsb-
roberta-base-v2 (S-RoBERTa).

Twitter4SSE exploits Twitter’s intrinsic powerful signals of relatedness (quotes and
replies) to generate semantically similar embeddings training a Transformer model with
a triplet approach [95] (see Section 4.3 for further details).

Recently, many alternatives have been proposed to process long texts with variations
of BERT. Some works focus on reducing the computational complexity of attention, so
that instead of scaling with the square of the number of tokes, it scales linearly [22,322].

An alternative is performed by using a hierarchical approach to process long texts.
Hierarchical Transformers [226] are hierarchical models used to combine chunks of
long texts into a single embedding. After using BERT to embed single chunks, they
train two models on the top of it, namely RoBERT (Recurrence over BERT) using
LSTM layers, and ToBERT (Transformer over BERT) using Transformer layers (see
Section 2.5.3 for further details).

4.4.3 Data

In this section we briefly describe how we collected and cleaned raw data, and the
selection of users to include in the training and evaluation datasets. We focus on the
first research question (RQ1) while designing an approach to build large datasets in a
fully reproducible way.

Data Collection

We select Twitter as the social media platform on which we perform our analyses, but
the whole approach and experiments can be easily transferred to other platforms with
few small changes. Twitter is a widely used microblogging platform, where people
can easily subscribe and post short texts (max 280 characters) with pictures and urls
attached. Users can follow other users to easily see what they post. Users can post
original tweets or reply to other tweets. Users can also share a tweet posted by other
users with or without an original comment (respectively called quote or retweet).

Retweets typically indicate endorsement [24, 42]: when a user retweets a tweet
posted by a different user, it agrees with the content shared by the retweeted user. We
use this statement to build our groundtruth for similar users: two users are similar if at
least one of them retweeted at least once a tweet shared by the other. We remove clear
exceptions of extreme behaviours, such as users retweeted by too many users, in the
cleaning step. This hypothesis is not always true when quotes are involved, since the
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original comment attached to the tweet could include criticisms and objections.
We build our dataset from Archive Team Twitter21. We do not download tweets

from Twitter official API since it does not guarantee reproducible results: the same
request made at different times and by different accounts could result in different col-
lected data. Twitter Stream Achieve shares data from the official Twitter Stream, but
does not honor users’ post deletions, account suspensions made by Twitter, or users’
changes from public to private, i.e., the data are collected in files that are not updated.

We remark that we do not include delicate information in our analysis. The full
approach involves only the textual content shared by users, cleaned as described later
by removing the screen names of users. We use the ids of users only to group tweets
shared by the same user. We do not share the obtained datasets but we will share the
full code to reproduce them from the Twitter Stream Archive files. However, we agree
that Twitter Stream Archive could help malicious and unethical behaviours through
inappropriate usage of its data.

We select English tweets, filtered accordingly to the "lang" field provided by Twitter,
posted in November and December 2020. They amount to about 27G of compressed
data.

We collect texts of tweets, including replies and quotes but excluding retweets, and
ids of users that posted them, and, in parallel, we collected pairs of ids of users if one of
them retweeted the other. This second collection is performed to obtain a groundtruth
of similar users, since we assumed that users that retweet each other are similar.

We collect a total amount of 38M tweets and 95M pairs of users from retweets.

Text Cleaning

Before performing any analysis, we strongly clean the obtained texts, since tweets are
known to be extremely noisy. We remove mentions (appearing as the symbol @ fol-
lowed by a screen name) and urls, frequently attached to tweets. We standardize spaces
replacing tabs, newlines and multiple consecutive spaces with a single whitespace and
we lowercase the full texts. Finally, we remove texts shorter than 20 characters, since
they are too short and do to not contain enough information to be processed (single
word tweets are common especially in replies, often followed by urls and/or mentions).

After the cleaning procedure about 29M texts tweeted by 10M unique users remain.

User selection

Since we collected data tweeted during a 2-months window, we remove users that
posted too many tweets, since they may be bots. We set the maximum number of
tweets to 60, being about 1 per day. We also remove users with less than 5 tweets

21https://archive.org/details/twitterstream
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collected, as we do not have enough information to perform the following analysis on
them. We obtain 1.4M different users that we define Good Users.

We also clean the connections between users, removing from pairs of ids of users
retweeting each other the auto-retweets (when a users retweets one of its own tweets),
duplicate pairs (when a user retweets more than once another user or when two users
both retweet each other) and pairs where at least one of the users in not what we have
previously defined as Good User.

Finally we remove users with more than 50 connections, since they represents ac-
counts that retweets or are retweeted too much to be considered similar to all of the
other users. We finally obtain about 1.9M connections between 950k unique users.

Training and Evaluation Datasets

We firstly generate our evaluation dataset by randomly selecting 5k users with at least 5
connections, each one paired with 5 randomly selected users from the connected ones.
Our final evaluation benchmark consists of comparing a user with 30 other candidate
users, 5 of them considered similar to it since they share at least one retweet connection,
and 25 of them considered not similar, randomly selected among the other users.

Even if we agree that evaluating a user similarity model using groundtruth based
solely on a single retweets connection is a strong assumption, we remark that we only
assume that two users connected by a retweet relationship are more similar than two
randomly selected users.

Finally, we remove connections involving the previously selected users and we cre-
ate the training set with the remaining pairs of connected users. From each user we
collect the first n tweets posted. This number is analyzed in detail in the Evaluation
Section and defines the final size of the training dataset.

4.4.4 Methodology

In this section we describe our hierarchical approaches and some baselines. We also
include brief technical details to support complete reproducibility of the results.

Our approach is inspired by [226], where the authors build a hierarchical model to
process long documents. They exploit a hierarchical approach to process a long single
document that cannot fit into a standard BERT architecture due to length limitations.
Instead, our data are multiple short documents (i.e., texts of tweets) from the same user,
which naturally fits the hierarchical structure.

Thus we answer the second research question (RQ2) by building a hierarchical
Transformed-based approach.
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Hierarchical Approaches

Our hierarchical approaches are composed by two stages, a tweet embedding stage and
a user embedding stage. The complete pipeline is schematized in Figure 4.6.

Stage-1 We obtain embedding of tweets using one of the following four Transformer-
based models that share the same architecture but are pretrained with different ap-
proaches and datasets. We test them both freezing and unfreezing their weights during
the training step.

• RoBERTa22: a baseline model pretrained on Masked Language Model task with
carefully selected techniques that improve the performance of its predecessor:
BERT;

• BERTweet23: it performs the same pretraining as RoBERTa but on a big dataset
of texts from Twitter;

• Sentence BERT24: a model initialized from RoBERTa and trained on Semantic
Textual Similarity tasks with a Siamese architecture. The obtained model reaches
state-of-the-art-results in Semantic Sentence Embedding tasks, evaluated with co-
sine similarity;

• Twitter4SSE25: a model initialized from BERTweet and trained with an approach
similar to Sentence BERT on Twitter data. The obtained model reaches state-of-
the-art results in Tweet Semantic Similarity tasks.

BERTweet and Twitter4SSE models, being pretrained on texts from Twitter, are able
to succesfully deal with the intrinsic noise of data from social media, thus no further
special cleaning is required (such as dealing with hashtags, abbreviations, and typos).

Stage-2 We test three techniques to process twitter embeddings to generate accurate
user embeddings:

• MEAN: the simplest approach to merge tweet embeddings into a fixed size vector
representing user embeddings is to compute their MEAN. This approach can be
performed without limits of the number of tweets n per user when the weights
of the Stage-1 model are frozen (no training is performed when we select this
variant). However we test this approach also unfreezing the weights of the Stage-
1 model, thus we limit the number of tweets per user, also for a fair comparison
with other variants;

22https://huggingface.co/roberta-base
23https://huggingface.co/vinai/bertweet-base
24https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/stsb-roberta-base-v2
25https://huggingface.co/digio/Twitter4SSE
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Figure 4.6: Schema of the Hierarchical approaches.

• Recurrence over BERT (RoBERT): the embeddings of tweets are used as input
of a Recurrent Model. We select a 2-layer LSTM model with hidden size of 768.26

We use the last output as the user embedding. We test this approach both freezing
and unfreezing the weights of the Stage-1 model;

• Transformer over BERT (ToBERT): the embeddings of tweets are used as input
of a Transformer Model with 2 encoding layers (EL) and 2 decoding layers (DL),
16 heads and 0.1 dropout. We also experimented with a model with 1 encod-
ing and 1 decoding layer and without dropout (more details are reported below).
Transformers output one embedding for each input, so we select the MEAN of all
output embeddings as the user embedding. We test this approach both freezing
and unfreezing the weights of the Stage-1 model.

Non-Hierarchical Approaches

We compare our approaches with two simple non-hierarchical alternatives:

• TF-iDF: Term Frequency–inverse Document Frequency is a classical vectorizer
of documents belonging to a corpus. It can be applied to documents of any length.
We consider as single document the concatenation of the tweets of a single user.
We use the TfidfVectorizer implemented in scikit-learn [228], testing with or with-
out bigrams, with or without English stopwords and different values of minimum
document frequency. We report results of the best set of hyperparameters, but we

26Preliminary experiments with different number of layers show evident advantages with respect to a single layer architecture,
but not clear improvements when using deeper architectures.
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remark that the choice of them does not influence significantly the overall perfor-
mance. We remark that this approach is not trainable by definition;

• Naive Transformers: similar to TF-iDF, we consider a single document the con-
catenation of the tweets of a single user. We tokenize the documents and use them
as inputs to a Transformer model, which truncates them at 128 tokens. We test
four Transformer models previously described.

We select Multiple Negative Loss (MNLoss) [151] as our loss funcion for every
trainable model: given a batch of positive pairs of users (a1, p1), ..., (an, pn), we assume
that (ai, pj) is a negative pair for i 6= j (i.e., we assume that a user did not retweet
posts from any of the other n � 1 users). This assumption is valid for small batches
due to the big total number of users and the approach selected to collect data. The
probability of having a user connected to a different users in the same batch is negligible
for batch sizes that fits in memory. We minimize the negative log-likelihood for softmax
normalized scores. We expect the performance to increase with increasing batch sizes,
thus we set n = 60 when the weights of the Stage-1 model are frozen and n = 10 when
we also finetune those parameters, being the highest values that fits in memory.

We train the models for one epoch (more details are reported below). We use
AdamW optimizer, learning rate 2 ⇥ 10�5, linear scheduler with 10% warmup steps
on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100.

4.4.5 Evaluation

In this section we report and discuss results of our models compared to variants and
baselines to find the best approach overall. When not stated differently, we use 20

tweets per user, thus 124k pairs of users in the training set. More details about dataset
sizes are reported in Figure 4.7.

Metrics

We evaluate the models by comparing three metrics, commonly used for similar tasks.
These metrics evaluates different aspects of the rankings and we generally obtain com-
patible scores.

• Mean Average Precision (MAP) between the binary labels (connected or not
connected by retweets) and the similarities. It summarizes a precision-recall curve.
In this setting it ranges from 0.17 when the 5 connected candidates receive simi-
larity score of 0 and the 25 not connected candidates receive similarity score of 1,
to 1, when the similarities are the opposite;

• Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) @k is a ranking quality measure defined as the
reciprocal of the rank of the first relevant element, if not greater than k. We set
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Model MAP MRR@10 nDCG
RoBERTa 81.1 94.2 90.8
BERTweet 83.7 95.3 92.2
S-RoBERTa 81.3 94.4 91.0
Twitter4SSE 84.2 95.6 92.4

Table 4.15: Comparison of Stage-1 models

k = 10. MRR@10 ranges from 0, if none of the 5 connected users are ranked in
one of the first 10 positions, to 1 if the most similar user is connected;

• normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) [161] is a ranking-quality
metric obtained normalizing Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG). In this setting
the scores range from 0.35 to 1, the higher the better. Thus, 1 represents a perfect
ranking: the first ranked document is the most relevant one, the second ranked
document is the second most relevant one, and so on.

Stage-1 Model Comparison

Firstly we investigate the best initialization model. For each experiment we keep the
same hyper-parameters and the same Stage-2 model is trained on the top of it: ToBERT
with 2 encoding layers (EL) and 2 decoding layers (DL), 0.1 dropout and MEAN pool-
ing. We test RoBERTa, BERTweet, S-RoBERTa and Twitter4SSE. Table 4.15 shows
that Twitter4SSE is the best initialization. As expected, this model, trained to generate
accurate tweet embeddings, outperforms both the model trained on Tweets using only
MLM (BERTweet) and the model trained to generate accurate sentence embeddings on
formal data (S-RoBERTa).

MEAN Stage-2 Models Comparison

We test the MEAN Stage-2 approach on the four Stage-1 models with and without
freezing their weights. Table 4.16 shows that unfreezing the weights leads to better
results, even if the batch size has to be reduced to 10 and the number of tokens per
tweet is reduced to 32 to fit in memory. We confirm that the best Stage-1 model is
Twitter4SSE for these configurations too.

ToBERT Hyperparameter Comparison

We investigate the best hyperparameter configuration of the Stage-2 Transformer model
(ToBERT). We investigate with 1 and 2 encoding and decoding layers (EL-DL), with
and without dropout. We fix Twitter4SSE as initial model. Table 4.17 shows that 2 EL
and 2 DL without dropout is the best overall configuration.
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Stage-1 Frozen MAP MRR@10 nDCG
RoBERTa yes 33.3 64.0 60.1
S-RoBERTa yes 33.2 63.8 60.1
BERTweet yes 33.3 63.7 60.7
Twitter4SSE yes 33.3 64.0 60.1
RoBERTa no 80.8 94.3 90.7
S-RoBERTa no 81.2 94.7 91.0
BERTweet no 83.1 95.3 91.9
Twitter4SSE no 83.6 95.8 92.3

Table 4.16: Comparison of MEAN Stage-2 models

Model EL-DL D MAP MRR@10 nDCG
ToBERT 1-1 0.1 84.3 95.8 92.6
ToBERT 2-2 0 84.5 96.0 92.7
ToBERT 2-2 0.1 84.2 95.6 92.4

Table 4.17: Comparison of ToBERT Stage-2 models

Full Comparison

We compare the performance of the models with a Random baseline27 and with the two
best approaches from [247]28.

Naive approaches underperform Hierarchical approaches confirming an advantage
to encode single tweets independently. The hierarchical approach with a Stage-1 Twit-
ter4SSE model and a Stage-2 Transformer model outperforms the other alternatives.
We notice a gap of performance with respect to the same model with a Stage-2 LSTM
model, empirically proving the goodness of transformer layers with respect to recurrent
layers in this setting, while confirming that the sequential nature of tweets is not criti-
cal. TF-iDF best approach (including bigrams, excluding english stopwords and words
that appeared less than 5 times in the whole dataset) is comparable to Naive Trans-
formers, whose alternative initialized from Twitter4SSE is the only model that clearly
outperforms the not-trained baseline. However, its performances are far from the Hi-
erarchical alternatives. PROPN [247] does not improve classical TF-iDF approaches
while LDA [247] reaches performances marginally higher than a random baseline in
our setting. Finally, as expected, when unfreezing the weights of Stage-1 models, the
performance increases even if we had to reduce the batch size (models denoted with _fr
are the frozen variants).

Selection of Number of Tweets per User

Now we inspect the number of tweets to process per user n. To perform a fair compari-
son, we build the test set as described in the Data Section with users that have tweeted at

27the similarity between two users is a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1
28We select the best syntactic and semantic approach: PROPN stands for Tf-iDF only on proper nouns, and LDA is firstly

analyzed by checking the highest coherence score, selecting 14 topics.
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Model MAP MRR@10 nDCG
Random 25.3 36.0 51.8
TF-iDF 59.6 79.3 77.9
PROPN [247] 59.5 79.3 77.8
LDA [247] 30.4 45.7 57.1
Naive RoBERTa 55.5 85.1 76.9
Naive S-RoBERTa 42.4 73.6 60.7
Naive BERTweet 53.0 82.3 75.1
Naive Twitter4SSE 70.1 90.1 85.1
Twitter4SSE MEAN 83.6 95.8 92.3
RoBERT_fr 79.8 94.0 90.2
RoBERT 83.0 95.1 91.8
ToBERT_fr 82.3 94.9 91.5
ToBERT 84.5 96.0 92.7

Table 4.18: Full Comparison of Models and Baselines.

least 30 tweets, and we keep it fixed for every experiment. Firstly we check if a greater
number of tweets per user implies a better accuracy by selecting all the remaining users
with at least 30 tweets as training set. We train models by changing n and we report the
results in Figure 4.7 (right, red crosses). As expected, a greater number of tweets per
users results in a better model, when the number of pairs of training users is fixed.

However, in the Figure 4.7 (left) we show how a greater n implies a lower number
of users since we have a limited collection of tweets. Thus we investigate what is
the best trade-off between the number of users and the number of tweets per user.
Figure 4.7 (right, green squares) shows the performance of models trained changing
the number of tweets per user, including every user available. A peak around 20 tweets
suggests our best trade-off. However, we remark that this number is highly dependent
on our collection, since the number of downloaded tweets is high but finite (2 complete
months). Expanding the collection time window will result in a different trade-off, since
we could be able to collect a greater number of users. We remark that Figure 4.7 (right,
red crosses) shows that the performances plateau at about n = 25, thus expanding the
collection window will influence the results but not the best values of number of tweets
per user to process.

Selection of Number of Training Epochs

One could argue that a lower number of users could be compensated increasing the
number of epochs. We investigate how this hyper-parameter influences the results in
Figure 4.8.

The left plot shows how simply increasing the number of training epochs scarcely
improves the performance of the model, while the computational time linearly increase.
Moreover, the performance immediately reaches a plateau and the model risks overfit-
ting due to the lack of an evaluation dataset.
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Figure 4.7: Left: Distribution of the total number of pairs of users in our collection with respect to the
minimum number of tweets posted n. Right: nDCG⇥ 100 of models (red crosses) when the training
set is fixed and (green squares) when we include the full set of pairs of users.

Figure 4.8: nDCG ⇥ 100 score (purple triangles) and training time in minutes (blue lines) of models
trained for different epochs. (left): Fixed training dataset; (right): Reduced training dataset to keep
the training time constant.

The right plot shows the performance when the dataset is reduced to keep the train-
ing time constant, e.g., when the number of training epochs is set to 2, we reduce the
training set by a half, when the number of training epochs is set to 3, we remove two
thirds of the training data and so on. As expected, increasing the number of epochs
does not compensate the removed data. This implies that, if we would aim for a bet-
ter model, increasing the time window selection should be preferred to increasing the
number of training epochs.

4.4.6 Further Analyses

In the previous section we verified that our fine-tuned hierarchical architecture gener-
ates user embeddings that highly correlate with the similarity between users defined
from the "retweet" relationship. In this section we answer the third research question
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(RQ3) by checking whether the obtained embeddings and the similarity scores actually
reflect our idea similarity between users, and how to use these embeddings for other
tasks, such as community visualization, outlier detection and polarization direction de-
tection. The results of this section prove that our main assumption is valid.

In this section we exploit Twitter lists to generate sets of similar users. Twitter lists
are collections of users’ handles, called members, and they can be followed by other
users to get activities related to the members of the list in their feeds. Everyone can cre-
ate a Twitter list and set it as public or private. Usually lists include carefully selected
members that tweets about the same topics, thus the users that follow the lists obtain
a coherent feed, easy to browse. We select a set of public lists reported in Table 4.19,
where M is the number of members of the list and F is the number of followers, that
usually reflects the goodness of the list. We manually selected those lists by brows-
ing the ones created by the Twitter account @verified, an official Twitter account that
manage the blue badge of verified accounts, by @tweetcongress, a Twitter account that
shares tweets about the US Congress and by other reliable accounts grouping official
accounts of sport teams and clubs. We check that no user belongs to more than one of
our selected lists. For each user in the list, we collect the last 20 tweets shared before
28/09/2021, including retweets.

The whole analysis is performed using a hierarchical model with a frozen Stage-
1 Twitter4SSE model and a Stage-2 ToBERT model with 2 layers, 0.1 dropout rate,
MEAN pooling, trained using 20 tweets for each user for one epoch.

Name Owner M F
NBA teams @chicagobulls 31 360
NFL (Teams) @Sportsguy786 32 443
Clubs @MLB 43 3759
NHL Team Accounts @NHL 37 9190
Chess Grandmasters @chesscom 36 18
technology @verified 20 1437
foodies @verified 11 500
charity-ngo @verified 23 631
Democrats @tweetcongress 51 262
Republican @tweetcongress 108 1118

Table 4.19: Selected lists of users. The number of members M and number of followers F are reported
as they were on 28/09/2021.

Community visualization

We visualize reduced embeddings performing PCA with two principal components.
Figure 4.9 shows an example of PCA applied to embeddings of the five communities of
Table 4.19 about sports (first five lines: NBA collects Basketball Clubs, NFL Football
Clubs, MBL Baseball Clubs, NHL Hockey Clubs, and Chess players). We observe that
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members of the same lists are clustered, even if the topics of the selected communities
are similar, since they are all related to sports. As expected, the community of Chess
players is more separated to members of other lists, being chess a much different sport.

Figure 4.9: First and Second Principal Components of members of five sport-related lists.

Outlier Detection

Members of a list do not always share on Twitter content about the same topic. This
happens because not everybody uses Twitter to tweet about the topic that they are
known for. We can use our model and the obtained user embeddings to detect outliers,
i.e., users that are not similar to users in the community for the content shared, even
if they are members of the same list. We tested this approach by applying Local Out-
lier Factor (LOF) [49] algorithm on three lists of users and we manually inspected the
results. When applied to embeddings of technology list, it outputs one outlier (@ma-
jornelson). After manually inspecting the 20 processed tweets, we discover that this ac-
count mainly tweets about videogames, while the rest of the members share technology
news in general. When applied to the foodies list, LOF outputs only @BryanVoltaggio
as outlier, a chef that mainly retweets about topics different from food. When applied to
charity-ngo list, we obtain the official account of Charlize Theron (@CharlizeAfrica),
an actress that founded Charlize Theron Africa Outreach Project (CTAOP). We clearly
notice that even if some of the tweets from the personal account are actually related to
CTAOP, her feed is obviously much different from other NGO members of the list.

Polarization Direction Detection

Given two communities that are polarized by definition, we use the embeddings to
define a one-dimensional subspace of the 768-dimensional space of embeddings, that
represents the polarization direction. In this example, we pick the list of Democrats
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and the list of Republicans as the two polarized communities. We perform Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [149] to obtain the one dimensional projection of the user
embeddings. Figure 4.10 shows how the users of the two political parties are projected
in the new subspace. However, we can potentially project every user and obtain their
expected inclination. As expected, the distributions are clearly separated and generate
a linear subspace quantifying the polarization.

This approach can be extended using every pair of communities that defines a po-
larizing topic, similar to the American structure of politics, but not when the sides are
more than two. We can also use this approach when we have only two users, instead of
two lists of users, to generate the polarization direction, for example selecting only the
most representative accounts for each side of a debate.

Figure 4.10: Histogram of one-dimensional LDA projections of members of Republicans or Democrats
lists.

4.4.7 Conclusion

In this work, I studied the best approach to embed users so that the obtained vectors
reflect our idea of similarity. I restrict the analysis on Twitter and, in particular, on
the textual content of tweets, leaving analyses of other social networks and features
(graph, biographical, demographic, temporal, ect.) as future works. I designed an
scalable approach to obtain large pairs of similar users exploiting the "retweet" fea-
ture of Twitter without human annotators. I verified that a Hierarchical Transformer
model outperforms classical and straightforward approaches, and I performed ablation
to check the best initialization model and hyper-parameters. I evaluated my work on
a large validation set to obtain statistically significant results. Finally, I applied the
obtained embeddings to other tasks, e.g., visualization of communities and outlier de-
tection, confirming that they reflect our concept of similarity. I trained and released
the models so that they can be downloaded for further research. I share our code so to
promote complete reproducibility of the obtained results.
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Future works include the evaluation of the influence of the selected time window to
the user embeddings, since topics discussed on Twitter are highly related to contempo-
rary events. I also plan to investigate how the embeddings differ when I analyze tweets
shared by the same user on different dates. Finally, since the whole approach, including
the dataset generation, is language independent, I plan to evaluate it on other languages
spoken on Twitter.

In this chapter, I analyzed the best approaches to process and analyze Twitter users.
Starting from simple TF-iDF alternatives described in the first section, in the last sec-
tion I trained an accurate Hierarchical Transformer model that produces dense user
embeddings that reflect our idea of similarity. The following chapters describe applica-
tions of NLP techniques to contemporary events. The selected studies are mainly at the
tweet level, and they do not exploit Hierarchical Transformer models proposed here to
embed users. However, I plan to apply them to further analyses on the same datasets or
novel contemporary events.
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CHAPTER5
Applications: Politics

In this Chapter, I report two studies about investigations of NLP techniques applied to
political discussions on Social Media.

In the first work, I describe a simple classical approach to classify the political in-
clination of politicians performed after the 2018 Italian election where four main par-
ties were present in the parliament. The obtained embeddings give insights into how
deputies use Social Media. However, the approach is hard to transfer to citizens.

In the second work, I apply modern Language Models to classify tweets about the
2020 Italian Referendum. It results in insights into the discrepancy between social
media activity and the outcome of the referendum. This work focuses on single tweets
whose ground truth comes from hashtag-based semi-automatic labelling.

I decided to focus on Italian politics both because the topic is nearer to my inter-
ests and because I believe that the obtained and shared datasets could help the NLP
community due to the low number of non-English datasets available today.

If the social activity of Italian citizens on Twitter will not decrease in the future, with
recent advanced techniques, it will be possible to obtain even more accurate predictions
and insights from the publicly shared content, threatening the privacy of people. The
obtained results could be dangerous and help malicious behaviours.
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Chapter 5. Applications: Politics

5.1 Content-based Classification of Political Inclinations of Twitter Users1

5.1.1 Introduction

Classification of political inclination of people in social networks is a topic that collects
increasing attention after the 2016 USA election and with the incoming ones. Similar
analyses have been performed in other countries where social networks are widely used
for political discussions and propaganda during electoral periods.

Estimating political inclination of people by looking at what they share on social
media is a useful tool to predict election results, since it can be compared to statistics
obtained with classical methods such as surveys at a lower cost.

Many kinds of information can be extracted from social networks, ranging from user
connections (friend and follow relationships) to temporary interactions (likes, com-
ments, reposts) to biographical information (geographical location, profession, educa-
tion) and content posted (texts, images, videos, links).

Social networks collect wide amounts of data that are constantly updated in real
time, so that temporal analysis can be performed. The detection of changes in behav-
ior when critical events approach is useful to understand and forecast the reaction of
people.

We focus on textual data since our goal this Chapter is to understand if written
content can be used for classification tasks and for similarity scores computation, as
opposed to classical methods that analyze the social networks as a graph.

In Italy, the most used Social Networks are Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.
However, since our analysis focus on syntactic proprieties, we chose Twitter, mainly
used for sharing texts. Moreover, Twitter public API allows to easily extract data, with
limits only in terms of frequency. Twitter is widely used to discuss political issues
in Italy, where politicians and supporters perform low-cost propaganda and constantly
share their opinion.

Our main hypothesis is that texts in tweets contain enough information to clas-
sify users by their political inclination. To test this hypothesis, a not-easily collectible
ground truth is needed, since individuals rarely share their political inclination on so-
cial networks (thus, the secretiveness of the vote). Hence, to first evaluate different

1Authors: Marco Di Giovanni, first author, conceptualization, implementation, experiment design, writing; Marco Brambilla,
conceptualization, editing; Stefano Ceri, conceptualization, editing; Florian Daniel, conceptualization, editing; Giorgia Ramponi,
conceptualization, experiment design, editing. [96] ©2018 IEEE. Reprinted with permission, from Marco Di Giovanni, Marco
Brambilla, Stefano Ceri, Florian Daniel, Giorgia Ramponi, Content-based Classification of Political Inclinations of Twitter Users,
2018 IEEE International Conference on Big Data (Big Data), December 2018. In reference to IEEE copyrighted material which
is used with permission in this thesis, the IEEE does not endorse any of Politecnico di Milano’s products or services. Internal
or personal use of this material is permitted. If interested in reprinting/republishing IEEE copyrighted material for advertising or
promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution, please go to
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/rights_link.html to learn
how to obtain a License from RightsLink.
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5.1. Content-based Classification of Political Inclinations of Twitter Users

prediction methods, we chose to perform the analysis on politicians, whose political
inclination is obviously public.

An important aspect to consider is that since we are not using the social network
structure, we are not confined to classify people connected to each other. Any user
that has at least a moderate activity on Twitter can be classified, ignoring its social
connections. Of course, incorporating the social network structure could be done to
improve the prediction accuracy, but it can also limit the prediction power since the
account must be in some way connected to others, requisite not needed in the context
of this work.

Unlike classical tools such as surveys, algorithms based on social network analysis
are faster and cheaper and can be used on a larger scale with a relatively small effort.
Large quantities of data can be collected daily obtaining a wider and more heteroge-
neous set of people analyzed. However we have to deal with a social network bias,
since the Twitter community is not always homogeneously distributed with respect to
voters. It should be taken into account that people belonging to different parties can
represent different classes in the society, thus can be more or less inclined to use social
networks as a political instrument. The analysis of the gap between the real distribution
of voters and the one predicted by an algorithm trained on social media data can give
interesting insight on the voters of different parties.

For research purposes, we chose to split the Italian political situation of 2018 in four
groups: “MOVIMENTO 5 STELLE", “LEGA - SALVINI PREMIER", “PARTITO
DEMOCRATICO" and “FORZA ITALIA - BERLUSCONI PRESIDENTE". Other
parties have been discarded since the fraction of population that voted them was small
enough not to be relevant for our purposes.

Italian political situation in 2018

After the elections of March 2018, the Italian government was composed of a coalition
between “MOVIMENTO 5 STELLE" and “LEGA - SALVINI PREMIER", with re-
spectively 32,7% and 17,4% voters at the elections in March 2018. The other two main
important parties are “PARTITO DEMOCRATICO" and “FORZA ITALIA - BERLUS-
CONI PRESIDENTE", with respectively 18,7% and 14,0% voters at the election. Thus,
the four selected parties represent the 82,8% of the total voters.

Tweets used for this work are collected in August 2018.

The chamber of deputies is composed by 630 members, divided between parties
with relation to the percentage of votes obtained. In Table 5.1, the actual numbers are
reported.
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Chapter 5. Applications: Politics

Table 5.1: Italian Deputies Chamber: distribution of deputies among the four major parties after the
election on March 4, 2018.

Party Deputies Fraction
MOVIMENTO 5 STELLE 221 35.1%
LEGA - SALVINI PREMIER 125 19.8%
PARTITO DEMOCRATICO 111 17.6%
FORZA ITALIA - BERLUSCONI PRES. 105 16.7%
Other minor parties 68 10.8%

5.1.2 Related work

In recent years, many researchers analyzed social network accounts to obtain informa-
tion about political inclination of users. Often, analyses are made before and around
election days, to obtain insights and predictions of the results.

In [118], the concept of wisdom of the crowds, introduced in [122], is applied twice
to forecast 2010 UK election results using data from social media. Using an ARIMA
model they claim to exceed the predictive power of classical surveys.

A quantitative analysis of Tweets is performed in [98] to prove that social media can
be a reliable tool about political behavior, applying this technique to competitive races
of 2010 and 2012 US congressional elections.

Moreover, in [269], the authors state that volume of tweets is not always enough to
capture public opinion and they propose a better but not perfect model able to obtain
more accurate results about 2012 American republican presidential election.

Interesting results are obtained observing the bias of pools and Twitter for Donald
Trump and Hillary Clinton in 2016 U.S. election, suggesting to not underestimate the
effect that different forecasting methods can have on the predictions based on the nature
of the method itself (an heterogeneous sample of the voters is not easy to collect) [10].

An improved analysis is performed on Brexit data, classifying through SVM the
leave/remain intention of users. In [59], they confirm that this kind of analysis of po-
litical topics using social media data can substitute Internet pools and telephone calls,
being not only more accurate, but also faster and cheaper.

However, in [126], the limits of Twitter are exposed, revealing the scarce robustness
of this approaches. They apply algorithms that obtained good results for one election
forecast to other elections, showing that results are not always as good as stated before.
They conclude suggesting to investigate impact of different lexicons and the application
of machine learning techniques for this task.

Similar analysis has also been performed about German federal election 2009, prov-
ing that Twitter can be used as a source to perform political forecasts, since it is widely
used for political deliberation and it mirrors the offline political sentiment [292].

An interesting analysis of prediction of political inclination of Twitter users com-
paring results coming from contents (defined by hashtags used) and networks structure
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5.1. Content-based Classification of Political Inclinations of Twitter Users

is performed in [73], showing advantages and disadvantages of both the techniques.
Some examples of prediction using syntactic features are the forecast of box-office

revenues for movies using tweets about a set of popular movies [13] and the knowledge
extraction algorithm proposed in [45, 47] (Sections 3.1 and 3.2).

Sentiment analysis is also one of the most popular techniques, applied to corre-
late significant events in social, political, cultural and economic sphere with moods
extracted from tweets posted in the meantime [33, 220].

Interesting research about political echo chamber must be cited here, where the au-
thors find huge differences between Democrats and Republican behavior on Twitter
through also network analysis techniques [70].

5.1.3 Methods

The proposed pipeline can be summarized as follows:

• creation of the dataset (Section 5.1.3);

• selection of appropriate syntactic features (Section 5.1.3);

• selection of a text embedding method (Section 5.1.3);

• selection of a multiclass classifier (Section 5.1.3).

Dataset

The obtained dataset is a collection of Twitter textual data from Italian deputies’ ac-
counts.

Firstly, we collect names of the 630 Italian deputies and their corresponding parties
from the official website of the Italian parliament1. Deputies belonging to small parties
are discarded due to their relatively small importance in the actual political situation,
obtaining 562 names out of 630 deputies. The four main Italian parties selected are:
“MOVIMENTO 5 STELLE", “LEGA - SALVINI PREMIER", “PARTITO DEMO-
CRATICO" and “FORZA ITALIA - BERLUSCONI PRESIDENTE".

We automatically associate at each deputy his/her official twitter account. Using the
twitter API to search for users, the names collected are used as inputs. We often obtain
more than one account for the each query, due to homonymy issues. We discard ac-
counts that do not contain in their bio one of the words selected (and their corresponding
variations) about politics: ’deputato’ (deputy), ’camera’ (chamber), ’parlamento’ (par-
liament), ’partito’ (party), ’legislatura’ (legislature), ’pd’, ’lega’, ’movimento’ (move-
ment), ’stelle’ (stars), ’forza italia’, ’salvini’, ’berlusconi’. Accounts with less than
one hundred tweets are also rejected, since our analysis relies on a statistically relevant
number of written words to analyze. Finally, if more than one account still corresponds

1http://www.camera.it/leg18/1
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Chapter 5. Applications: Politics

to a given name of a deputy, the right one is manually selected. This case happened
only a couple of times. After the cleaning procedure, 188 twitter accounts correspond-
ing to Italian deputies belonging to one of the four main Italian parties are collected,
split as follows: “MOVIMENTO 5 STELLE": 64, “PARTITO DEMOCRATICO": 51,
“FORZA ITALIA - BERLUSCONI PRESIDENTE": 39, “LEGA - SALVINI PRE-
MIER": 34. We are aware that this procedure does not find every account belonging
to an actual Italian deputy, however we obtained a large enough dataset to perform our
analysis. A more accurate analysis can be done by manually searching for politicians’
accounts, but we believe that the great part of accounts that we are missing by autom-
atizing the step is not be relevant to the analysis since they are not active enough on
Twitter.

For each account found, we collect the last 200 tweets (one Twitter API call) per
user u, excluding retweets, and we merge the texts into a single large document du.
URLs, mentions and every not alphanumerical character are removed to clean the text
from non useful features.

The total number of tweets collected is 30k because not every account tweeted at
least 200 tweets since their registration on the social network. We remark that, for
this analysis, no starting date has been selected, since we assume that the political
inclination of actual deputies has not changed recently.

Since our hypothesis is that deputies belonging to the same party write in the same
way, the large documents obtained should contain enough information to understand
the users’ political inclination, so to classify accounts into the correct political party.

Selection of syntactic features

To select which kind of syntactic feature is better to classify users, for each user u we
tag every word wu of the document du, using a standard tagset 2. This step is followed
by a lemmatization step to reduce inflectional forms of a word to a common base form,
performed by the NLP tool TreeTagger [262], developed in python and trained using
an Italian dataset.

For each user u, from each original document du, we obtain five different lists of
words:

1. list of every word wu, ignoring the tags;

2. list of nouns nu;

3. list of verbs vu;

4. list of adjectives au;

5. list of adverbs adu;
2http://sslmit.unibo.it/ baroni/collocazioni/itwac.tagset.txt
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5.1. Content-based Classification of Political Inclinations of Twitter Users

We perform this step to understand if there is a set of words that improves classifi-
cation accuracy.

We obtain 40554 different words, 7838 nouns, 2469 verbs, 3118 adjectives and 490

adverbs, discarding what the tagger classifies as “unknown”. Other tags are neglected
since we think no useful information is contained in those set of words (articles, con-
junctions, ...).

Vectorization

A common approach to perform classification tasks expects lists of words wu (or list of
every other feature selected before) embedded into vectors, thus a vectorization step is
required.

We try some standard vectorization methods (already described in Chapter 2) to
better understand which one is the best embedding technique for our task.

1. Count Vectorizer (CV): converts a collection of text documents into a matrix of
token counts. Each value represents the number of times that a user u used a word
w;

CV (w, u) = fw,u

2. Hashing Vectorizer (HV): converts a collection of text documents into a matrix
of token occurrences, using the hashing trick to find the map between the token
string name and the feature integer index;

3. Term Frequency Vectorizer (TF): converts a collection of text documents into a
matrix of term frequencies. Each value represents the frequency that a user u used
a word w;

TF (w, u) =
fw,uP

w02du fw0,u

4. Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency Vectorizer (TF-IDF): converts a
collection of text documents into a matrix of term frequencies weighted by docu-
ment frequency;

TFIDF (w, u, U) = TF (w, u)IDF (w,U)

where U is the set of users,

IDF (w,U) = log
|U |

|u 2 U : w 2 du|

IDF represents the logarithm of the fraction of the total number of users and the
number of users that used the word w.
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Chapter 5. Applications: Politics

HV, TF and TF-IDF can be performed with L1 or L2 normalization, obtaining a total
of seven different techniques [244]. No stop words are removed during this step.

Classification

Finally, a set of multiclass classifiers is selected to perform the training stage:

1. Multinomial Logistic Regression, a generalization of Logistic Regression to Mul-
ticlass Problems (four classes), tuning the regularization parameter;

2. K-neighbors Classifier, tuning K (the number of neighbors to consider);

3. Decision Tree, tuning the depths of the trees;

4. Random Forest, tuning depths and number of trees;

5. Support Vector Classifier: support vector machines applied for classification tasks,
investigating kernel type and appropriate hyper parameters;

6. MultiLayer Perceptron Classifier: feed forward fully connected neural network,
tuning simple architectural parameters.

For each one of the features selected and vectorization techniques, the classifiers are
trained and the results and collected, fine tuning the necessary hyper-parameters with a
grid search step.

5.1.4 Evaluation and results

To evaluate the performance of the different methods, we select k-fold cross validation.
The dataset is divided in k subsets and each one of them is iteratively selected as test
set, while the others are used to train the models. This technique, then, averages the
performances to get a more precise evaluation of the model, particularly useful since
our dataset consists in only 188 users. We chose k = 5 for the whole analysis.

Each approach (a combination of features choice, vectorizer and classifier) goes
through a training phase, and finally it is compared with the other approaches. Differ-
ent metric scores are chosen to obtain accurate insight into the quality of predictions,
possibly enabling the observation of biases or other kinds of misclassification issues.

1. accuracy = tp+tn

tp+tn+fp+fn

2. precision = tp

tp+fp

3. recall = tp

tp+fn

4. f1 = 2precision⇥recall

precision+recall
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5.1. Content-based Classification of Political Inclinations of Twitter Users

where tp is the number of true positives, tn is the number of true negatives, fp is the
number of false positives and fn is the number of false negatives. For each party p, true
positives are deputies belonging to p and actually predicted correctly, false positives are
deputies wrongly predicted to belong to p, etc.

Since this is a multiclass classification problem, precision, recall and f1 score are
different for each class, and the final value is the average, considering the unbalance-
ment of the number of politicians per party.

Results

Here we compare different approaches using average accuracy on 5-fold cross valida-
tion.

The highest value of accuracy is obtained using only nouns, vectorized with TF-IDF
(L2 norm). Both Multinomial Logistic Regression and simple Multilayer Perceptron
Classifier obtain an accuracy of 0.89, with similar values of precision, recall and f1
score (Table 5.2).

Table 5.2: Evaluation metrics for the five best methods (features-vectorizer-classifier combinations)
averaged over the four parties considered.

features vectorizer accuracy precision recall f1 score
nouns tf-idf L2 0.89 0.91 0.87 0.87
every word tf L2 0.86 0.86 0.84 0.84
every word hv L2 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.84
every word tf-idf L2 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.84
nouns cv 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.84

Similar but lower accuracies (0.86) are obtained using every tweeted word, using
both Hashing Vectorizer, Term Frequency Vectorizer and TF-IDF with L2 norm. Thus,
we can state that cleaning the tweets keeping just nouns increases the performance of
the classification. Features like adjectives, verbs or adverbs obtain at best an accuracy
respectively of 0.75, 0.65 and 0.50, meaning that they do not contain enough informa-
tion to perform this kind of classification. These words are not used in a different way
by politicians belonging to different parties, on the contrary to nouns.

As expected, TF-IDF is the best vectorizer since it can weight words taking into
consideration also if they appear in tweets of other deputies, giving more importance to
specific words and penalizing more common words.

K-Neighbors Classifier, Decision Trees, Random Forest and SVC do not perform
well enough, obtaining very low scores for every vectorizer and features selected. Prob-
ably a more rigorous fine tuning of parameters can lead to better results, but it is out
of the scope of this section. This analysis proves that politicians belonging to the same
party tend to write in the same way. Precisely, the main feature that differentiate be-
tween parties are the nouns used. It is important to take into account also the presence
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of words in other tweets to perform analysis (using TF-IDF vectorizer), and a simple
Multinomial Logistic Regression can be trained to obtain good results. We prefer to
use the latter classifier since the algorithm is more easily interpretable with respect to a
Multilayer Perceptron, with no loss of precision.

5.1.5 Further analysis

After finding a good processing pipeline (method) that can classify politicians given
their tweeted texts, we continue our analysis inspecting the gathered dataset.

Firstly we perform a TF-IDF transformation with Euclidean norm on the whole
dataset of politicians nouns, to obtain a set of vectors in a 8k dimensional space.

Figure 5.1: t-SNE 2d projection of TF-IDF vectors calculated using nouns, where each color represents
a different party.

Figure 5.1 shows the projection of the highly dimensional vectors into a 2 dimen-
sional space using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) as a visual-
ization technique [297]. We can easily notice how three out of four parties are very
well defined, while politicians belonging “LEGA - SALVINI PREMIER" are largely
spread. This suggests that members of that party does not have a specific dictionary of
“preferred” words, as the other parties do.

We can verify this hypothesis looking at Figure 5.2a, a normalized confusion matrix
that shows insights on the misclassification errors. The party with fewer true positives
is in fact “LEGA - SALVINI PREMIER", which true deputies are often classified as
belonging to “MOVIMENTO 5 STELLE" (0.10), or as belonging to “FORZA ITALIA
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5.1. Content-based Classification of Political Inclinations of Twitter Users

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Left: Confusion matrix for the predictions of the best classifier (nouns with TF-IDF L2 norm,
Logistic Regression). The values reported are the mean with relation to the 5-fold cross validation
results; Right: Automatic detection of 5 topics from the corpus of tweets by political party.

- BERLUSCONI PRESIDENTE" (0.08), suggesting some syntactic similarity between
these parties.

However, it is also important to notice that the silhouette score [256] applied to the
dataset vectorized with TF-IDF with L2 norm, has a low value (0.01), indicating that
this kind of high dimensional vectors does not form compact and separate clusters,
since, of course, users are not using a completely different sets of nouns. The great
part of nouns used is shared with other parties, while just a few terms are decisive for
classification purposes.

We now shift our focus on specific nouns in the tweets. In Table A.4 in Appendix A,
nouns, whose coefficient of Multinomial Logistic Regression is higher/lower, are listed
for every party. For example, the word “centrodestra" (centre-right) is the most signifi-
cant noun for users belonging to “FORZA ITALIA - BERLUSCONI PRESIDENTE",
meaning that this term is decisive during the classification of a user to than party, while
the noun “lega", being in the last place, will have the opposite role in the prediction
step. As expected, nouns of the parties, like “movimento" (movement) and “stella"
(star) for “MOVIMENTO 5 STELLE" are in the first positions, while they are in the
last positions for others parties, suggesting that politicians tend to talk mostly about
their own parties. Interesting is also the presence of nouns like “cittadino" (citizen) and
“gente" (people) for populist parties in the first positions, while for other parties they
are in last positions. Finally, words like “nord" (north) and “sud" (south) can suggest
a particular focus of the selected party with relation to the Italian geographical region,
obtaining a hint on where the political interests of the parties are.

Finally, we apply a topic detection algorithm to the data to get further insights into
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what the tweets are about. We selected LSA method [105], approximately decomposing
the TD-IDF matrix X (number of deputies times number of nouns) obtained before
into the product of three matrices, U (number of deputies times number of topics), S
(a diagonal matrix with sorted eigenvalues) and V (number of nouns times number of
topics). The S matrix describes how much the topics are important, while U contains
information on how the deputies are related to the topics, and V groups the nouns into
different topics. Thus, observing this decomposition we obtain information about how
different parties are related to different interests.

We chose a number of topics of five, and we decompose the TF-IDF matrix as de-
scribed above. Inspecting matrix U , we can chose the most relevant topic per deputy.
In Figure 5.2b we show the results. Interesting how topic 4 is dominated by “LEGA
- SALVINI PREMIER", while “MOVIMENTO 5 STELLE" is more focused on topic
3. The other two parties are more balanced between 2 topics. Analyzing which nouns
characterize the topics through the matrix V we notice that topic 4 is composed of
“moschea" (mosque), “immigrato" (immigrant), “festa" (party), “gazebo" (gazebo),
while topic 3 by “cittadino" (citizen), “video" (video), “appuntamento" (appointment),
reflecting, as expected, the political inclination of those parties. Of course most of the
words that characterize the topics are related to politics, such as “legge" (law), “cam-
era" (chamber), “ministro" (minister), “governo" (government), since the main topic of
the shared tweets is politics, but we are still able to identify subtopics highly related to
the most characterizing ideas of the parties.

5.1.6 Conclusion

In this section, I investigated how to apply classical Natural Language Processing to
obtain insights into the political situation in Italy. Since the only requirement is a
language-specific word tagger, I can repeat the same analysis for any country whose
people use a text-based social network for political discussions and propaganda. Re-
sults prove our hypothesis: deputies belonging to the same party use the same or similar
words (in particular, nouns) when tweeting. I use this to classify accounts obtaining
good performances once I select the best vectorization technique.

This work focuses on deputies due to the ease to collect a ground truth. More chal-
lenging analyses involve citizens whose political inclination is unknown and changes
more frequently. Thus I expect this task to be harder to perform and evaluate.

In the next section, I investigate the 2020 Italian Referendum focusing on citizens
and not politicians. To solve the missing ground truth problem, I shift the task from user
classification to single tweets classification. I define Hashtag-based semi-automatic
labelling to obtain the ground truth. I use more advanced text classification techniques,
previously described in detail in Chapter 2, due to the increased difficulty of the task.
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Constitutional Referendum

5.2 Content-based Stance Classification of Tweets about the 2020 Ital-
ian Constitutional Referendum1

5.2.1 Introduction

On September 20 and 21, 2020, a constitutional referendum was held in Italy to reduce
the number of parliamentarians (from 630 to 400). 69.96% of the voters approved it,
with a voter turnout of about 51%3. Since the main Italian political parties supported
the referendum, at first the outcome was obvious, but, through a huge activity on social
media, opposers unsuccessfully tried to overturn the result. The referendum was a
confirmatory referendum: voters were asked to approve a law. Thus, we refer to people
that voted "yes", agreeing with the introduction of the new law that reduces the number
of parliamentarians, as Supporters, and we refer to people that voted "no", against the
introduction of the new law, as Opposers.

Since an always greater number of people share their thoughts online, social net-
work analysis helps understanding the causes and forecasting the outcomes of political
events, in parallel with already widely used approaches such as surveys and pools [54].
Like surveys, selection biases are hard to remove. Social media users and citizens have
different demographic distributions, resulting in under-represented categories of peo-
ple (e.g., elderly people) [205]4. Moreover, social media are also populated by bots,
softwares that run accounts and automatically share content, introducing noise and bias
in the collected data [115]. These accounts are not run by real people and the data
shared by them should not be included to perform analysis and statistics. However, a
big advantage of the analysis of social media data is the higher magnitude of available
data, easy to collect and process. It is often less expensive to collect content from social
media than using classical approaches.

In this study we collect and analyze Twitter data about the Italian referendum in
2020. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We collect and publicly share a corpus of 1.2M tweets about the Italian referen-
dum in 2020. This is a rare and fundamental resource for NLP analysis, expecially
stance detection, for non-English texts5;

• We design a content-based, semi-automatic, approach to label big magnitudes of
textual data through hashtags. We obtain a set of 85k cleaned labeled texts with
low human effort;

1Authors: Marco Di Giovanni, first author, conceptualization, implementation, experiment design, writing; Marco Brambilla,
conceptualization, editing. [94]

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_Italian_constitutional_referendum
4https://www.statista.com/statistics/283119/age-distribution-of-global-twitter-

users/
5The dataset is publicly available at https://github.com/marco-digio/italian-referendum-2020
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• We fine-tune an accurate text classifier to detect the stance of tweets (Support or
Against the referendum). We also successfully apply it to classify tweets that the
semi-automatic approach cannot label;

• We inspect three common text biases (length-bias, lexical-bias and sentiment-
bias), observing that our dataset does not suffer from them;

• We discuss the discrepancy between the collected data from Twitter and the real
outcome of the referendum, including possible further investigation essential to
understand the phenomenon.

5.2.2 Related Works

Numerous published works correlate social media data with elections or referendums.
The main and most studied recent event is the Brexit referendum, largely investigated
from many different points of view [59,89,136,156,193,211], but many other political
events have been analyzed from a social media perspective [82, 87, 234, 275, 292].

A general approach to quantify controversy in social media has been proposed
by [125], designing a graph-based approach using solely on the underneath social
graphs. This approach is language independent, relying solely on the social struc-
ture of communities of users, but computational expensive. Another approach has been
proposed, that includes the content of texts to make more precise and fast computa-
tions [84].

We investigate this event from a content-based stance detection perspective [174],
analyzing only user-generated content to detect the inclination about the referendum in
Italy. There are few works about stance detection with non-English tweets [295]. [181]
collect a similar dataset for the Italian referendum in 2016. They tackle the stance detec-
tion task by adding to simple NLP approaches, such as bag of hashtags, bag of mentions
or bag of replies, network based features obtained by clustering the retweet/quote/re-
ply networks with Louvain Modularity algorithm. They also analyze the datasets from
a diachronic perspective by splitting the time window into four sections based on the
dates of referendum-related events. Other works focus on the Italian political situa-
tion of Twitter users with content-based approaches [96, 246, 247]. They collect tweets
shared by politicians and their followers, and train accurate classifiers that predict the
political inclination of users, without considering the social interactions: the content
shared contains enough information to successfully perform classification of political
inclination.

Similar tasks have been proposed at SemEval 2016 [209], IberEval 2017 [284],
IberEval 2018 [285] and finally at EVALITA 2020 [66], where teams were challenged
to detect stances of manually labeled Italian Tweets about the Sardine Movement. We
remark the difficulty of such tasks by looking at the performance of the best team [131],
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that fine-tuned an Italian pre-trained BERT model [91] and augmented the data with re-
sults from three auxiliary tasks.

A comparative study [127] shows that for stance-detection datasets of English texts
from Web and Social Media, BERT model achieves the best performance, but there is
still much room for improvements.

5.2.3 Data Collection, Description and Labeling

The dataset is collected from Twitter6, a micro-blogging platform widely used to dis-
cuss trending topics, whose official API allows a fast and comprehensive implemen-
tation. On Twitter, users share tweets, small texts (up to 280 characters) that can be
enriched with images, videos or URLs. Other users can quote (or retweet) another
tweet by sharing it with (or without) a personal comment. A user can also follow other
users to get a notification when they tweet (retweet or quote), and can be followed by
other users.

We query data about the referendum held in Italy in September 2020 by searching
Italian tweets, containing at least one of the keywords reported in Table 5.3, usually
used as hashtags, but not always. In total we collected 1.2M Italian tweets posted
between 01/08/2020 and 01/10/2020 by about 111k users.

Table 5.3: List of keywords used to filter relevant tweets. They refer to vote, parliamentarians, cuts and
referendum. We substitute * with no, si and sì (yes in Italian).

iovoto* parlamentari iovoto*taglioparlamentari
voto* vota_efaivotare* tagliodeiparlamentari
vota* referendum referendum2020_iovoto*

votare* referendum2020 iovoto*_referendum2020
unitiperil* maratonaperil* cittadiniperil*

The keywords are refined and validated iteratively. Starting from three keywords
(referendum, iovotosì - IVoteYes, iovotono - IVoteNo), we inspect the most frequent
hashtags and, if related to the topic, we add them to the query. In Figure 5.3 we show the
most used hashtags in our complete dataset. Many frequent hashtags have no clear and
safe connection with the referendum, thus we do not select them as keywords during the
collection step, such surnames of politicians ("dimaio") and political parties ("m5s").

Hashtag-based Semi-automatic Labeling

Manually labeling big data sets is an expensive and not-scalable approach. Usually
more than one annotator, fluent in the selected language, is required to produce a reli-

6https://twitter.com
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Figure 5.3: Mostly shared hashtags in the dataset.

able label, and the time and cost to obtain a data set large enough to train an accurate
classifier is usually high.

Graph-based approaches have obtained impressive results when applied to detect
stances in controversial debates [75, 125]. These approaches are mainly used to label
user by looking at the nearest community in the social graph. They firstly define the
graph structure, e.g. retweet graph, and then they apply community detection algo-
rithms to partition the bigger connected component of the graph.

We design a content-based approach to semi-automatically label large sets of tweets.
Different from the graph-based approaches, we label single tweets, while the graph
approaches work at the user-level. The approach is based on hashtags, often used to
express the inclination of users about a topic [209]. Trending hashtags attract audience
and get the attention of other users in the social network7.

We pick two main classes: in Support of the referendum and Against the referendum.
We define as Gold hashtags the hashtags that clearly state a side in the vaccine debate.
We plan to collect two sets of Gold hashtags, one for each side of the debate. If a
tweet contains at least one of the Gold hashtags, we define its stance as the stance of
the hashtag. Tweets containing at least one Gold hashtag from both sides are discarded.
Firstly, we select two Gold hashtags, one for each side: #iovotosì (I Vote Yes) for the
Support class and #iovotono (I Vote No) for the Against class. Note that in Italian
the word yes is translated as sì, with the grave accent that is often omitted in informal
texts, such as tweets. Thus, in the whole paper, every time we refer to the word sì,
we include also the word si, without the accent. Two annotators manually validate this
initial selection by inspecting 100 tweets for each class and finding only 4 tweets that
clearly belongs to the opposite stance. They were used to attract the attention of the
other side or to delegitimise a specific hashtag., e.g. “I cannot understand people that
write #IVoteYes". However, our validation process confirms that these tweets are rare
and introduce little noise to the data set.

7Twitter has a specific section for trending hashtags and keywords
https://twitter.com/explore/tabs/trending
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We iteratively add new hashtags by inspecting the most frequent co-occurring ones
and manually selecting the most pertinent ones, basing the selection on their meaning.
An example of discarded hashtags is #conte (the surname of the Prime Minister of Italy
at the time of the Referendum), highly co-occuring with #iovotono, since we cannot
safely assume that it was used only by users Against the referendum. We also discard
hashtags that co-occur with hashtags from both sides in similar percentages. An exam-
ple is #referendum, obviously frequently used by both sides of the debate. Finally, after
each iteration two annotators manually validate the selected hashtags, as previously de-
scribed for the initial Gold hashtags. An hashtag passes the validation if the percentage
of tweets that is classified by at least one annotator as belonging to the opposite class
is lower than 10%. We finally obtain two final sets of Support Gold hashtags and
Against Gold hashtags, that allows us to get about 450k labeled tweets by manually
labeling few hundreds. The selected Gold hashtags are the keywords reported in Ta-
ble 5.3 that contain the * symbol. The symbol is substituted with the corresponding
stance (“sì" or “no"). For example, #referendum2020_iovotono is a Gold hashtag for
Against class, while #referendum2020_iovotosì (and #referendum2020_iovotosi) is a
Gold hashtag for Support class. Since no other hashtag among the 50 most-frequent
ones passes the full validation procedure, we end the labeling phase.

Note that we label tweets containing at least one hashtag from a single set in the
corresponding class, while tweets with at least one hashtag from both sets as Both and
tweets without any hashtag from both sets as Unknown. We remark that Both and
Unknown tweets cannot be safely considered neutral since they can express a stance
without explicitly using one of the selected hashtags, or using both of them (Table 5.4
reports an example of a neutral tweet labeled as Both (A) and a Support tweet labeled
as Both (B)). This is the main limitation of this semi-automatic labeling procedure: no
neutral class can be safely defined, thus we can only train a binary-classifier, leaving
for future works the design of a three-classes stance detector.

We label retweets by looking at the hashtags in the original tweet, we label quotes by
only looking at the hashtags in the quote itself, not at the quoted hashtags. In Table 5.5
we report the statistics of the obtained labeled dataset. Original tweets are tweets that
are neither retweets nor quotes of other tweets, nor replies to other tweets.
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Table 5.4: Translated examples of tweets containing both the Gold hashtag #iovoto and #iovotosì. (A)
shows a neutral tweet, (B) shows a Supporter attacking the point of view of people Against the
referendum.

Tweets using both #IoVotoSì and #IoVotoNo

A

In a few days we will meet at the ballot boxes to express
our preference about the #CutOfParliamentarians. While
waiting, let’s retrace the most famous referendums in the
history of the Republic. #Referendum2020 #IVoteYes #IVoteNo

B

Let’s dismantle some lies about #IVoteNO. The
#CutOfParliamentarians is a reform that fixes the Italian distortion of having
a very big number of elected people. Who talks about dictatorship is
only using the usual fear strategy to keep a useless privilege. #IVoteYes

Table 5.5: Tweets Statistics.

Label Tweets Original Retweets Quotes Replies
Support 93149 74086 2890 10572 5665
Against 364865 291185 15368 34559 24145
Both 4224 2796 145 246 1042
Unknown 353033 236743 16600 53119 47059
Total 815271 604810 35003 98496 77911

Temporal Analysis

In Figure 5.4 (top) we show the distribution of tweets, grouped by their stance, dur-
ing the time window selected, highlighting the referendum day. We notice a first peak
around the August 8, due to an unrelated event about parliamentarians, that we acci-
dentally included, since we used parliamentarians as a keyword to filter tweets. To
remove noise and unrelated data, we discard all tweets posted before August 15 in the
following analyses.

We also notice a huge peak of Unknown tweets during the referendum days, prob-
ably because users switched from the old hashtags #IVoteYes and #IVoteNo to their
past tense versions (#IVotedYes and #IVotedNo). Thus, we discard tweets posted after
September 19. Moreover, we do not want to influence our stance classification with
tweets posted after the referendum.

In Figure 5.4 (bottom) we show how the ratio between Support and Against tweets
evolves during the time window, observing constant values around 0.25 from August
15 to September 19. Thus, the daily number of tweets Against the referendum is four
times bigger than the number of tweets Supporting it, further confirmed in Table 5.5,
where the total number of Support tweets is four times smaller than the total number
of tweets Against the referendum. We also notice big peaks and valleys outside the
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Figure 5.4: Top: Number of daily shared tweets, grouped by stance. Bottom: Daily Support vs Against
Ratio. The higher the ratio, the greater the number of tweet Against the referendum. The red line (1)
sets the value of equal number of Support and Against tweets.

selected time window, caused by the low number of daily posted tweets.

5.2.4 Data Analysis

In this section we describe the cleaning process, the stance classifiers and their results
on the collected dataset.

Data Cleaning

Before training a stance classifier, we clean the text of tweets through the following
procedure.

Texts are lowercased, URLs are removed and spaces are standardized. We remove
Gold hashtags (see Table 5.3) since they were used to automatically label tweets and
users, thus maintaining them will introduce a strong bias in the trained models. We keep
the other hashtags since they could encode useful information and are not a clear source
of bias. Tweets containing at least half of the characters as hashtags are also removed,
since they are too noisy. They are usually used by bots to collect the daily trending
hashtags. To prevent overfitting we remove duplicate texts, including retweets. We also
remove texts shorter than 20 characters, that usually comment URLs or other tweets,
being difficult to understand and contextualize. We keep emoji as they include useful
information, e.g., the scissor emoji was mainly used by Supporters of the referendum
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since they want to cut the number of parliamentarians. We select only tweets shared
after 15/08/2020 and before 20/09/2020, the first referendum day.

Stance classification

We analyze the dataset from a stance classification perspective.
Due to the impossibility to interpret the tweets labeled as Both or Unknown, we for-

mulate the tweet stance classification task as a binary classification problem: the two
classes represent tweets Supporting or Against the referendum. We obtain an unbal-
anced clean datasets: 85k tweets, of which 80% Against the referendum. To obtain a
balanced dataset, over-sampling the Support class leads to slightly better results in the
Validation dataset, but worse results on the Test set, probably due to overfitting, while
under-sampling the Against class leads to worse results due to the removal of 60% of
the original dataset.

We select three models (one baseline and two commonly used architectures):

• Majority classifier (Baseline);

• FastText [165], a fast approach widely used for text classification. Its architecture
is similar to the CBOW model in Word2Vec [203]: a look-up table of words is used
to generate word representations, that are averaged and fed into a linear classifier.
A softmax function is used to compute the probability distribution over the classes.
To include the local order of words, n-grams are used as additional features, with
the hashing trick to keep the approach fast and memory efficient. FastText is
known to reach performances on par with some deep learning methods, while
being much faster (for further details see Section 2.3.2);

• BERT [91], a Transformer-based model [298] that reaches state-of-the-art perfor-
mances on many heterogeneous benchmark tasks. The model is pre-trained on
large corpora of unsupervised texts using two self-supervised techniques: Masked
Language Models (MLM) task and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) task. Pre-
trained weights are available on the Huggingface models repository [313]. We
select a model pre-trained on a concatenation of Italian Wikipedia texts, OPUS
corpora [288] and OSCAR corpus [221], performed by MDZ Digital Library8.
We fine-tune the model on our data9 (for further details see Section 2.4.4).

Results

In Table 5.6 (left) we report the results of a 5-fold cross validation process. We select
Area Under the ROC curve [112], weighted F1-score (the F1 score for the classes are

8https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-base-italian-xxl-uncased
9Fine-tuning performed on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100, for 5 epochs. Best weights selected by minimizing the evaluation

loss. Learning rate (10�5) set through grid search.
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Table 5.6: Area under ROC (AUROC), weighted F1 score (F1w) and F1 score of the Supporters (F1s)
of the three models, as 5-fold Cross Validation on the training set (left) and on the Test Sets of 227
randomly selected and manually evaluated texts.

Validation Test
Model AUROC F1w F1s AUROC F1w F1s
Baseline 0.50 0.78 0 0.50 0.52 0
FastText 0.74 0.89 0.56 0.65 0.59 0.18
BERT 0.88 0.86 0.63 0.78 0.71 0.5

weighted by the support, i.e., the number of true instances for each class) and F1s,
the F1 score on the Support class (the under-represented class, that, by definition, a
Majority classifier cannot detect).

Both FastText model and BERT outperform the Random Baseline approach, the
latter obtaining higher AUROC and F1s.

However, our goal is to predict the stance of tweets that do not share a Gold Hash-
tag. We use these models, trained on the big dataset labeled using Gold hashtags, to
predict tweets that do not contain Gold Hashtags, thus tweets that, with the previously
described automatic approach, were labeled as Unknown. Two human annotators man-
ually labeled 500 randomly sampled tweets. After removing neutral and incomprehen-
sible texts, we obtain a dataset of 227 tweets, of which 78 labeled as Supporters. We test
our models on this dataset, the results are reported in Table 5.6 (right), confirming that
even if there is a gap among the Validation performances and the Test performances,
BERT did not strongly overfit the Training data.

Finally, we obtain an approximate statistic of the total number of tweets Supporting
and Against the referendum by predicting the stance of every tweet previously labeled
as Unknown (110k tweets). It results in about 20% of Unknown tweets classified as
Supporters, confirming the general number of tweets Against the referendum is four
times bigger that the number of shared tweets Supporting it. However, we cannot vali-
date this result since we do not have manually labeled the full dataset.

5.2.5 Biases analysis

In this section we inspect three common biases that often affect the accuracies of clas-
sifiers: Length of texts, Lexicon and Sentiment.

Length Analysis

The length of sentences, defined as the number of characters or tokens, often influences
the prediction of a model, acting as a bias. In Figure 5.5 we plot the distribution of
lengths of tweets calculated as the number of characters, after the cleaning procedure
(there are no tweets shorter than 20 characters). There is no evident difference between
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Figure 5.5: Length distribution of generated tweets grouped by stance. There is no significant difference
in the normalized distributions.

the distribution of the number of characters in tweets labeled as Support or Against,
suggesting that no length-bias is present in our dataset.

Lexicon analysis

We check if tweets in different stances use similar lexicons. A big lexicon overlap in
the dataset results in an accurate classifier that must learn the meaning of sentences,
while a small lexicon overlap in the dataset allows the detection of specific words to be
sufficient to make a prediction, neglecting the real meaning of the texts. We quantify
the lexicon difference by computing the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) between
words and classes [146].

A high PMI score of a word in a class is obtained when the word is used mainly in
tweets belonging to that class. For this analysis, we discard Italian stop words collected
from the NLTK library [28].

We report in Table 5.7 the first five words for each class, sorted by PMI score and the
proportion of texts in each class containing each word. The frequency of words with
higher PMI is low, thus we conclude that the two stances use mostly similar lexicons. A
classifier cannot safely rely on the presence of specific words since the most indicative
ones (higher PMI score) are not frequent enough. For example, the most frequent word
among the top-5 is orgoglio5stelle, a keyword used by Supporters of the Referendum
stating that they are proud of their party (5 stars) because the referendum was held by
them. However, only 3% of the Supporter texts include this word.
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Table 5.7: Top 5 tokens ranked by PMI (Pointwise Mutual Information) scores and the proportion of
texts in each class containing each word.

Support % Against %
orgoglio5stelle 3.0 ondacivica 2.2
scissors emoji 0.3 30giorni_iovotono 0.5
laricchiapresidente 0.9 iostoconsalvini 0.5
pugliafutura 0.5 noino 0.4
rotolidistampaigienica 0.3 darevocealreferendum 0.4

5.2.6 Sentiment analysis

We distinguish between sentiment classification and stance classification by searching
for a correlation between sentiment and stance in the datasets. Our goal is to have
a stance classifier that does not rely on the sentiment of tweets to make a prediction.
If Support and Against tweets are unbalanced in the Positive and Negative sentiment
classes, the dataset contains a sentiment-bias.

We compute the sentiment scores of tweets and users using Neuraly’s “Bert-italian-
cased-sentiment” model10 hosted by Huggingface [313]. It is a BERT base model
trained from an instance of “bert-base-italian-cased”11 and fine-tuned on an Italian
dataset of 45k tweets on a 3-classes sentiment analysis task (negative, neutral and pos-
itive) from SENTIPOLC task at EVALITA 2016 [17], obtaining 82% test accuracy.

In Figure 5.6 we show the Kernel Density Estimation plot of positive and negative
sentiment of tweets grouped by stance. The probability of being neutral is not shown
as it can be obtained with 1 � p(0positive0) � p(0negative0). Since the distributions
of the sentiments largely overlap, we conclude that there is no sentiment-bias in our
datasets. It is further confirmed by looking at the actual predictions: for both Support
and Against texts, 63% of them are classified as Negative, 25% as Neutral and 15% as
Positive.

5.2.7 Discussion

Discrepancy between Twitter activity and the Referendum outcome

We notice a huge discrepancy between what users posted on Twitter and what citi-
zens voted. The fraction of tweets and users that explicitly state their stance (and our
prediction of tweets and users that do not) is very different from the final outcome of
the referendum (69.96% of the voters approved it): the number of tweets with a Gold
Hashtag Against the referendum is 4 times higher than the number of tweets with a
Supporter Gold Hashtag, and the number of Unknown tweets that our best classifier

10https://huggingface.co/neuraly/bert-base-italian-cased-sentiment
11https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-base-italian-cased
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Figure 5.6: Sentiment distribution of generated tweets grouped by stance. There is no evident difference
in the distributions. To improve the visualization, we use the same number of data points for both
stances, downsampling the texts Against the referendum.

predicts as Support or Against the referendum follows the same proportion. By looking
only at what is shared online, we could have easily guessed that the Opposers won the
referendum, while the real outcome is the opposite.

To further understand this discrepancy, we briefly inspect the differences in social
characteristics of users. We label users as Support (Against) if they share only tweets
previously labeled as Support (Against) the referendum. Figure 5.7 shows the normal-
ized distribution of number of followers and number of following of users Supporting
and Against the referendum. No difference in shape proves that the social audience
of the two sides of users is quantitatively similar (the tails of the figures are cut for
visualization purposes). Inspecting the most followed and following users (long tail of
the distribution), we notice that among the top-10, exactly half of them are Supporters
and half are Against the referendum, confirming our finding. Thus we conclude that
Supporters won the referendum, not because they tweeted more than Opposers (they
actually tweeted 4 times less than the people against the referendum), neither because
they have more audience (the distributions of number of followers and following peo-
ple is similar). We leave for future works the inspection of more detailed graph-related
quantities, such as centrality of users in the network and topological measures to de-
scribe the graph structure.

We observed an event where the majority of voters were silent, or not even present
on Social Media, while the minority was loud. This phenomenon implies not only that
restricting the focus on social media to fully analyze an event could lead to extremely
wrong forecasts, but also that the user perception of the general political situation can
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of followers (left) and following (right) users of users Supporting and Against
the referendum.

be influenced by an unrealistic image of the public opinion on social media that does
not match the real sentiment towards the topic.

Ethical Considerations

Political inclinations of people is a sensitive topic. This work is meant to be a explo-
ration on how to apply state-of-the-art NLP techniques to predict the stance of tweets
about a political event, and whether they can help to perform more accurate forecasts
of the outcome of a political event. Due to privacy issues, we do not share the trained
model nor the obtained labels of tweets. However, we share the dehydrated collected
tweets and the set of keywords to obtain the gold labels. These data allow researchers
to reproduce the results but do not contain sensitive information, meeting the Twit-
ter’s Terms of Service12. In this study we prove that the political inclination of users
can be detected by modern NLP approaches, even if no evident hashtags of keywords
are shared in a tweet. Thus, we suggest a thoughtful and appropriate usage of social
networks in order to keep private sensitive information.

5.2.8 Conclusion

Thanks to the last referendum in Italy, we collected an Italian stance detection user-
generated dataset. The dataset consists of 1.2M tweets, of which 85k are cleaned and
labelled as Supporters or Against the referendum. The designed hashtag-based semi-
automatic labelling approach allows us to train an accurate classifier that generalizes
well also on tweets that do not contain Gold hashtags. We considered three common
dataset biases (length-bias, lexicon-bias and sentiment-bias), confirming no significant
dangers. Finally, we investigated the discrepancy between the fraction of collected

12https://twitter.com/en/privacy
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tweets labelled by stance and the referendum outcome. Based on our findings, we
suggest that data from social media does not globally reflect citizens ideas, and forecasts
should consider this before performing predictions.

In future works, we plan to build a three-classes stance classifier that can also pre-
dict neutral texts. We observed magnitudes of tweets that do not explicitly state a stance
but still contain useful information. We will also move the focus from tweets to users,
detecting their inclination by looking at the history of shared tweets. We believe that
the investigation of users that changed their stance during the time window could help
us understand how social media influences people. Finally, we observe that our classi-
fier does not generalize well on other Italian stance-detection datasets due to the high
specificity of the task: the model learned the debate about the 2020 Italian constitutional
referendum and its actors’ inclination, but the knowledge obtained is not adequate to
perform a zero-shot transfer to other data sets. However, we plan to investigate if we
can gain boosts of performances in a multi-task and multi-source context, training a
model on multiple similar tasks and data.

In this Chapter, I have collected two works about NLP techniques applied to textual
content about politics shared on Social Media. The results are promising and suggest
that similar and more recent approaches could be helpful for future political events.
These analyses are possible if the participation of Italian citizens on Twitter and other
Social Networking sites does not decrease. However, these works also suggest that it
is easy to detect political inclinations of citizens by investigating the publicly available
content shared on Social Media. There should be no need to specify that the best way
to keep delicate personal information private is to limit the use of Social Media as the
user profiling techniques evolve.
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CHAPTER6
Applications: COVID-19

In this Chapter, I report three published works about investigations of NLP techniques
applied to CODIV-19 discussions and, in particular, about vaccines against the virus,
on Social Media.

The first study is a general investigation of Facebook posts about COVID-19, focus-
ing on three misinformation topics: the relationship between migrants and the virus,
the origin of the virus in a laboratory and the connection between 5G and the virus. I
report here parts, designed and implemented by me, of the complete work [139] where
I apply text analysis techniques to obtain further insights into the situation. The rest of
the original work reports network analysis and misinformation sources, not included in
this thesis.

The second study is the presentation of Vaccinitaly, a project to monitor Italian con-
versations around vaccines on multiple social media (Twitter, Facebook) to understand
the interplay between online public discourse and the vaccine roll-out campaign in
Italy. The main focus of the study is misinformation, with a detailed description of
the sources of URLs shared on the platforms. We also link online conversations with
geographical details on the ongoing vaccination campaign, e.g. the number of doses
administered in each Italian region.

Finally, the third study shows the design of a stance classifier of tweets. Using the
previously described dataset, I focus on the textual content of collected tweets and, with
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the help of hashtag-based semi-automatic ground truth, I train a Transformer-based
model to predict whether a tweet has a pro-vax or no-vax stance.

Vaccinitaly is an ongoing project that we are now expanding to include many Eu-
ropean countries. We plan to also extend the textual analyses with multilingual ap-
proaches to obtain a broader view of the phenomenon.
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6.1. Information disorders on Italian Facebook during COVID-19 infodemic

6.1 Information disorders on Italian Facebook during
COVID-19 infodemic1

6.1.1 Introduction and related work

The spread of a novel coronavirus (COVID-19) in the past months has changed in an
unprecedented way the everyday life of people on a global scale. According to World
Health Organization (WHO), at the time of this writing (August 2020) the pandemic has
caused over 23 M confirmed cases, with more than 809 k fatalities globally speaking2.
Italy, in particular, has been one of the first European countries to be severely hit by
the pandemic, as the virus spread outside China borders at the end of January, and to
implement national lockdown on the 8th of March [35,102]. Following Italy and China,
national lockdowns have been adopted by most countries around the world, drastically
reducing mobility flows in order to circumvent the spread [120].

In relation to the emergency, the term “infodemic” has been coined to describe the
risks related to the massive spread of harmful and malicious content on online social
platforms [323], as misinformation could support the spread of the virus undermin-
ing medical efforts and, at the same time, drive societal mistrust producing other di-
rect damages [323]. In response, several contemporary works have provided different
perspectives on this phenomenon. Authors of [121] analyzed more than 100 millions
Twitter messages posted worldwide in 64 languages and found correspondence be-
tween waves of unreliable and low-quality information and the epidemic ones. Authors
of [318] have investigated the prevalence of low-credibility content in relation to the
activity of social bots, showing that the combined amount of unreliable information is
comparable to the retweets of articles published on The New York Times alone. Fi-
nally, authors of [68] have carried out a comparative analysis of information diffusion
on different social platforms, from Twitter to Reddit, finding different volumes of mis-
information in different environments.

As a matter of fact, ever since 2016 US presidential elections we observed a grow-
ing concern of the research community over deceptive information spreading on online
social networks [5,184,235,266]. In Italy, according to Reuters, trust in news is particu-
larly low today [219], and previous research has highlighted the exposure to online dis-
information in several political circumstances, from 2016 Constitutional Referendum
to 2019 European Parliament elections [53, 87, 140, 141, 234]. A recent questionnaire
by SOMA observatory on disinformation spreading on online social media1 (a project

1Authors: Stefano Guarino, conceptualization, data collection, network analysis, writing; Francesco Pierri, conceptualization,
network analysis, writing; Marco Di Giovanni, linguistic analysis, editing; Alessandro Celestini, data collection, network analysis,
editing. [139]

2https://covid19.who.int
1http://www.t-6.it/report-on-the-role-of-the-information-in-the-emergency-covid-

19-impacts-and-consequences-on-people-behaviors-report/
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funded by the European Union) showed that people relied on official channels used by
authoritative institutions in order to inform about the pandemic. Interestingly, social
media were not the primary source of information during the crisis.

Similar to contemporary research, in this work we adopt a consolidated strategy
to label news articles at the source level [39, 48, 137, 233, 238, 266] and investigate
accordingly the diffusion of different kinds of information on Facebook. Thus, we use
the term “disinformation" as a shorthand for unreliable information in several forms, all
potentially harmful, including false news, click-bait, propaganda, conspiracy theories
and unverified rumours. We use instead the term “mainstream" to indicate traditional
news websites which convey reliable and accurate information. This approach has
been mainly used for Twitter, which however exhibits a declining trend as a platform to
consume online news [219, 234]. Similar to [129], we leverage Crowdtangle platform
to collect posts related to COVID-19 from Facebook public pages and groups. We
use a set of keywords related to the epidemic and we limit the search to posts in the
Italian language. The overall dataset accounts for over 1.5 M public posts shared by
almost 80k unique pages/groups. In particular, we are interested in understanding how
specific disinformation narratives compete with official communications. To this aim,
we further specify keywords related to three different controversial topics that have
been trending in the past few months, all related to the origins of the novel coronavirus:
(1) the alleged correlation between COVID-19 and migrants, (2) between the virus and
5G technology, and (3) rumours about the artificial origin of the virus.

The outline of this Section is the following: we first describe the methodology
applied, including the collection of data from Facebook, the taxonomy of controver-
sial topics, and text analysis tools (Section 6.1.2), then we describe our analysis (Sec-
tion 6.1.3), and finally we draw conclusions (Section 6.1.4).

6.1.2 Methodology

Facebook data collection

We used CrowdTangle’s “historical data” interface [286] to fetch posts (in Italian lan-
guage) shared by public pages and groups since January 1st 2020 until May 12th 2020
and containing any of the following keywords: virus, coronavirus, covid, sars-cov-2,
sars cov 2, pandemia, epidemia, pandemic, epidemic. The tool only tracks public posts
made by public accounts or groups. Besides, it does not track every public account2

and does not track neither private profiles nor private groups. Our collection contains
overall 1.59 M posts shared by 87,426 unique Facebook pages/groups. In the rest of the
section, we use “accounts" as a shorthand to indicate the entire set of pages and groups.

2All pages with at least 100K likes are fully retained. For details on the coverage for pages with less likes we refer the reader
to https://help.crowdtangle.com/en/articles/1140930-what-is-crowdtangle-tracking
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Data is not publicly available, but it can be provided to academics and non-profit orga-
nizations upon request to the platform.

Controversial topics

In our analysis, we focus on three specific topics which were particularly exposed to
disinformation during the infodemic3:

• MIGRANTS: conspiracy theories that attempt to correlate the spread of the virus
with migration flows. These are mainly promoted by far-right communities to
foster racial hate. Some of the related keywords are: migranti, immigrati, ong,
barconi, extracomunitari, africa.

• LABS: rumours that have been used as political weapons to attribute the origins
of the pandemic to the development of a bioweapon to be used by China and/or
to undermine the forthcoming U.S. presidential elections. Some of the related
keywords are: laboratorio, ricerca, sperimentazione.

• 5G: hoaxes that can be summarized in two main streams, those claiming that 5G
activates COVID-19 and those that deny the existence of the novel coronavirus
and attribute its symptoms to reactions to 5G waves. Both lines are obviously
false and not supported by scientific evidence. Some of the related keywords are:
5g, onde, radiazioni, elettromagnetismo.

For the sake of simplicity, we will refer to an account as a “MIGRANTS” account (and
likewise for the other topics) if the account shared at least N = 2 posts which contain
a keyword in the related list (we selected N = 2 to reduce noise by discarding account
that posted only once a tweet with that keyword). Finally, we denote any account as
“controversial” if it is related to at least one of the three topics. In Table 6.1 we show
a breakdown of the dataset in terms of posts and accounts. Note that the number of
accounts is lower due to a pre-processing step described in the following paragraph.

Table 6.1: Number of posts and accounts (groups and pages) for each controversial topic, and altogether.

5g Labs Migrants Intersection Union Total
Posts 10937 (0.7%) 25695 (1.6%) 38486 (2.4%) 39 (0.024%) 72440 (4.6%) 1588536
Accounts 5493 (9.7%) 7076 (12.5%) 11238 (19.9%) 1958 (3.5%) 15865 (28.8%) 56436
Groups’ Posts 5817 15278 21135 31 40175 715104
Groups 3194 4129 6571 1232 9007 28721
Pages’ Posts 5120 10417 17351 8 873432 873432
Pages 2299 2947 4667 726 6858 27715

3https://www.newsguardtech.com/covid-19-myths/
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Text analysis

We clean and pre-process posts’ textual content as follows. Firstly, strings are lower
cased and URLs, punctuation, emojis and Italian stop words (collected from spacy
Python library) are removed. We also remove words related to the COVID-19 as they
act as stop word for our analysis. Then, we tokenize texts using nltk Python library [28],
and we remove tokens shorter than 4 or longer than 20 characters.

Then, we group tokens by account. To reduce noise effects we remove accounts with
only 1 post and accounts with less than 20 tokens in total, obtaining 56,436 accounts
from an original amount of 87,426. We compute the TF-IDF (Section 2.2.3) of the
cleaned strings, neglecting tokens that appeared less than 5 times in the whole corpus.
Finally, for each account we obtain a sparse 137,901-dimensional embedding vector.

6.1.3 Descriptive statistics

Posts statistics

We first inspect the prevalence of COVID-19 in online conversations by showing the
time series of daily posts on Facebook in Figure 6.1. We observe a general increase in
the overall volume (bottom), with a few spikes at the end of January (when China
imposed lockdown), at the end of February (when the virus was first diagnosed in
Italy), at mid March (when lockdown was applied in Italy) and at the beginning of
May (when restrictions have been lifted). For what concerns controversial topics (top),
we immediately see that volumes are negligible w.r.t general conversations (the same
holds for daily interactions, which are 2 order of magnitude smaller); also, they are
quite aligned in time but they do exhibit spikes of their own, which are most likely
related to real world events (for instance sabotages of 5G antennas in several countries).

Polarization of accounts

To investigate the polarization [67] of accounts towards different topics we introduce a
polarization score ⇢ defined as:

⇢ =
pa � pb
pa + pb

where pb and pa are, respectively, the number of controversial and non-controversial
posts of the considered account. We define a controversial post any post that contains
at least one of the manually selected tokens. The polarization index is constrained
between �1, when all the posts of an account are about controversial topics (pa = 0)
and +1, when no posts involved controversial topics (pb = 0).

Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of the polarization scores of accounts. We no-
tice a trimodal distribution: a peak at ⇢ = 1 representing accounts not talking about
controversial topics (the greater majority of accounts), a second peak at ⇢ = 0 that in-
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Figure 6.1: Time series of the daily number of posts, total and per topic.

cludes accounts talking equally about controversial and not controversial topics, and a
third lower peak at ⇢ = �1 which represents accounts posting only about controversial
topics.

In Figure 6.3 we also show how accounts are polarized when comparing topics
against each other with the same rationale, i.e., by defining pa the number of posts
about one controversial topic (e.g., 5g) and pb the number of posts about a different
controversial topic (e.g., Labs). Peaks at ⇢ = +1 and ⇢ = �1 indicate that most
accounts usually do not talk about more than one controversial topic.

Linguistic Analysis

In Figure 6.4 we show a kernel density plot for the embedding of accounts obtained as
previously described in section 6.1.2. For visualization purposes, we select the first two
PCA components. Red indicates controversial accounts, i.e., accounts that published at
least two posts about controversial topics, whereas blue indicates the remaining ones.
Note that, even if the intersection of controversial accounts is negligible (see Table 6.1)
and the accounts are usually polarized on a single controversial topic (see Figure 6.3),
the embeddings of the two “classes” have similar distributions.

This result suggests that controversial themes are characterized by a common lexi-
con, distinct from the reminder of the dataset. The aforementioned embeddings might
also be suitable input feature vectors for the definition of a finer classifier able to
tell apart controversial posts and accounts not relying on predefined lists of keywords
and/or news sources. The definition of a similar classifier is however beyond the scope
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Figure 6.2: Histogram of the polarization scores of accounts.

Figure 6.3: Normalized histogram of polarization index of accounts, by couples of topics.

of this paper and is left to future work.

Sentiment Analysis

We compute sentiments of posts using Neuraly’s “Bert-italian-cased-sentiment” model4

hosted by Huggingface [313]. It is a BERT base model [91] trained from an instance
of “bert-base-italian-cased”5 and fine-tuned on an Italian dataset of 45K tweets on a
3-classes sentiment analysis task (negative, neutral and positive) [20] obtaining 82%

test accuracy. Previous work showed that text length can affect the classification ac-
curacy of pre-trained models [8]. The model used in this analysis, however, performs
extremely well also for texts of variable length and, albeit the model was trained using
short texts (i.e., tweets), it seems to benefit from the use of the entire available text (see
Figure 6.5). To perform this analysis we used a Tripadvisor dataset6 of 28754 Italian
reviews of hotels and restaurants, with an average length of about 700 characters. As
a consequence, the sentiment analysis is obtained truncating the texts at 1960 charac-
ters – a value identified experimentally as the optimal trade-off between efficiency and

4https://huggingface.co/neuraly/bert-base-italian-cased-sentiment
5https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-base-italian-cased
6http://dbdmg.polito.it/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/dataset_winter_2020.

zip
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of the first two main components of embeddings of accounts.

accuracy, since using longer texts does not provide any measurable classification gain.

Figure 6.5: Average accuracy and F1 score of the sentiment classification model when texts are trun-
cated at different lengths. The scores increase as we increase the truncation length, even if the
resulting sentences are longer than the maximum length of sentences from our training set (280 char-
acters).

In Figure 6.6 we show how the general sentiment of posts evolves during the se-
lected months by plotting the percentage of positive and negative posts weighted by the
number of shares. We remark that, even if not shown in the figure, the great part of
posts is classified as neutral (81.5%). This value decreases to 78.8% when the posts are
weighted by their number of shares. Positive and negative peaks can be mapped to news
and events, e.g. the two main peaks of negative sentiment, occurring on January 24 and
February 10, match with the first confirmed COVID-19 cases in Europe and the first
confirmed 1000 deaths worldwide, while the two main peaks of positive sentiment, oc-
curring on February 2 and March 12, correspond to the successful isolation of the virus
in the “L. Spallanzani” National Institute for Infectious Diseases and the diffusion of
the #andràtuttobene (“it’ll all work out”) hashtag and slogan (see Figure 6.7).

6.1.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, I investigated online conversations about COVID-19 and related con-
troversial topics on Facebook during a time window of 4 months. I analyzed more
than 1.5 M posts shared by almost 80k groups and pages. After some general statis-
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Figure 6.6: 7-days rolling average of the percentage of posts classified as positive or negative, weighted
by the number of shares.

Figure 6.7: Number of posts with the slogan “andràtuttobene" (“it’ll all work out”). We notice a clear
peak on March 12.

tics of posts and users, I calculated how much users polarize between controversial and
not controversial topics. I visualized their distribution and how the sentiment of posts
changed over time. We obtained an explanatory description of our Facebook dataset
that is useful to perform an in-depth analysis of the diffusion of disinformation during
the COVID-19 outbreak in Italy.

In the following sections, we focus on a single aspect of the COVID-19 pandemic:
vaccines. The first one describes how we monitor Twitter and Facebook and some
preliminary investigations about misinformation, while the second one contains a work
about the classification of pro-vax and no-vax Italian tweets about COVID-19 vaccines.
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6.2 VaccinItaly: Monitoring Italian Conversations Around Vaccines On
Twitter And Facebook1

6.2.1 Introduction

On January 30th, 2020, the World Health Organization declared the outbreak of a novel
coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) a global pandemic7. A year later, the spread of the virus has
caused over 121 M confirmed cases and more than 2.5 M fatalities globally8. Italy, in
particular, has been one of the first European countries to be hit by the virus, with over
3.28 M confirmed cases and 100 k fatalities as of March 2021, and the first country
outside China to implement national lockdown to circumvent its spreading with severe
social and economic consequences [35, 276]. Despite the global crisis, we witnessed
the most rapid vaccine development for a pandemic in history when the Pfizer-Biontech
vaccine showed a 95% efficacy and was approved in several countries9 in late Fall,
2020. In the next few months, several other vaccines were going to be approved and
made available to the public10. Italy, specifically, has started its vaccination campaign
on December 27th, 2020, and reached over 6 M dispensed doses11 as of March 13th,
2021.

As COVID-19 was spreading around the world, online social networks experienced
a so-called "infodemic", i.e. an over-abundance of information about the ongoing pan-
demic, which yield severe repercussions on public health and safety [121,139,317,323].
It is believed that low-credibility information might drive vaccine hesitancy and make
it hard to reach herd immunity [236, 317]. The European Social Observatory for Dis-
information and Social Media Analysis has recently identified four macro-categories
of unreliable information about COVID-19 vaccines12: (1) there haven’t been enough
tests on vaccines to guarantee their safety; (2) causal association for individuals who
died after being vaccinated; (3) there are further medical complications due to vaccines;
(4) vaccines can modify our DNA.

Since the 2016 US presidential elections, the research community has mostly fo-
cused its attention on political disinformation and election-related manipulation of on-
line conversations [115, 183, 235, 266]. However, much concern has grown around

1Authors: Francesco Pierri: first author, conceptualization, implementation, experiment design, writing; Andrea Tocchetti:
conceptualization, implementation; Lorenzo Corti: conceptualization, implementation; Marco Di Giovanni: conceptualization,
implementation; Silvio Pavanetto: conceptualization, implementation; Marco Brambilla: conceptualization, editing; Stefano Ceri:
conceptualization, editing. [239]

7https://www.who.int/publications/m/item/covid-19-public-health-emergency-of-
international-concern-(pheic)-global-research-and-innovation-forum

8https://covid19.who.int
9https://www.pfizer.com/news/press-release/press-release-detail/pfizer-and-

biontech-conclude-phase-3-study-covid-19-vaccine
10https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/science/coronavirus-vaccine-tracker.html
11http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/dettaglioContenutiNuovoCoronavirus
12https://www.disinfobservatory.org/disinformation-about-covid-19-and-vaccines-a-

journey-across-europe/
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health-related misinformation which became manifest during recent measles outbreaks
[116] and other epidemics such as H1N1 and Ebola [63, 119], eroding public trust
in governments and institutions and undermining public countermeasures during such
crises [84, 264].

In this paper, we describe VaccinItaly, a project to monitor Italian conversations
around vaccines on multiple social media (Twitter, Facebook) with the aim of under-
standing the interplay between online public discourse and the vaccine roll-out cam-
paign in Italy. Using a set of Italian vaccine-related keywords, regularly updated to
capture trending hashtags and relevant events, as of March 13th, 2021 we collected
over 3 M tweets and 1 M Facebook posts published by public pages and groups (we
started our collection on December 20th, 2020). We provide public access to the list of
keywords and tweet IDs13, whereas access to Facebook data is granted by Crowdtan-
gle [77] to academics and researchers upon request14.

A specific goal of our project is to investigate the spread of reliable and unreliable
information related to vaccines. Following a huge corpus of literature [39,90,137,183,
317], we use a consolidated source-based approach to study how news articles, orig-
inated from low- and high-credibility websites, are shared alongside vaccine-related
conversations on the two platforms. We also highlight YouTube as an additional po-
tential source of misinformation about vaccines. Finally, we geolocate over 1 M users
on Twitter and correlate their online activity with open data statistics about the Italian
vaccine roll-out campaign15.

Up-to-date results from our ongoing analyses are also available to the public through
an online dashboard: http://genomic.elet.polimi.it/vaccinitaly/.
A preview of the dashboard is available in Figure 6.8. This is similar in spirit to Co-
Vaxxy16 [90], a project based at the Observatory of Social Media (Indiana University)
which aims to show the interplay between English-language online misinformation on
Twitter and the US vaccine roll-out campaign. However, we focus on the Italian sce-
nario and we also analyze Facebook data.

We believe that our project can contribute to a deeper understanding of the impact
of online social networks in an unprecedented scenario where trust in science and gov-
ernments will be critical to battle a global pandemic.

6.2.2 Related work

There is a huge interest, that is reflected into a large corpus of literature, around the
diffusion of health-related (dis)information on online social networks. We describe a
few contributions which are related to the Italian context and refer the reader to [306]

13https://github.com/frapierri/VaccinItaly
14Nevertheless, we provide a script to replicate our data collection using Crowdtangle keys.
15The data are available here: https://github.com/italia/covid19-opendata-vaccini
16https://osome.iu.edu/tools/covaxxy
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Figure 6.8: Screenshot of the online dashboard associated to our project. Users can navigate through
several sections, each providing different kind of analyses.

for a deeper review of the existing literature on the subject.

The authors of [11] explored the relationships between Measles, mumps, and rubella
(MMR) vaccination coverage in Italy and online search trends and social network activ-
ity from 2010 to 2015. Using a set of keywords related to the controversial link between
MMR vaccines and autism, originated from a discredited 1998 paper, authors analyzed
Google (search) Trends as well as the activity of Facebook pages and Twitter users on
the same subject. They reported a significant negative correlation with the evolution of
vaccination coverage in Italy (which decreased from 90% to 85% during the period of
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observation). They also identified real-world triggering events which most likely drove
vaccine hesitancy, i.e. Court of Justice sentences that ruled in favor of a possible link
between MMR vaccine and autism.

The authors of [100] provide a quantitative analysis of the Italian videos published
on YouTube, from 2007 to 2017, about the link between vaccines and autism or other
serious side effects in children. They showed that videos with a negative tone were
more prevalent and got more views than those with a positive attitude. However, they
did not inspect how videos were treating the link between vaccines and autism.

The authors of [254] analyze the Italian vaccine-related environment on Twitter in
correspondence with the child vaccination mandatory law promulgated in 2017. Us-
ing a keyword-based data collection similar to ours, the author showed that the strong
"politicization" of the debate was associated with an increase in the amount of prob-
lematic information, such as conspiracy theories, anti-vax narratives, and false news,
shared by online users.

The authors of [75] also analyzed the debate about vaccinations in Italy on Twit-
ter, following the mandatory law promulgated in 2017. They inspected the network of
interactions between users, and they identified two main communities of people classi-
fied as "vaccine advocates" and "vaccine skeptics", in which they find evidence of echo
chamber effects. Besides, they proposed a methodology to predicting the community in
which a neutral user would fall, based on a content-based analysis of the tweets shared
by users in the two groups.

6.2.3 Data collection

Twitter

Starting on December 20th, 2020, we use Twitter Filter17 API to collect tweets match-
ing the set of keywords in Table 6.2, in real-time. We routinely check for trending
hashtags and relevant events to add new peculiar keywords, e.g. "#novaccinoainovax"
and "#iononsonounacavia" were hashtags trending on specific days and consequently
they were added to the list of keywords. The latter refers to vaccine advocates stating
that no-vax should not be vaccinated, and the former indicates vaccine skeptics who
"do not want to be guinea pigs for vaccines". The overall data up to March 13th, 2021
comprises approximately 3 M tweets shared by 258 k unique users.

Facebook

We used the posts/search endpoint of the CrowdTangle API [77] to collect public posts
shared by pages and groups which matched the list of keywords previously defined,

17https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1/tweets/filter-realtime/api-
reference/post-statuses-filter
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Facebook

Table 6.2: List of keywords used to filter relevant tweets and Facebook posts. They all refer to vaccines
and vaccination in general, and some indicate specific pro and anti-vax views (e.g. "iononmivaccino"
means "I will not get vaccinated", "vaccinareh24" means "Vaccinate all day long").

vaccini vaccinarsi vaccinerai
vaccino vaccinare vaccineremo
vaccinazioni vacciniamoci vaccinerete
iononmivaccino vaccinareh24 iononmivaccinero
vaccinazione vaccinerò novaccinoainovax
vaccinocovid vaccinoanticovid iononsonounacavia

resulting in over 10 M posts published by over 60 k public pages and groups, and re-
shared over 100 M times, as of March 13th, 2021. In the following, we will use the
number of shares to compare Facebook with Twitter.

A limitation to our collection of Facebook is the coverage of pages and groups,
whose data can be retrieved using the API. The tool includes over 6M Facebook pages
and groups: all those with at least 100k followers/members and a very small subset of
verified profiles that can be followed like public pages. Besides, some pages and groups
with fewer followers and members can be included by CrowdTangle upon request from
users. This might bias the data as, for instance, researchers and journalists might be
interested in monitoring pages and groups sharing low-credibility thus leading to an
over-representation of such content.

Sources of low- and high-credibility information

We extract URLs contained in tweets and Facebook posts to understand the prevalence
of low- and high-credibility information shared in vaccine-based conversations [317].
We use a consolidated source-based approach to label news articles [90, 121, 137, 183,
233,234,237,238,266] depending on the reliability of the source, referring to two lists
of Italian low- and high credibility news websites. The former corresponds to web-
sites flagged by Italian fact-checkers for publishing false news, hoaxes and conspiracy
theories18); the latter corresponds to Italian traditional and most popular news web-
sites [301], and it is used as a reference to understand the prevalence of misleading and
(potentially) harmful information. Lists are available in our repository19, and we plan
to manually augment them during our analyses.

We are aware that this approach, widely adopted in the research community, is not
100% accurate, as cases of misinformation on mainstream websites are not rare and,
similarly, low-credibility websites do not publish solely "fake news". However, to date,
it is the most reliable and scalable way to study misleading and harmful information.

18See www.pagellapolitica.it, www.facta.news and www.butac.it
19https://github.com/frapierri/VaccinItaly
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Figure 6.9: Top. Temporal evolution of the daily volume of vaccines-related posts shared on both Twitter
and Facebook. We use a dashed red line to indicate the beginning of the Italian vaccination campaign
(27th December, 2020). Bottom. Total number of vaccine doses administered over time.

Another limitation to our estimates is that our lists might not fully capture the amount
of low- and high-credibility information circulating on Twitter. Besides, we do not
consider different typologies of content such as photos, videos, memes, etc.

6.2.4 Online conversations and vaccine roll-out campaign

As previously mentioned, we started our collection on December 20th, 2020, in order to
capture the beginning of the Italian vaccination campaign. A symbolic start took place
on December 27th 2020, when a few thousand doses of Pfizer–BioNTech COVID-19
vaccine were used to vaccinate part of the medical and health personnel of hospitals,
while a few days after 2021 New Year’s eve over 300 k doses were delivered to Italy.
In this ongoing phase, the priority is given first to health medical and administrative
personnel, together with the guests and personnel of nursing homes, and then to elderly
people and public service personnel.

Accordingly, we notice a huge spike in both Twitter and Facebook volumes follow-
ing the symbolic start (over 120 k tweets and 500 k Facebook posts shared in a single
day), and a slightly smaller spike after the actual beginning of the campaign (a peak
of 80 k tweets and 400 k Facebook shares), as shown in Figure 6.9. As the number of
doses administered increases to a steady level, we notice that public attention slowly
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6.2. VaccinItaly: Monitoring Italian Conversations Around Vaccines On Twitter And
Facebook

Figure 6.10: Daily fraction of high-credibility and low-credibility content, compared to online conver-
sations altogether, for Twitter (Top) and Facebook (Bottom).

decreases. However, we notice a second surge of online conversations in March, in
correspondence with the suspension of Astrazeneca vaccine in several European coun-
tries following an investigation of the European Medicines Agency about unusual blood
disorders20.

Overall we notice that the volume of vaccine-related conversations on Facebook is
much higher than on Twitter, and this is probably due to the different size of their user
base21.

6.2.5 Prevalence of low- and high-credibility information

A key focus of our research is to analyze the spread of low-credibility information on
social media, using high-credibility information as a reference. Overall, we report over
30 k tweets and 130 k Facebook shares linking to low-credibility news, and over 188 k

tweets and 1.6 M Facebook shares linking to high-credibility news.
In Figure 6.10, we plot the fraction of tweets and Facebook posts shared that con-

tain a link to either low- or high-credibility information. We note that the amount of
low-credibility articles shared on both social media is much smaller compared to high-

20https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/news/covid-19-vaccine-astrazeneca-prac-preliminary-
view-suggests-no-specific-issue-batch-used-austria

21https://www.statista.com/statistics/787390/main-social-networks-users-italy/
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credibility, on both platforms. Relatively, the mean daily amount of low-credibility
information is similar on the two platforms (1.13% on Twitter, 1.10% on Facebook),
whereas, interestingly, the mean daily amount of high-credibility circulating on Face-
book is higher compared to Twitter (6.27% on Twitter, 13.41% on Facebook). Given
the limitations of our analysis, we might not simply state that the information spreading
on Facebook is more reliable than on Twitter. Besides, the amount of low-credibility
information is non-negligible on both platforms, and it might play a relevant role in
shaping the public discourse and opinion around vaccines.

In Figure 6.11, we show a leaderboard of the top-20 news sources shared on Face-
book and Twitter, considering both low- and high-credibility information. We also
add the totality of low-credibility information. As previously noted, Facebook shares
are an order of magnitude larger than Twitter. Besides, high-credibility domains are
shared more than low-credibility websites on both platforms. Except for "liberoquo-
tidiano.it", a right-wing news website which notably publishes misleading information,
we notice the same two most shared low-credibility domains in the leaderboard, namely
"imolaoggi.it" and "byoblu.it". The former is a well-known far-right-wing website that
regularly publishes false news with nationalist and anti-immigration views, the latter
is a blog that has been repetitiously flagged for sharing hoaxes about health-related
subjects, including the COVID-19 pandemic.

High-credibility
Low-credibility

High-credibility
Low-credibility

Figure 6.11: Top-20 news w.r.t the overall number of Twitter (left) and Facebook (right) shares. We
also indicate the total amount of low-credibility content and compare it with individual sources of
high-credibility information.

By looking at the overall amount of low-credibility news shared on both platforms,
we notice interestingly that on Twitter this is larger than any individual high-credibility
source. We do not observe the same for Facebook, where still total low-credibility is
comparable to the top-3 high-credibility domains. This shows that even though trust-
worthy information is more prevalent on both social media, the amount of disinforma-
tion content shared is still remarkable.
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Finally, we investigate the relative popularity of low-credibility news websites on the
two platforms, by computing Spearman’s correlation coefficient of the websites ranked
by their volumes. We find a significant positive correlation for low-credibility websites
(R= 0.65, p-value= 1.14e � 05), indicating that the majority of unreliable sources is
popular on both platforms.

6.2.6 YouTube as a potential source of misinformation

As an additional source of information about vaccines, we consider links to YouTube
videos shared alongside Facebook and Twitter posts. Previous work [100] has shown
that YouTube is used by both vaccine advocates and skeptics, and we aim to investigate
the quality of videos shared on the two platforms. Overall, our dataset contains over 6
k links to YouTube shared 21,407 times on Twitter and 132,553 on Facebook.

After extracting URLs pointing to YouTube from tweets and Facebook posts, we use
their IDs to query the Youtube API and collect metadata available for such videos. We
collected data for approximately 3 k videos (published by 1.6 k unique channels) shared
on Twitter, and 3.2 k videos (published by 1.5 k unique channels) shared on Facebook.
For approximately 300 videos (50 of which were present on both platforms) the API
did not return any results, meaning these videos were removed from YouTube due to
copyright or policy infringement. Such videos were shared over 800 times on Twitter
and 6.5 k times on Facebook. Following [317], we argue that these videos might have
contained suspicious and harmful content. However, we cannot confirm this hypothesis
as they were deleted and are no longer available.

We manually inspected the top-20 videos based on the number of tweets and Face-
book shares. On Twitter, these videos achieved a total of 5,511 retweets and 5,770,308
YouTube visualizations, while on Facebook they were shared 61,154 times and reached
11,521,158 visualizations. The number of YouTube views was extracted on March
18th. Interestingly, we find several popular videos, on both platforms, which are asso-
ciated with anti-vax views and misleading information.

A relevant case is the 1st most shared video on Twitter (and 4th on Facebook) with
the title "IL PARERE DEL PREMIO NOBEL LUC MONTAGNIER SULLA VAC-
CINAZIONE ANTI-COVID [VIDEO IN ITALIANO]"22, with over 700 retweets, 4k
Facebook shares, and 450k YouTube views. In this video, the Nobel prize winner Luc
Montagnier refers to Moderna company as "sorcerer apprentices" stating that they only
tested the vaccine on animals, and it’s thus not possible to foresee the effects of the
vaccine on humans. He also proposes alternative natural treatments against COVID-19
and states that vaccinating the whole population is not the solution.

We omit other examples for reasons of space, but we report that several other popular
22Translation: "The opinion of Nobel Prize Winner Luc Montagnier on COVID-19 vaccination". Available at www.youtube.

com/watch?v=kHGtn_vnrJ8.
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videos mention conspiracy theories behind the origin of the virus and/or the effects of
vaccines as well as proposing alternative therapies and suggesting the audience not to
get vaccinated.

The fact that through a simple manual evaluation we encounter almost a dozen of
suspicious and, in some cases, explicitly harmful videos among most popular videos
indicates that further investigation is required. Indeed, it appears that YouTube is a
potential source of online misinformation about vaccines.

Average % of low-credibility tweets. Number of total doses per million population.

Figure 6.12: Left. Average fraction of low-credibility tweets shared by users, for each Italian region.
Right. Total amount of vaccine doses administered, per million population, in each Italian region.

6.2.7 Geolocating Twitter conversations

A goal of our project is to link online conversations with geographical details on the
ongoing vaccination campaign, e.g. the number of doses administered in each Italian
region.

To this aim, we attempt to geolocate Twitter users by using a naive string matching
algorithm, i.e. checking whether they have a "location" field disclosed in their profile
and matching it against a list of Italian municipalities, provinces, and regions23. In the
case of multiple matches, we retain the longest one. We matched about 16 k unique lo-
cations and, among over 135 k users putting a "location" in their profile, we accordingly
geolocated 73 k users to either an Italian municipality or region. These shared over 1.3
M tweets. The number of accounts mapped to each Italian region is significantly posi-
tively correlated with the actual population (R= 0.89, p-value< 0.001). However, it is
known that the Twitter sample of users might not be fully representative of the Italian
population, and this is a limitation to analyses that infer demographics from Twitter [4].

23Taken from the Italian National Institute of Statistics and available at https://www.istat.it.
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Facebook

As an illustrative example, we show in Figure 6.12 statistics on the amount of low-
credibility information circulating on Twitter, and the status of the vaccination cam-
paign. Specifically, in the left panel, we show the average fraction of low-credibility
tweets shared by users geolocated in each region; darker colors correspond to higher
values. We note that on average, Italian users share low-credibility information around
0.20-0.50% of the time. In the right panel, we show the total number of doses adminis-
tered per million population, in each region. We can note that Lombardy is performing
worse than most regions, even though it was the region most struck by the pandemic
during the first wave.

These results are still preliminary, as the methodology presents several limitations
and needs further assessment, e.g., how to handle multiple locations appearing in the
"location" field of user profiles or when false places match with Italian municipalities
with misleading names (e.g. "Paese" which translates as "village").

6.2.8 Conclusions

We present an ongoing project which monitors online conversations of Italian users
around vaccines on Twitter and Facebook. We give full access to the data we collect,
and we provide up-to-date results in online interactive dashboards. Preliminary anal-
yses show a non-negligible amount of low-credibility information circulates on both
platforms, and they indicate YouTube as a potential source of misinformation about
vaccines. Our final goal is to understand the interplay between the public discourse on
online social media and the vaccine roll-out campaign. In particular, we aim to inves-
tigate the impact of online sentiment (e.g. communities of pro and anti-vax) and mis-
information about vaccines on vaccine uptake in Italy. We also aim to check whether
there are geographical and socio-economical differences shaping online conversations
and vaccination campaigns.
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6.3 A Content-based Approach for the Analysis and Classification of
Vaccine-related Stances on Twitter: the Italian Scenario1

6.3.1 Introduction and Related Work

A year after the outbreak in China, the SARS-CoV-2 has radically changed our lives,
and despite the countermeasures adopted by countries across the world to prevent its
spreading [35,276], the pandemic has infected more than 123M individuals and caused
more than 2.7M deaths worldwide24. Nevertheless, we have seen the rapid develop-
ment of several vaccines with over 90% effectiveness, the foremost being the one de-
veloped by Pfizer-BioNTech, announced in November 202025. As of March 22nd, 2021,
more than 439M vaccine doses have been administered worldwide, which translates to
almost 5.7 doses every 100 individuals26. Italy, in particular, has started its vaccination
program on December 27th 2020, with 8M doses given to citizens27 as of March 22nd,
2021.

Although vaccination is worldwide considered one of the greatest achievements of
public health, it is still perceived as unsafe and unnecessary by a growing number of
individuals and the causes of this phenomenon involve emotional, cultural, social, spir-
itual, political and cognitive factors [104]. In particular, after the decline in measles
coverage in 12 European countries in 2018, vaccine hesitancy has been included in the
top-10 threats to global health in 2019 by the World Health Organization 28.

Over the last decades, social media experienced a quick growth in their user-base
and daily usage. Echo chamber effects, i.e. reinforcement of users’ beliefs via the
interaction with a closed set of similar users, have been observed during debates about
political and socially relevant topics [70, 88]. The authors of [75] observed a similar
phenomenon regarding Italian Twitter conversations about vaccines in 2019, focusing
on the worrying asymmetry of the chambers’ topology.

The alarming growth of skepticism, powered by social media, caused an increase of
scientific contributions inspecting the phenomena from different points of view. The
authors of [236] deeply studied online misinformation about vaccines in US while the
authors of [167] constructed semantic networks of vaccine information from highly
shared websites of Twitter users in the United States and the authors of [81] trained an
SVM classifier to detect the stance of tweets about vaccines. Asymmetric behaviour

1Authors: Marco Di Giovanni: first author, conceptualization, implementation, experiment design, writing; Lorenzo Corti:
conceptualization, implementation, writing; Silvio Pavanetto: conceptualization, writing; Francesco Pierri: conceptualization,
implementation; Andrea Tocchetti: conceptualization, writing; Marco Brambilla: conceptualization, editing. [97]

24https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#
/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

25https://www.pfizer.com/news/press-release/press-release-detail/pfizer-and-
biontech-conclude-phase-3-study-covid-19-vaccine

26https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/world/covid-vaccinations-tracker.html
27https://www.governo.it/it/cscovid19/report-vaccini/
28https://www.who.int/news-room/spotlight/ten-threats-to-global-health-in-2019
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of defenders and critics of vaccines in the French-speaking Twitter was discovered
in [123]. Finally, the effect of bots and trolls in the debate is studied in [50]. Specific to
the Italian context, many contributions have been published after the Law on Mandatory
Vaccinations in 2017 [100, 195, 254].

In this work we inspect the SARS-CoV-2 vaccination debate on Italian-speaking
Twitter from a textual content point of view. Our goal is to train an accurate stance
classifier that detects patterns in tweets shared by supporters and skeptics of the vaccine.
We design a semi-automated, human-in-the-loop, hashtag-based approach to label a
large set of Italian tweets (similar to the one described in Section 5.2). We inspect the
obtained labeled dataset by focusing on the location and date of tweets, and lexical
patterns, looking at possible correlations and induced biases. Finally, we successfully
train a BERT [91] model to classify the stance of tweets (“No-Vax" vs “Pro-Vax"),
observing high values of AUROC and F1 score also on a dataset of manually labeled
tweets that cannot be classified by the semi-automated approach previously defined.
Our model can be used to monitor on real time the vaccination debate, independently
on both the shared trending hashtags and the underneath social graph.

6.3.2 Data Collection

We collected data from Twitter, a micro-blogging platform widely used in Italy to
discuss trending topics, whose official API allows for a fast implementation and a com-
prehensive collection. We query Twitter’s Streaming API searching for Italian tweets
containing at least one of the keywords reported in Table 6.2 (see Section 6.2). The
collection is running continuously since December 20th 2020, and by March 12th 2021
we obtained about 3M tweets shared by 250k different users [239].

6.3.3 Data Labeling

The manual labeling of big datasets is an expensive and non-scalable approach. Graph-
based approaches have obtained impressive results when applied to detect stances in
controversial debates [75, 84, 125]. However, these approaches are mainly used to cat-
egorize users, scoring their membership with respect to one side of the debate, but not
to label single tweets.

We design a content-based, human-in-the-loop approach to semi-automatically label
large sets of tweets as “Pro-Vax" or “No-Vax". This approach is based on hashtags,
often used to express the stance of users about a topic [209]. Trending hashtags attract
audience and get the attention of other users in the social network29.

We define as Gold hashtags those that clearly indicate either a positive or negative
view in the vaccine debate. We collect two sets of Gold hashtags, one for each side of

29Twitter has a specific section for trending hashtags and keywords
https://twitter.com/explore/tabs/trending
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Table 6.3: Translated examples of tweets containing both a starting Gold hashtag (#iomivaccino or
#iononmivaccino) and #novax (A and B) or #novaccinoainovax (C and D). Note that the two hashtags
cannot be selected as Gold hashtags since they are used with different purposes by users from both
sides of the debate.

#NoVax

A
In a world of #conspiracytheorists and #novax, me and my brother-in-law
bet on who between the two of us would get vaccinated first. If there won’t be
hitches, this afternoon I will win the net. #Iwillgetvaccinated #vaccine

B Please get vaccinated..so in the Movie 2022.... “the survivors "
You won’t be there #Iwillnotgetvaccinated #novax

#NoVaccinoAiNoVax

C
#Iwillgetvaccinated even 17 times, to save the world from the terrible
pandemics #COVID-19. #NoVaccineToNoVax, they don’t deserve the help
of science, rather #donateVaccineToAMigrant let’s help them and be inclusive

D Still relevant, I share to wake up some sleeper #Iwillnotgetvaccinated
#IamNotAGiuneaPig #NoVaccineToNoVax

the discussion and we label tweets according to the hashtags they contain. We set the
stance of a tweet based on the stance of the Gold hashtag, whereas tweets containing
at least one Gold hashtag from both sets are discarded. To obtain the final set of Gold
hashtags, we start from two Gold hashtags, one for each stance: #iomivaccino (“I will
get vaccinated") and #iononmivaccino (“I will not get vaccinated"). Three annotators
manually validate this selection by inspecting 50 tweets for each hashtag, finding only
2 tweets that clearly belong to the opposite stance.

We iteratively add new hashtags by searching from the most frequent co-occurring
ones, manually selecting the most pertinent ones and choosing them based on their
meaning. An example of discarded hashtag is #vanityfair (name of a fashion magazine),
highly co-occuring with #iomivaccino, since we cannot safely assume that it is used
only by supporters. We also discard hashtags that equally co-occur with hashtags from
both sides in similar percentages. An example is #novax, that co-occurs with both
#iomivaccino and #iononmivaccino about 50 times in original tweets (tweets that are
not retweets). By manually inspecting tweets which shared this hashtag, we notice that
it is used by skeptical users to state their side, but also by supporters to refer to their
opponents (e.g., Table 6.3 A-B).

Finally, three annotators manually validated the selected hashtags, as previously de-
scribed for the initial Gold hashtags. A hashtag is not validated (and thus discarded)
if any annotator classified more than 10% of the associated tweets as belonging to the
opposite class. In this way we reliably discard hashtags that are meant to be used by a
specific side of the debate, but are also often used by the other side in a criticizing or
ironic manner. An example is #NoVaccinoAiNovax (“No Vaccine To No-Vax"), that is
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used by “Pro-Vax" partisans in an attempt to prevent people, currently against vaccines,
to change their minds and get vaccinated in the future. However, it is also largely used
by “No-Vax" users to remark that they do not want to get vaccinated (e.g., Table 6.3
C-D). After three iterations we obtain a final set of three “Pro-Vax" Gold hashtags
and three “No-Vax" Gold hashtags, shared in almost 50k original tweets, by manually
labeling only a few hundreds tweets (statistics of the Gold hashtags are reported in Ta-
ble 6.4). Since no other hashtag among the 50 most-frequent ones passes the validation
procedure, we end the labeling process.

Table 6.4: Statistics related to Gold hashtags: N is the total number of collected tweets, porig is the per-
centage of original tweets (tweets that are not retweets), Nu is the number of unique users that shared
the hashtag, pu is the percentage of unique users that shared the hashtag in an original tweet. Trans-
lations from top to bottom: IWillGetVaccinated, VaccinateH24, LetsNetwork; IWontGetVaccinated,
IamNotAGuineaPig, HealthDictatorship.

Gold Hashtag N porig Nu pu
#iomivaccino 2810 0.71 1185 0.62
#vaccinareh24 29936 0.4 8828 0.46
#facciamorete 5896 0.35 1652 0.16
Tot Pro-Vax 37682 0.38 11269 0.43
#iononmivaccino 4231 0.39 1201 0.25
#iononsonounacavia 752 0.54 183 0.26
#dittaturasanitaria 6348 0.39 1388 0.3
Tot No-Vax 10886 0.31 2651 0.26

6.3.4 Data Description

In this section we investigate the geographical, temporal, and lexical distribution of our
labeled tweets, looking for relationships and correlations with the computed stance.

Geographical Analysis

What is the geographical distribution of users who tweet about pro- or anti-vax views?
Twitter offers to its users the possibility to geographically tag shared tweets, but

many users do not usually enable this functionality. For example, in our dataset only
881 tweets are geolocalized (0.03% of the total data). To investigate the geographical
provenance of our data, we devised an approach to obtain the Italian region in which
a tweet was posted, by looking at the location of users as specified in their profiles.
We use a basic string matching algorithm to match it with the names of the 20 Italian
regions, the 107 provinces and the 7903 municipalities30, also including the most com-
mon English translations (e.g., Milan, Tuscany). We obtained the locations 1.6M of

30https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comuni_d%27Italia
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Figure 6.13: “No-Vax" vs “Pro-Vax" ratio of geolocated tweets. The darker the color, the higher the
fraction of “No-Vax" tweets shared from that region.

tweets (including retweets), 19k of which also contain one gold hashtag. Figure 6.13
shows the geographical distribution of the ratio between the number of tweets using a
“No-Vax" gold hashtags and the number of tweets using a “Pro-Vax" gold hashtags. We
note that Umbria is the region with the highest “No-Vax to Pro-Vax" ratio, with only
about twice as much “Pro-Vax" tweets compared to “No-Vax" ones.

Temporal Analysis

What is the temporal dynamics of the two factions?
The data analysed in this study spans the months from 20/12/2020 until 12/03/2021.

Figure 6.14 shows the daily ratios of tweets labelled as “No-Vax" versus the ones la-
belled as “Pro-Vax", using as reference the gold hashtags from Table 6.4. We notice
a steep valley at the beginning of January, since #vaccinareh24 was trending, and a
spike at the beginning of February, most likely due to a debate about vaccines between
Dr. Amici and Dr. Bassetti, broadcasted live during an episode of Non è l’arena on
La7 (an Italian mainstream television channel). The conflict between doctors fueled
the controversy and resulted in an influx tweets with a skeptical inclination about the
vaccine.

Lexicon Analysis

What is the lexicon overlap between tweets shared from the two factions?
Our goal is to train an accurate stance classifier of tweets. A big lexicon over-

lap between training texts belonging to opposite classes forces a classifier to learn the
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Stances on Twitter: the Italian Scenario

Figure 6.14: Daily ratio between 7-day Moving Averages of “No-Vax" occurrences and “Pro-Vax"
occurrences. The red line indicates the same amount of “No-Vax" and “Pro-Vax" shared tweets.

Table 6.5: Translated top-5 words ranked by PMI (Pointwise Mutual Information) scores and the pro-
portion of texts in each class containing each word.

No-Vax % Pro-Vax %
fakepandemic 1.7 wespreadinformation 2.1
everybodyaccomplice 1.6 fuckcovid 1.5
firstdonotharm 1.4 4january 1.3
vaccinationpassport 0.7 reportvaccines 1.1
whensciencekills 0.6 vaccinesanticovid19 1.1

meaning of sentences. On the other hand, if the lexicon overlap is small, a classifier
could rely on the presence of specific, often unrelated, words to make the right predic-
tion. We quantify the lexicon overlap of the two classes by computing the Pointwise
Mutual Information (PMI) between words and classes [146]: a word has a high PMI
score with respect to a class when that word occurs mainly in tweets from a single class
(e.g., a word used only by “No-Vax" users). For this analysis, we discard Italian stop
words and apply text tokenization using the NLTK library [28]. We report in Table 6.5
the first five tokens for each class, ranked by PMI score, and the proportion of texts in
each class containing each token. In both datasets, the frequency of tokens with large
values of PMI is low, meaning that tweets belonging to the two classes use mostly sim-
ilar lexicons. The most frequent token found among the ones with high PMI score is
“facciamoinformazione" (“we spread information"), that is found only in 2.1% of the
texts labeled as “Pro-Vax". Therefore, a classifier cannot safely rely on the presence of
specific words since the most indicative ones are not very frequent.

6.3.5 Stance classification

Data Cleaning

Before training the classifier, we cleaned the text of tweets through the following pro-
cedure. Texts are lowercased, URLs are removed and spaces are standardized. We
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Chapter 6. Applications: COVID-19

remove Gold hashtags (Table 6.4) since they were used to automatically label tweets,
thus maintaining them will introduce a strong bias in the trained models. Tweets con-
taining at least half of the characters as hashtags are also removed, since they are too
noisy. To prevent overfitting we remove duplicate texts, including retweets. We also re-
move texts shorter than 20 characters, that usually refer to URLs or other tweets, being
difficult to understand and contextualize. The cleaning procedure reduces the number
of tweets to about 10k, of which 1.8k labeled as “No-Vax".

Methodology

Given the large set of labeled tweets using Gold hashtags, we train six text classifiers
to predict the stance of a tweet. We select the following models:

• Majority classifier (Baseline);

• Logistic regression and SVM, both fed with TF-IDF of Bag of Words vectors [111,
163] (for further details see Section 2.2.3);

• FastText [165], a fast baseline approach widely used for text classification. Its
architecture is similar to the CBOW model in Word2Vec [203]. It is known to
reach performances on par with some deep learning methods, while being much
faster (for further details see Section 2.3.2);

• BERT [91], a Transformer-based model [298] that reaches state-of-the-art perfor-
mances on many heterogeneous benchmark tasks. The model is pre-trained on
large corpora of unsupervised text using two self-supervised techniques: Masked
Language Models (MLM) task and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) task. Pre-
trained weights are available on the Huggingface models repository [313](for fur-
ther details see Section 2.4.4). We select a model pre-trained on a concatenation
of Italian Wikipedia texts, OPUS corpora [288] and OSCAR corpus [221], per-
formed by MDZ Digital Library31. We fine-tune the model on our data32. This pre-
trained model has knowledge of the Italian language, lexicon and grammar, but it
has few information about our topic (SARS-CoV2 vaccine). We apply Adaptive
fine-tuning (AF) [258] to tackle this issue. The pre-trained Italian BERT is un-
supervisedly fine-tuned on a MLM task using our full dataset (removing retweets
to prevent overfitting). We obtain a specialized model about COVID-19 vaccine,
that is fine-tuned on supervised data (like the original Italian model). We refer to
this configuration as BERT+AF.

31https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-base-italian-xxl-uncased
32Fine-tuning performed on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100, for 10 epochs. Best weights selected by minimizing the evaluation

loss. Learning rate (10�5) set through grid search.
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Results

In Table 6.6 (left) we report Area Under ROC, weighted F1 score and F1 score on
the “No-Vax" class. The values are average of 5-fold cross validation on the training
set obtained with Gold hashtags. As expected, the BERT+AF model obtains the best
results.

To test the generalization capabilities of our classifiers, we feed them with a Test set
of 1000 general tweets: tweets that does not contain any Gold hashtags. The tweets are
manually labeled by three annotators in four classes: “Pro-Vax", “No-Vax", “Neutral"
and “Out of Context". We removed “Neutral" and “Out of Context" tweets obtaining
412 tweets, of which 132 labeled as “No-Vax". In Table 6.6 (right) the metrics confirm
that BERT+AF handles general tweets better than the baseline models, thus can be
applied to detect and prevent the spread of negative and harmful messages.

Table 6.6: Validation and Test performance of classifiers.

Validation Test
Model AUROC F1w F1novax AUROC F1w F1novax
Baseline 0.50 0.74 0 0.50 0.55 0
LR 0.83 0.83 0.39 0.71 0.67 0.36
SVM 0.83 0.84 0.45 0.73 0.71 0.47
FastText 0.75 0.81 0.32 0.71 0.60 0.16
BERT 0.89 0.87 0.60 0.76 0.73 0.54
BERT+AF 0.93 0.89 0.68 0.80 0.75 0.60

6.3.6 Conclusions

The first step to fight the spread of misinformation is the detection of harmful mes-
sages. In this work, we collected and analyzed tweets about the Italian vaccination
campaign. We designed a hashtag-based approach to semi-automatically label tweets,
and we analyzed the labelled data in terms of geographical, temporal, and lexical dis-
tribution. Finally, we used them to train a BERT-based binary-classifier. Our approach
suffers from some limitations. First, the selection and usage of Gold hashtags have a
strong relationship with the date they were trending. Results on the test set suggest
small overfitting, but further investigations are required to confirm its relevance. Sec-
ond, by construction, the training dataset, our classifier does not detect neutral tweets
or tweets whose stance is undefined, even if widely shared. In future works, I will im-
plement a 3-class classifier, including the Neutral class, and the real-time application
of the obtained model to promptly detect the daily trend of “No-Vax" tweets.
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CHAPTER7
Conclusions

This thesis collects the main works that I have performed during my PhD. I decided to
investigate human-generated textual data collected from public social networking sites,
using both classic and recent NLP techniques. The main goal of these works is to find
the best representation of users and posts. I select, train and use Language Models to
obtain informative embeddings used later in higher-level tasks. The heterogeneity of
tested tasks suggests that these techniques are powerful and flexible, easily adaptable to
different situations. However, often state-of-the-art models trained on formal datasets
underperform when applied to noisy and unsupervised datasets from social networks.
The selection of the appropriate approaches and how to train them is not straightfor-
ward.

I started my investigation researching how to extract emerging knowledge from so-
cial networks, observing that classical approaches such as Term Frequency vectoriza-
tion, applied to selected and cleaned inputs (i.e., Proper Nouns), generate informative
representations of users. The designed pipeline successfully finds Twitter accounts
similar to those selected as seeds by experts, thus automatically extracting previously
unknown information about different domains from the social network. The iterative
implementation of the pipeline allows a continuous extraction that geographically spans
all over the world, including always novel and emerging information. The knowledge
extracted could automatically update knowledge bases.
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The computation of distances and similarities between users is a crucial step of
the pipeline. Nowadays, many alternative approaches are available to define similar
users, so I investigated the best methodologies. In this thesis, I focus on similarities
between content generated and shared by users, neglecting other information, such as
the underneath social graph, demographic features and temporal quantities. The first
research focuses on BoW approaches applied to both syntactic and semantic features.
It results in performances highly topic dependent when applied to community detection
and characterization tasks. Different communities of users behave differently on social
networks, so they are easier or harder to detect and categorize.

When communities of users write about the same topic in opposite ways, we talk
about controversies. I investigated the detection and quantification of controversial
topics on social media designing a content-based pipeline that outperforms graph-based
ones. I hypothesize that, even if the underlying graph reflects users’ opinions about a
topic, the textual content shared by the users should too. I selected 30 multilingual
trending topics and applied the pipeline quantifying the controversy score of each one
of them. This task is challenging because the straightforward application of recent deep
Language Models such as BERT does not outperform classical and faster approaches.
The selection of the best Language Model to embed users and compute similarities
is crucial here. However, both techniques improve the graph-based baselines without
sacrificing language independence.

However, deep Language Models obtain state-of-the-art results in a large variety of
tasks when suitably trained. Thus I decided to investigate the best approaches to obtain
more meaningful embeddings of data from social networks with Transformer-based
models. The first research focuses on single posts exploiting Twitter’s intrinsic pow-
erful signals of relatedness: replies and quotes of tweets. The trained model reaches
state-of-the-art performances on Semantic Textual Similarity tasks on noisy data from
social media and accuracies comparable to previous models on formal data. This model
allows the generation of accurate representations of single posts, but the final goal is the
design of a pipeline to embed whole users. I proposed a Hierarchical Approach, whose
Stage-1 model is the one just obtained, while the Stage-2 model is a small Transformer-
based model that outperforms straightforward alternatives. The second main contribu-
tion of the work is the design of a large corpus used as an evaluation set without the
need for human annotators, making the whole process completely reproducible.

Finally, I describe two applications of content-based approaches involving online
discussions about political events and COVID-19 misinformation and vaccines. The
first application involves the classification of the political stance of users and posts.
The first work involves the classification of the political inclination of Italian deputies.
I applied classical embedding techniques so to obtain insights from the trained models.
The second work focuses on the 2020 Italian constitutional referendum. I analyzed
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the online discussion by collecting a complete dataset about the topic and investigat-
ing its possible biases. I trained an accurate classifier using a ground-truth obtained
through hashtag-based semi-automatic labelling, and I finally discussed the discrep-
ancy between the online activity and the referendum outcome.

The second application involves online discussions about COVID-19. Due to the re-
cent COVID-19 emergency, I investigated the related infodemic problem in Italy since
misinformation circulates through Facebook. I analyzed the public textual content,
computing polarization, distribution and sentiment of the users and posts shared during
the first four months of the emergency. The main goal of the work is to understand how
information and misinformation spread to prevent and react against the “infodemic". It
was performed jointly with other researchers investigating the spread of URLs coming
from known misinformation sources and the structure and proprieties of the underneath
graph structure, not reported in this thesis. This study shows that users sharing misin-
formation are similar, independently of the kind of misinformation involved. This work
led to a more significant project analyzing the interplay between online public discourse
and the vaccine roll-out campaign in Italy: Vaccinitaly. My role in the project concerns
the collection and investigation of the textual content of tweets. I started by designing
a Transformer-based stance classifier to detect Pro-vax and No-vax tweets, exploiting
adaptive finetuning to obtain accurate results. In future works, we will also develop a
three-classes classifier including neutral posts, and we will extend the analysis to other
European countries with a multilingual approach.

Due to the successful application of language models to human-generated textual
data, future works will focus on three main directions.

First, refined embeddings of tweets and users are always necessary. As techniques
evolve, the design of better embedding approaches is always possible. The simple
substitution of novel and better language models on previous pipelines is not always
enough, and specific training procedures on appropriate datasets are essential. Unsu-
pervised or self-supervised approaches are the most promising techniques to investigate
since manually labelling large volumes of data is usually expensive and inefficient. The
inclusion of features from the social graph proved to be effective in automatically super-
vising the pre-training stage. Finally, including features other than the textual content
should improve the results, but the similarity between users in this setting is hard to
define.

Second, I will continue to consider novel applications of similarities between tweets
and users. Interesting perspectives come from both already existing tasks, such as
link prediction of users based on how similar they write, or novel tasks, preferably
inspired by contemporary events such as the political elections and current debates
about COVID-19 vaccine-related Green Pass.
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Third, investigating and quantifying the noise of texts is particularly important when
data from social media are analyzed. Even if it is not easy to train robust models, text
augmentation [92, 93] is a promising technique to control the amount and typology of
noise in the training datasets. Moreover, the influence of emojis, typos and slang should
be prioritized so that Language Models can better adapt to human-generated data.

Concluding, the future is promising. The field is continuously evolving while the
research community is active. Everyday novel works, models, training techniques,
tasks and datasets are publicly released, available to researchers and companies. Our
knowledge of Natural Language and our ability to use that knowledge to teach machines
proper ways to process that kind of information is exponentially increasing. The help
of social networking sites that allows people to generate enormous magnitudes of data
is essential to keep this trend growing.

I cannot wait to see what we will learn and build in the future, hoping that my
contribution will be significant and my ideas will be understood, accepted and used by
the rest of the community.
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APPENDIXA
Auxiliary Tables

In this chapter I collect some detailed tables related to Section 4.2, Section 4.3 and
Section 5.1.
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Appendix A. Auxiliary Tables

Table A.1: Datasets statistics, the first group represents controversial topics, while the second one
represents non-controversial ones

Hashtag/Keywords #Lang #Tweets Description and collection period
#LeadersDebate EN 250 000 Candidates debate, Nov 11-21,2019

pelosi EN 252 000 Trump Impeachment, Dec 06,2019
@mauriciomacri ES 108 375 Macri’s mentions, Jan 1-11,2018
@mauriciomacri ES 120 000 Macri’s mentions, Mar 11-18,2018
@mauriciomacri ES 147 709 Macri’s mentions, Mar 20-27,2018
@mauriciomacri ES 309 603 Macri’s mentions, Apr 05-11,2018
@mauriciomacri ES 254 835 Macri’s mentions, May 05-11,2018

Kavanaugh EN 260 000 Kavanaugh’s nomination, Oct 03,2018
Kavanaugh EN 259 999 Kavanaugh’s nomination, Oct 05,2018
Kavanaugh EN 260 000 Kavanaugh’s nomination, Oct 08,2018
Bolsonaro PT 170 764 Brazilian elections, Oct 27,2018
Bolsonaro PT 260 000 Brazilian elections, Oct 28,2018
Bolsonaro PT 260 000 Brazilian elections, 30-10-2018

Lula PT 250 000 Mentions to Lula the day of Moro chats news, Jun 11-10,2019
Dilma PT 209 758 Roussef impeachment, 06-11-2015

EXODEUX EN 179 908 EXO’s new album, Nov 07,2019
Thanksgiving EN 250 000 Thanksgiving day, Nov 28,2019

#Al-HilalEntertainment AR 221 925 Al-Hilal champion, Dec 01,2019
#MiracleOfChristmasEve KO 251 974 Segun Woo singer birthday, 23-12-2019

Feliz Natal PT 305 879 Happy Christmas wishes, Dec 24,2019
#kingjacksonday EN 186 263 popstar’s birthday, Mar 24-27,2019
#Wrestlemania EN 260 000 Wrestlemania event, Apr 08,2019

Notredam FR 200 000 Notredam fire, Apr 16,2019
Nintendo EN 203 992 Nintendo’s release, May 19-28,2019
Halsey EN 250 000 Halsey’s concert, Jun 07-08,2019
Bigil EN 250 000 Vijay’s birthday, Jun 21-22,2019

#VanduMuruganAJITH EN 250 000 Ajith’s fans, Jun 23,2019
Messi ES 200 000 Messi’s birthday, Jun 24,2019

#Area51 EN 178 220 Jokes about Area51, Jul 13,2019
#OTDirecto20E ES 148 061 Event of a Music TV program in Spain, Jan 20,2020

Table A.2: Most recurrent proper nouns in the vocabulary of 20 elected members of the Italian parlia-
ment, ranked by their frequency.

Democratic Party NNP Frequencies Right Parties NNP Frequencies Cinque Stelle NNP Frequencies
Italia 0.085716 Italia 0.108296 Roma 0.069347
Bologna 0.049067 Europa 0.043148 Italia 0.042250
Roma 0.025675 Roma 0.033982 Cittá 0.026740
San 0.018526 Lazio 0.032541 Luigi 0.025314
Europa 0.014398 Liguria 0.021148 San 0.020323
Milano 0.011444 Forza 0.017809 Berlusconi 0.019966
Calabria 0.011142 San 0.014928 Piazza 0.018094
Berlusconi 0.009397 Friuli 0.014535 Torino 0.015955
Venezia 0.008994 Laura 0.014535 Augusta 0.015242
Forza 0.008390 Franco 0.013226 Sala 0.013459
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Quote Quoted tweet
me either he always got an attitude frrrrr i cant stand that mfer-

hahahahahahaha he deleted and posted a new one already !

someone tell jinyoung to get rid of the date please ! ! !  it shows he 
received the poster on nov 4th helppp [#got7 #갓세븐 #igot7 #아가새 
#got7_breathoflove_lastpiece #got7_breath #got7_lastpiece]

according to multiple sources, a meeting was held in logar (post us-tb 
deal) where the haqqani leadership instructed its cadres to focus instead 
(of suicide attacks) on identifying and killing individuals who support the 
post 2001 order. why is the world not dealing with this?

open killing season on anyone attempting to improve afghanistan or to 
take it to a better place. this is the ultimate definition of terrorism: 
terrorise them to the point of silence

oh wow, thank you so much for this incredible review. you’ve just made 
our day " . merry christmas!!!

are you looking for last minute christmas presents you don't need to go 
to the shops for? i have a recommendation for you! hubby got me the 
packs app six months ago and we're loving it. excuse my terrible food 
photography as i try to explain why ... 1/?

that says it all about tory blair and the witch splodge

margaret hodge became leader of islington council in 1982. during the 
time she was in charge, many vulnerable children in the borough's "care 
homes" were abused, forced into prostitution & raped by people in 
positions of trust. tony blair later made her the minister for children!

park jihoon #treasure #트레저 #mamavote #treasure
goal : 1000 retweets [#2020mama] voted for #treasure on #mamavote ｜ 
2020 mama ｜ 2020.12.06 (sun)

ok i have made my brain calm so ayern thank you so much again!!! i 
didnt expect to win ofc hahahha pero nag donate na din to help <3 this 
is just an extra blessing huhuhuhhu tysm lord

i put in 1 raffle entry for every 5 pesos donated according to the order of
 entries on the form then generated a random number which 
corresponds to the winner anddddd..... lucky #122 is !!! # # #  
congratulations on winning mingyu's signed tone up sun cream $ ❤

keep drinking the kool aid i believe in god not man. have a wonderful day. it’s not a lie. obama didn’t replenish the ppe.
sven!!! the only cat i love with my whole heart. our fearless leader, sven & :

lool this was posted before his 50 yd td catch and run smh anyone playing against dalvin cook in fantasy

Quote 1 Quote 2

aint nobody looking at that damn zebra !
uno i was prepared to mute wz’s name bc i thought this gif was gonna 
end up like the juyeon one with those captions ' !

picture perfect indeed( nigeria map in the mud )

excruciating national heartache. healthcare workers we see you too. ) * + + +  pull it together people! #covid19

and she persists, fierce women we believe in!! love this! #electoralcollege #womenworthwatching #womengettingitdone
imagine calling someone toxic because they tryna defend their fave from 
psychopaths and bullies elites they’re calling you peoples names here o lmaooo , , , , !!

cancel culture -  being selective
there's so many tweets i don't know what "that" even means in this 
context ☠

an update on esl pro tour & iem katowice 2021 dreamhack warcraft iii 
championship esl pro tour championship dates: march 4-7 (new dates!) 
$130,000 prize purse 16 player tournament (format unchanged)

the #iem katowice csgo, sc2 and wc3 tournaments will all be played as no 
audience, studio events. it's a great shame to go without an audience two 
years running, but it is what it is. we will see you in spodek when it's safe 
to do so.

why not pressure your party now to reverse the pause in the current 
legislation, before its -15? it wasn't struck out of the books in the 90's. 
the section on rent control was just paused it could be reinstated 
tomorrow, if wanted it w/o recalling the mlas

in what is by far the biggest break so far from existing govt policy, 
leadership candidate is pitching rent control to help address housing 
problems.

absolutely spot-on from - which means an even more fundamental 
rethink for small l liberals on left and right…

exactly. and the republican party has changed fundamentally. centre 
ground politics in the us is still in a v difficult long-term position

his punishment, living in indianapolis, will haunt him forever.

jackie we sincerely apologize for this totally unacceptable behavior, and 
will have a statement this morning about actions being taken harassment 
of this kind has no place or justification this is not ok

Figure A.1: Examples of pairs of texts from Qt (top) and CoQt (bottom) datasets.
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Tweet Reply

first time in 4 years a republican has mentioned the deficit.

we pay the to work for the president of russia & we pay republicans to 
work for putin who pays for dead americans. corruption is the currency 
of republicans. .

hussain haqqani’s saath forum is denying links with efsas which posted 
its own participation at the second saath forum conference held in 
london uk on 16 october 2017 on efsas own website. link here: /1

efsas sent yoana barakova to attend the saath forum conference held in 
uk on 16 of october 2017. yoana barakova mentioned by name in the 
eudisinfolab report as an indian sponsored propagandists is seen with 
hussain haqqani posted by efsas website: /2

9.)  sent documents w/ inflated numbers and hidden debts to make 
himself seem like a better business partner. these docs are now at the 
center of a newyorkstateag investigation -- a key part of trump's legal 
headaches post-election.

8.)  defied real-estate industry wisdom by sinking $400m+ of his own 
cash into big real-estate projects. many of these look like bad bets, on 
properties that consistently lose $. (as nytimes confirmed in its great 
trump-taxes stories).

guys, we’re the purple line, really super close to 6th and 5th place on 
ichart !  we need to get last piece chart higher on the respective korea 
streaming platforms and we’ll definitely go up / 0 / 0  got7official 
#got7 #갓세븐

our solid #1 on genie daily chart and also #3 on genie real-time chart is 
hard carrying us on ichart1  got7official #got7 #갓세븐

can’t make it up— is now campaign with beto “let’s go door to door and 
seize guns by force” o’rourke. ossoff previously was caught taking a hard 
position on guns in metro atlanta while running ads about protecting the 
second amendment in rural georgia. john cornyn. what a loser.. you must have some pakistani in you. 2 2
" ""the pm has said he loathes bullying and yet today he has 
comprehensively failed a test of his leadership, when he's had a report 
on his desk, precisely on this issue"" shadow home secretary nick 
thomas-symonds is ""shocked"" priti patel remains in post " and that ladies and gents is called ministerial corruption.. enjoy!

i have been studying this old map for a while now. the map here is 
actually showing us that down or south of the sahara desert we have the 
ancient world meaning we have been existing before the nations above 
the sahara desert. meaning they all migrated from the ancient world.

and we also have a new jerusalem (jebu) above meaning there is definitely 
an old jerusalem (jebu).

this is why the democrats fought so hard to keep amy coney barrett out 
of the supreme court! they knew it would come to this. glad the seat got filled.
. just when the complicity of the mainstream media had succeeded in 
making the transition to the new world order almost painless and 
unnoticed, all sorts of deceptions, scandals and crimes are coming to 
light. until a few months ago, it was easy to smear...

... as “conspiracy theorists” those who denounced these terrible plans, 
which we now see being carried out down to the smallest detail.

any questions? anyone? any trump supporters have any questions??? people need to understand this

Reply 1 Reply 2

why are we leaving? any one got a benefit to share yet with the majority 
of us who don't want brexit ?

2/ i’m told that the uk has offered 3 year status quo on access in the 
12m to 200m zone of the u.k. eez but after that uk would have a free 
hand.

hello everyone including viewers. they should have cancelled long time 
ago, what are they waiting for. we don't want to bury innocent souls 
tshepho godfrey mollo boksburg gae zebediela makgophong #fullview 
#sabcnews

they must close these events, we have seen maskandi events people were 
over the set amount, people were not even wearing masks. so it's wise to 
suspend these events and those breaking rules must be punished... 
prisoned

#happinessindecember [#2020mama ] voted for #redvelvet on 
#mamavote ｜2020 mama｜2020.12.06 (sun)

1 red velvet best idol group alive luvies got your back 
#happinessroadto100m [#2020mama] voted for #redvelvet on 
#mamavote ｜ 2020 mama ｜ 2020.12.06 (sun) mnetmama

if ohanaeze said what ipob is doing did not have head, we will cut off 
their heads and put it there and it will have head

when you start the campaign for biafra restoration,we will begin to 
believe not trust you, for now, you people are anti igbo, that your own 
do not trust one bit. remember the clock is ticking. make hay while sun is 
shining. a word is enough for a fool

ihh this guy was a real baller3 ⚽ seen this video for 55th time in the past 2 weeks
happy birthday annaa❤❤ happy birthday jagananna

if you didn't totally punk out you would have been pardoned by now.
he had one of the best questions to sarah huckabee sanders in 2018. we 
still don’t know what the answer is.

for years now your career is not yet stable and you can’t work on that , all 
you could do is to publish bad news about others, crazy reporter #abt 
davido

how does his relationship with chioma affects the present nigeria 
economy?

in front of a live audience, which is allowed in nyc but not restaurants.

yup, just two “maskless” guys, sitting “2 feet apart” working at their 
“jobs” in front of a “live audience” making fun of people not willing to 
“social distance” “stay at home” & “lose their jobs”.

you say that like it matters...like it could be true.
i imagine lie are infinite right? you can fabricate as much evidence as you 
want.

Figure A.2: Examples of pairs of texts from Rp (top) and CoRp (bottom) datasets.
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Table A.3: Most recurrent nouns in the vocabulary of 20 elected members of the Italian parliament,
ranked by their frequency. Nouns were translated from Italian to English by the authors.

Right Parties Nouns Frequencies Cinque Stelle Nouns Frequencies Democratic Party Nouns Frequencies
0 government 0.020525 citizen 0.012416 job 0.014083
1 job 0.010293 job 0.010520 year 0.013420
2 year 0.010284 year 0.009318 government 0.012428
3 country 0.010215 law 0.009112 law 0.010318
4 right party 0.008931 government 0.008677 country 0.008362
5 brother 0.008686 star 0.008464 thing 0.007921
6 italian 0.008632 movement 0.007976 campaign 0.006723
7 president 0.008092 live 0.007611 day 0.006648
8 vote 0.007544 away 0.006767 person 0.006546
9 feature 0.007517 chamber 0.006494 citizen 0.005896
10 region 0.006502 country 0.006303 president 0.005836
12 tax 0.005896 program 0.005984 favour 0.005707
13 program 0.005862 president 0.005657 vote 0.005454
14 thing 0.005737 number 0.005653 woman 0.005443
15 citizen 0.005704 million 0.005204 club 0.005034
16 politics 0.005693 thing 0.005199 commitment 0.004850
17 security 0.005420 video 0.004862 hour 0.004712
18 day 0.005316 euro 0.004806 politics 0.004536
19 person 0.005312 city 0.004771 family 0.004435
20 state 0.005169 proposal 0.004529 program 0.004333

Table A.4: Most relevant words (translated from Italian) per party as indicated by the coefficients of the
linear regression model. The upper half of the table reports nouns that suggest the belonging to the
party, the lower half the opposite

FI Lega M5S PD
1 centre-right lega star minister
2 president people movement commitment
3 south gazebo citizen suburbs
4 govern north change thing
5 retired right spokesman comparison
7834 thing courtroom family citizen
7835 change law centre-right people
7836 citizen star left star
7837 star president minister movement
7838 lega govern lega centre-left
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